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2F-Spiele
(Owner: Friedemann Friese)
APAS Verlags GmbH
Argentum Spiele
(Owner: Roman Mathar)
Baccum
(Owner: Sungwoo Hyun)
BeWitched-Spiele
(Owner: Andrea Meyer)
Board Game Box
Blue Cocker
(Owner: Alain Balay)
Board Game Circus
(owner: Daniel Theuerkaufer)
Capstone Games
(Owner: Clay Ross)
Clicker-Spiele
(Owner: Stephan Riedel)
Cwali
(Owner: Corné van Moorsel)
Dionsysos Games
(Owner: Andreas Schleicher
und Anna Heym)
DeKroKo
(Owner: Mladen Petkovic)
Edition Siebenschläfer
(Owner: Anja Wrede)
Fantasmorgia
(Owner: Alexandar Guerov)
Feuerland Spiele
(Owner: Frank Heeren, Uwe
Rosenberg)
franjos Spieleverlag
(Owner: Franz-Josef Herbst)
Frosted Games
(Owner: Matthias Nagy)
FunForge
(Owner: Philippe Nouhra)
Game‘s UP
(Owner: Ralph Bienert)
Haas Games
(Owner: Simon Haas)
Hard Boiled Games
(Owner: Johannes Sich)
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•
•
•
•
•
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Helvetiq
(Founder: Hadi Barkat)
heptagon-Verlag
(Owner: Thomas Müller)
Holstein Spiele
(Owner: Dirk Holdorf)
Igel Spiele
(Owner: Oliver Igelhaut)
Ion Game Design
(Ownerin: Besime Uyanik)
Irongames
(Owner: Bernd Eisenstein)
Jumping Turtle Games
Korona Games
Loogstein
(Owner: Germann Jossé)
Mücke-Spiele
(Owner: Harald Mücke)
Müller-Mätzig-Spiele
(Owner: Björn Müller-Mätzig)
nice game
(Owner: Simon Schwanhäußer)
nikamundus
(Owner: Katharina Friedrich
und Stefanie Friedrich)
Oink Games
Paco Ŝako
Ostia Spiele
(Owner: Heike Risthaus und
Malte Meinecke)
Peter Menk
(Owner: Matthias Röhrs)
Playford Games
(Owner: David Sennett)
Portal Games
(Owner: Ignacy Trzewiczek)
Public-Tools
(Owner: Stephan Daniel)
Quadratspiele-Caupo
(Owner: Hans-Georg Krämer)
Qango
(Owner: Klaus Burmester)
R&R Games
(Owner: Frank DiLorenzo)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skellig Games
(Owner: Uwe Bursik, Marc
Schodrau)
Sphinx-Spiele
(Owner: Henning Poehl)
Spieltz
SpieleFaible
(Owner: Henning Voss)
Starnberger Spiele
(Owner: Tanja Philippeit)
Steffen-Spiele
(Owner: Steffen Mühlhäuser)
Step Puzzle
(Inhaber: Aldas Kikutis)
Taleswapper Publishing
(Owner: Wilma Mulder)
Suncoregames
(Owner: Bujar Haskaj)
That‘s Me
(Owner: Dr. Györgyi Füzesi)
www.spielmaterial.de
(Owner: Harald Mücke)
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IMPRINT/CONTACT
Spiel direkt e.G.
Genossenschaftsregister: GnR
700079 Amtsgericht Heidelberg
Office:
Bachstr. 44
69221 Dossenheim
Tel.: +49 (0)6221 43540 80
Fax: +49 (0)6221 43540 89
Mail: info@spiel-direkt-eg.de
management:
H. Poehl, M. Luger
supervisory board:
A. Guerov, A. Wrede, Friedemann Friese, L. Grundmann
Web:
www.spiel-direkt-eg.de
More information on
Facebook
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2F-Spiele
founded:1992
owner: Friedemann Friese
Fedelhören 64, 28203 Bremen/Germany
www.2f-spiele.de
info@2f-spiele.de
„I co-founded Spiel direct because small publishers
need a structure that brings their games to the dealers. This offers advantages in acting together with
minimizing shipping costs and to make the sale of individual games possible, but without the disadvantages of existing wholesalers. For small publishers
on their own individualism and self-expression plays
an important role, so that purely economic arguments
are wrong here and do not go far enough. Everyone
at Spiel direct is responsible to estimate how much
sweat, labor, money and time they need to invest.
There is nobody interfering!“
Friedemann Friese
owner of 2F-Spiele

friedemann.friese@spiel-direkt.eu

2F games consists actually only of Friedemann Friese, but nothing would
work without Henning Kröpke (freelance co-worker). Friedemann invents
all games to publish, and is the creative potential, but because he cannot
draw, Maura and Harald Lieske are the two graphic designers responsible
for the visual part. Henning takes care of all the rest.

Top Product: Power Grid
(over 250,000 copies sold, over 150,000
expansions)

Fische Fluppen
Frikadellen = selection list Game
of the Year, Top10
Deutscher
Spielepreis
Finstere Flure =
Top10 Deutscher
Spielepreis

History
2F-Games was founded in 1992 as a
game-construction site. The first 10
years were marked by many economically less successful experiments. In 2002 the breakthrough
came with Fische Fluppen Frikadellen
that led to 2F-Spiele as a company
that generates a living for the people
working for it.
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You are sloths: cuddly, lazy and really lazy. You
sit in your beloved trees and would like to pick up
the delicious leaves on the other trees. But running around yourself is too much trouble for you.
All animals (including humans) like to go on vacation, so they all traveled together in a vacation
area. Of course you sit around as sloths in your
beloved trees, while the other animals criss-cross
the vacation area. You would also like to look
around to collect the delicious leaves on the other
trees - but walking around yourself is too much
trouble for you. All other animals have fun, you
want that too, but ... you are too lazy.

Interesting:
Let yourself be transported on your travels!
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 60 min.
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A single vacation cannot be enough!
After visiting every single tree in the first vacation
area, you are ready to see more trees with delicious leaves.
As you continue to be cuddly, slow and lazy
sloths, you are lucky: even the other animals
cannot get enough vacation. Thus, they run back
and forth through the area and look at the new
environment.

Interesting:
Let yourself be transported on your travels!
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 60 min.
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The aliens are attacking and only you can defend
the earth. Charge your weapons and destroy all
aliens before you have lost too much energy! Level by level the danger increases ... are you
ready to face the challenges and win all 9 levels?
Game Idea
In every level in Feuer Frei! you shoot at aliens
with your weapons. Your goal is to destroy all aliens before you run out of energy. If you succeed,
you can start the next level!
You can play Feuer Frei! in solo mode or cooperatively with a friend in team mode.
The game uses the fable concept: The cards for
each level gradually come into play through a pre
-sorted deck of cards, changing the game level by
level. In this way, you can continue playing the
game at any time and start over again!

Interesting:
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-2
Duration: 30 min.
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Funkenschlag (Recharged Version) is the completely revised remake of the classic Funkenschlag.
Earning money with electricity? Earn a lot of money with electricity? A damn good idea!!! Should I
rely on coal or oil and thus make solid profits? Is
the burning of waste the market of the future or
will this commodity also be in short supply soon?
Of course, nuclear power is nice. Since the government still ensures that I can store my nuclear
waste without any problems, I can make some
quick money. Or invest in eco-friendly? I would
be independent of the commodity market, but are
these plants powerful enough? And of course, I
always keep track of the other players, which cities they provide, what resources are needed,
what kind of power plants are worthwhile for
them?

Interesting:
more than 200,000 copies sold worldwide, 9
expansions, more than 20 languages; among the
top 10 on Boardgamegeek (strategy games),
numerous international awards

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 2 hours
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Game Idea
Middle East: In the Middle East, oil has been in
abundance for years. However, so-called peak oil
threatens soon: the time from which the flow rates of the oil wells will no longer increase. There
are already some nuclear power plants in some
countries of this region, and their numbers will
rise in the future as soon as oil quantities decline.
Probably other energy sources will play a role,
such as the recycling of plastic waste.
Players start the game with an oversupply of oil.
They can also access abundant natural gas and
purchase a few solar systems. At the beginning of
the game, players have no access to waste and
nuclear energy.
Game Components
- 1 double-sided game board (Middle East / South
Africa)
- 5 overview maps "supply of raw materials"
- 1 rulebook
RECHARGED VERSION!

Interesting:
Diese Erweiterung kann nur mit einem
Exemplar von Funkenschlag gespielt werden!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 2 Stunden
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Northern Europe: The seven countries in Northern
Europe - Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Norway, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania use very different energy sources for their electricity production. Depending on the selected areas the available power
plants change!
United Kingdom & Ireland: In the United Kingdom
& Ireland players need to operate two separate
power grids. There is no direct link between Ireland and Great Britain, so that the start of the
second power grid is connected with high costs.
In addition, the region quickly changed from raw
material exporter to importer, so that in this
game level 3 begins earlier than usual.

Interesting:
This expansion can be played with only a
single copy of Power Grid!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 2 hours
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504 is a revolutionary modular game system: It
offers 504 different games in a single box.
In 504 there are 9 different modules available,
from which there are always three selected in a
specific hierarchy. Each offers a unique gaming
experience: wargame, pick-up & deliver, production, streets, exploration, racing, majority, addons, and stocks.
Players use the "Book of the Worlds", a spiralbound book with divided sides, to explain each
game. For each game they open the page of the
three different modules and get the full overview
of the selected world.

Interesting:
Totally new concept !

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min.
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With the new fable system – each time a new
game!
Once upon a time there was a marvelous forest
full of gorgeous fruits. These fruits came in vivid
colors with the sweetest tastes. And the best part
was the fruits could be squeezed and mixed into
the most delicious juices.
You are animals living in this forest, searching for
the most savory fruits. You find them with the
help of friendly forest-dwellers. They give you
fruits, trade them with you or help you in other
ways. It is most advantageous to be the first at
these locations. If you are already at a location,
you get a fruit from the animals arriving after
you. You are greedy and thirsty. Who will be the
first to satisfy their appetite for fabled juices?
Fabelsaft is a Fable game. A Fable game is one
where the gameplay changes over time. The first
time you play, the game starts in its initial state,
which is a relatively simple state. But as you explore deeper into the game system, the mechanisms and gameplay experience will evolve. You
play the game many times, and each play changes the game slightly.
Interesting:
New fable concept—every time a new game!
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-5
duration: 30 min.
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Spiel Direkt eG only distributes a German edition
of this 2F-Spiele game.
Since many consider green one of the most important colors in the rainbow, no fruit-themed game would be complete without the addition of limes — and these green fruits add just the right
twist to the gameplay found in Fabled Fruit.
Explore twenty new locations, the exciting gambling tokens, and the mysterious camouflage coat
in Fabled Fruit: The Lime Expansion!

Interesting:
Das Spiel verändert sich laufend und bietet
immer wieder neue Aktionen!
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 30 min.
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The Folders offer nearly infinite possibilities. To
solve them you need to fold them back and forth
and find your correct way through the labyrinth.
"Folder - Series 1" contains a total of 7 different
Folders with many different possibilities: "tilted"
paths, diagonal folds, and once 2 folds. Because
of different difficulties every gamer can find the
right challenge. Each Folder is sold as a unit together with a printed envelope.
"Folder - Series 1" contains:
1. Magic (easy): Straight paths / short straight
fold
2. Boat Trip (easy): Straight paths / diagonal fold
3. Thievery (medium): Straight paths / long
straight fold
4. Alien (medium): Straight path / 2 short
straight folds
5. Love (difficult): Tilted paths / long straight fold
6. Treasure Hunt (very difficult): Tilted paths /
diagonal fold
7. Flute Sounds (very difficult): Tilted paths / diagonal fold

Interesting:
"FAGE - SERIES 1" CAN ONLY BE ORDERED
IN BUNDLES WITH 35 UNITS (EACH WITH 7
FAGE AT 5 PIECES EACH)

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 10+
# of players: 1
Duration: 15 min.
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The Folders offer nearly infinite possibilities. To
solve them you need to fold them back and forth
and find your correct way through the labyrinth.
"Folder - Christmas" offers the exclusive Christmas-Folder. An easy Folder for the perfect start
into the world of Folders.
Each Folder is sold as a unit together with a printed envelope.
"Folder - Christmas" contains:
8. Christmas (easy): Straight paths / short
straight fold

Interesting:
"FAGE - CHRISTMAS" CAN ONLY BE ORDERED IN BUNDLES WITH 20 UNITS (EACH
WITH 20 CHRISTMAS FAGE)!
Ideal as a little Christmas present.
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 10+
# of players: 1
Duration: 15 min.
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Two mafia bosses are trying to attract the most
and also the best members for their organization.
Prepare yourself for a thrilling duel. Use the
properties of the four different Mafia families most skillfully, grab the most valuable gangsters away from the your opponent. Your goal is
to have the best gang at the end.
Players collect gangsters who bring more victory points with increasing rank. Except for the
smallest gangsters (the "0"), a player normally
needs two identical gangsters to take a gangster
of the same family with the next higher rank into
his hand. To more quickly get the high quality
gangsters, players must use the various special
characteristics of the families, which makes his
gangsters go back into the supply more quickly
though. In this way the selection players have
available grows and shrinks, so that is a lot of
planning is needed to own the most influential
gang.

Interesting:
A quick 2 person card game with simple
rules, low price and a snappy theme. For
players who aren't always looking for happy
world graphics. 60 differently designed
gangster cards.

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 10+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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The three rollers spin, the tension increases ... is
this a new high score? It's not about the money,
you just want more points than anyone else. High
numbers alone are not enough in FATAL, you also
need the right bonus points to win.
FATAL is the right game for risk-takers on the
hunt for the high score!
Start this fast-forward game without reading the
rules of the game! Grab some players and discover the rules of the game during the game.
The fast-forward series uses the novel fable concept: Thanks to the pre-sorted deck of cards, you
will discover all the FATAL cards and rules in the
first 10-15 games. You can continue to play the
game anytime and start again with other players!

Interesting:
You start a Fast Forward game without reading a rules booklet in advance!
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 15 min.
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Spiel Direkt eG only distributes a German edition
of this 2F-Spiele game. For that reason.
A great fortress looms in the distance...and it
must be yours! Accept the challenge against all
others to conquer the Fortress!
FORTRESS is a game about taking risks and outwitting and bluffing your friends to become the
dominant ruler of the kingdom.
You start a Fast Forward game without reading a
rules booklet in advance! Just grab some fellow
gamers and discover the rules while playing. The
Fast Forward series uses the Fable Game system
introduced in Fabled Fruit: With the presorted
deck of cards, you will discover all cards and rules
as you play. It will take twelve games of FORTRESS before your group has explored the entire
system. It can then be reset and played again by
the same or different groups!
FORTRESS is the second of three completely different games in the Fast Forward Series!

Interesting:
You start a Fast Forward game without reading a rules booklet in advance!
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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Spiel Direkt eG only distributes a German edition
of this 2F-Spiele game.
"Quickly, we must flee!", you tell your companions. "THE MONSTER is almost upon us! Look to
all sides for help as you never know where it will
be!" Can your team survive long enough to finish
all chapters of this exciting story?
FLEE is a cooperative game of escaping for ambitious puzzle solvers.
You start a Fast Forward game without reading a
rules booklet in advance! Just grab some fellow
gamers and discover the rules while playing. The
Fast Forward series uses the Fable Game system
introduced in Fabled Fruit: With the presorted
deck of cards you will discover all cards and rules
as you play. It will take several games of FLEE
before your group has explored the entire system. It can then be reset and played again by the
same or different groups!
FLEE is the third of three completely different games in the Fast Forward series!

Interesting:
You start a Fast Forward game without reading a rules booklet in advance!
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 90 min.
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Spiel Direkt eG only distributes a German edition
of this 2F-Spiele game.
Do you fear ghosts? Or are you confronting the
danger and scaring your opponents?
FEAR is a fast-paced and straightforward hand
management game of tension-filled ghost
chasing.
You start a Fast Forward game without reading a
rules booklet in advance! Just grab some fellow
gamers and discover the rules while playing. The
Fast Forward series uses the Fable Game system
introduced in Fabled Fruit: With the presorted
deck of cards, you will discover all cards and rules
as you play. It will take 10-15 games of FEAR before your group has explored the entire system.
It can then be reset and played again by the same or different groups!
FEAR is the first of three completely different games in the Fast Forward series!

Interesting:
You start a Fast Forward game without reading a rules booklet in advance!
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 15 min.
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You're on vacation on the beach. Everything is
beautiful, peaceful and harmonious. Out of sheer
lust for life, you start building a sandcastle. What
are the neighbors doing? Sand castles are growing everywhere. But you want to build the best,
tallest, largest sandcastle. Suddenly everyone is
competing.
Everyone builds with the material they have. Who
will be the first to use up all his material and win
in sand castle construction? Everyone for themselves, but all against each other, is how it is
played here.
Deckbuilding is over - Fine sand provides deck
removal.
Fine Sand uses the fable concept: In addition to
the starting card stacks, each player has a presorted fable deck of cards that you use to change
your game stacks from game to game. You can
continue to play at any time and start over again
with other players!
Fine Sand includes an exciting solitaire campaign!

Interesting:
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Spiel Direkt eG only distributes a German edition
of this 2F-Spiele game.
Finished! is a puzzle-solving game, a completely
new way to play solitaire!
It is a typical day at work. Your working schedule
is chaotic as always and it‘s time to focus on the
task at hand. Start sorting files and do not fall
asleep. If you require a jolt of caffeine or rush of
sugar, there is a limited supply of coffee and a
small stash of sweets to help complete your tasks
and get finished!
You start Finished! with a shuffled deck of 48
cards and try to sort these cards by cycling
through the draw stack during eight rounds. You
may sort cards only in your "present" area, but
helpful actions will let you manipulate your cards
in many different ways. If you sort all cards starting from card 00:01 up to card 00:48, you win
the game! If this is too easy for you, the game
offers four difficulty levels.
Whether or not you win the game, we will invite
you to watch a short movie at the end of the game!
Interesting:
incl. Flipbook!
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 10+
# of players: 1
Duration: 30 min.
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Everyone knows the saying: “The cat’s out of the
bag”. In this game you will now find out for yourself what it means. Some cats are looking for new
owners, only you never know exactly whether you
will get a small group of cute little kittens or
whether some undesirable cat will be among
them. Sometimes only a dog can help to chase
away the unwanted cats. Be careful though, that
there aren't too many dogs who would then have
nothing better to do than to chase themselves. A
wicked bluff game with loads of tricky decisions.
The players try to bid on as many of the positive
cats as possible with the help of their mice
(money). At the end of the game all the positive
cats and mice are counted, but negative cats give
negative points.

Interesting:
Sold over 40,000 times worldwide. A simple
bluff game with nice cat graphics for a small
price. Best as a filler or as a birthday gift.
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 8+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 30 min.
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Fabulous: You must fearlessly find the 3 fetishes
in the Finnish fjord, using feints like a fox to fulfill
this and fly to famed Fieso in France to free the
fascinating fairy and Fabula. But Fieso seems
fearful of foreigners, what a fiasco! You wake up
forgotten and freezing, confined in a frightful fortress with faint floors. Now you must free yourself
from Fieso's forces.
Furunkulus the court monster (a frightful freak) is
waiting. Now is the time to be fresh, faithful, and
free, to frolic, to fool Furunkulus and to freedom
flee.

Interesting:
The classic of 2F-Spiele. Already 11 years in
the program! More than 31,000 copies sold
worldwide in 4 languages!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-7
Duration: 45 min.
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Daring lumberjacks have gathered along the river
to begin their traditional rivalry between the fastest rafters. With clever maneuvers they try to
outsmart their competitors to get a decisive advantage in this eventful race. There is a lot of
pushing and blocking, since every means is justified to get the finishing line first.
Flussfieber is an ideal game for both families as
well as experienced players. The simple rules,
play a card and move a lumberjack, enable an
exciting, brisk and entertaining game. The trick is
that each player plays with 2 or 3 lumberjacks at
the same time and thus has all the cards of these
loggers has in a mixed deck of cards. Thus, each
player must plan very carefully with his hand
cards.

Interesting:
Magnificent family game with ever different
game plans. The move mechanism is very
simple, because the replay appeal lies here
in the ever-changing game board. Each
board has been specially designed for a different game feeling and you always combine
2 of them for a game. Variety is guaranteed.

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 45 min.
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At Foppen, players want to quickly get rid of their
cards.
They do not have to win every trick, but always
stay with them.
The one who plays the worst card in a trick is
fouled! He must suspend the next trick and will
not release a card.
Foppen is the new edition of Friedemann's tricktaking game classic for 4-8 players!

Interesting:

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 8+
# of players: 4-8
Duration: 15 min.
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Friday is a solitaire game - only you alone can
win the game!
Your goal is to help Robinson, who is stranded on
your island, in the fight against various hazards.
Initially, Robinson is not particularly skillful. With
each fight won though you will improve his skills.
Also defeats can help get rid of its negative properties, though. However, life on the island is very
debilitating, so a long stay by Robinson on the
island will not only increase his experience, but
will also tend to increase his clumsiness.
Robinson is represented in this game through a
deck of cards with different behaviors. As a player, you are asked to improve this deck continually
until at the end you have collected the cards, with
which Robinson can defeat the powerful pirates!

Interesting:
The most popular solitaire game on
Boardgamegeek with more than 50,000 copies sold worldwide!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 10+
# of players: 1
Duration: 30 min.
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"The Bird in Borrowed Feathers" is a well-known
fable by Aesop. In this story a crow adorns itself
with the beautiful feathers of a peacock.
This not only occurs in the animal kingdom: You
do not have live in a banana republic to experience corruption, betrayal and cheating daily, or to
be bribed, deceived and lied to. What can happen
in your circle of friends, where it is especially
hurtful, also applies in the area of politics.
Quite the contrary: Especially greedy and narcissistic leaders often act without regard to others in
order to ensure being cast in a particularly good
light and to achieve their goals.
Here, bribes are made, offices promised and brazen lies told or secret information exchanged and yes, you would not believe it: Some people
buy a Ph.D.!

Interesting:
The third game of Friday Friedemann project
combines the most important mechanisms
from the most popular games to an entirely
independent gaming experience. The reference to the latest events in politics is an attractive topic!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 1.5 hours
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This first work of Friedemann Friese from 1992
has never lost its appeal with gamers worldwide,
and now you may at last blast buildings, kill tenants, and cause trouble for your fellow players.
In Friese's Landlord you are all ruthless landlords
trying to earn as much money as you can. All
sorts of tenants move into your houses: the family, a man with a dog, sometimes even odd ones.
All tenants dream of getting a premium apartment, but most often you offer them low rent
flats. But beware of squatters! With the help of
various action cards you try to get essential advantages or defend yourself against mean attacks, at the expense of your fellow players if
necessary – or even the poor tenants!
In the end, the player who squeezes the most
money out of his tenants still wins!
Friese's Landlord includes 120 full-colored cards
with new tenants, brand-new coins and a fully
updated rules sheet.

Interesting:
After 21 years Friedemann's first work is
back at 2F-Spiele in a completely new look.
120 brand new colored cards and money
chips offer maximum fun!
SEPARATE
ENGLISH!

VERSIONS

FOR

GERMAN/

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 45 min.
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It’s time for the next market day! As a rising
trader you are trying to get the best spaces for
your market stalls. Only the trader with the freshest goods will get the most customers.
Everything could be so simple, but the other traders repeatedly place flea market tables in your
way. The overseeing management is very strict
about the market square not getting too crowded,
so you frequently lose reserved spaces. It can
happen that your own fish stall stands at the
wrong side of the market square, far away from
the delivery truck with the fresh goods.
You must decide regularly to secure reserved
spaces for a lot of money or risk waiting for a
good cheap space later on in the game. Only
through this way will you become the most successful trader!

Interesting:
The completely revised version of the 1997
classic impresses with 42 large wooden
pieces and 7 variable game boards.

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 45 min.
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As a bargain hunter you will take all sorts of
things from the junkyard in order to sell them
profitably to customers. Whoever comes first, is
first served - but can only take very little home.
Attention: Be aware that maybe a thief is on the
way to your home to steal your already collected
items!
With the help of various means of transport, the
players try to get coveted items from the
junkyard in order to fulfill their clients' orders. If you take your bike, you will be faster
than if you have to organize a truck first. Unfortunately you can only transport little on the bike
home in spite of the greater selection of objects.
And then you realize that an audacious thief took
the opportunity to steal the unguarded radio from
your unguarded home.

Interesting:
10 years after the exclusive screen print edition with 130 copies Fundstücke has been
completely revised graphically. The oversized playing cards offer a special gaming
experience.

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 30 min.
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ENGLISH EDITION: Includes English rules! Language independent game parts!
Theme of the game
Five Cucumbers is a trick-taking game with the
goal of NOT winning the last trick!
Idea of the game
It's not easy. You have two choices on your turn:
Take over a trick by playing a high card or discard
your lowest card. It is not enough to keep a low
card in your hand for the last trick as you will also
need some high cards for taking over key tricks.
Five Cucumbers is a modern variant of the tricktaking game Agurk, which is well-known primarily
in Scandinavia. We are excited to bring you our
new version!

Interesting:
Worldwide already more than 17,000 copies
sold. New, separate editions for German and
English available from the end of January!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 30 min.
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Welcome to "Power Grid deluxe": for the 10th anniversary of the highly successful game "Power
Grid" the publisher presents a luxury version with
brand new materials.
"Power Grid deluxe" is a stand-alone game with a
completely new graphical design. Even though
the occasion is the 10th anniversary, this is not a
limited edition! It also does not replace "Power
Grid" - both games will still be available in the
future!
A huge double-sided board with Europe and
North America, newly designed wooden pieces,
and a complete set of new power plants, some of
which now require natural gas instead of waste.
New overview cards for the raw material supply
to facilitate game play. For two players, playing
"against the company" was developed. The game
is still "Power Grid", with exciting auctions, nailbiting raw material speculation, network expansion and competition among players with very
tight finishes.

Interesting:
First edition worldwide with
20,000 copies in 12 languages

more

than

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 120 min.
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IMPORTANT: This Expansion can only be played
with a copy of Funkenschlag deluxe or Funkenschlag!
This is a promotional bag with specially made
wooden Garbage- and Oil-pieces for the game
Funkenschlag deluxe.
You can use these wooden pieces with the new
wooden parts of the game to use them for the
classic Funkenschlag.
Contents
- 24 Garbage pieces
- 4 Oil pieces
As a trader or shop owner you may order one
copy of this promotional bag FOR FREE for each
ordered copy of Funkenschlag deluxe.
We kindly ask you to send an email to info@spieldirekt.eu - headline "Promotional bag Funkenschlag deluxe". Because of the small size of this
promotional bag the shipment is separate to your
regular shipment of the game.

Interesting:
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: -
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Joint-stock companies offer players a completely
new game experience. As shareholders players
try to get control over various public companies
in order to amass the greatest personal wealth.
In addition, the expansion offers players two additional variants.
If a player is in possession of all game boards and
the expansion Neue Kraftwerke, then with this
extension there 222 new ways to play Power
Grid and Power Grid deluxe.

Interesting:
Modular system
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 120 min.
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This power grid extension uses the novel fable
concept: Thanks to the two pre-sorted fable
decks, you will be confronted with exciting challenges in campaigns with 3 consecutive games
each.
On each of the four borads of the two basic games, you will have completely new power gird
experiences!
Content:
- 30 oversized fable cards
- 6 game rules cards

Interesting:
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 120 min.
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France: the primary source for electricity production in France is nuclear power. This is accounted
for in the game by a larger supply of uranium on
the commodity market and a fast access to at
least one nuclear power plants in the game. The
capital Paris is the largest metropolis in the country. This, too, should be considered by players
when they use their assets to become the most
successful producer of electricity in France.
Italy: In Italy, resources are scarcer than on the
other known game plans. Both coal and oil can
quickly become a scarce commodity with a certain game play. Combined with higher connection
costs due to the geographical situation of the
country, players will quickly struggle with scarce
cash reserves.

Interesting:
This expansion can be played with only a
single copy of Power Grid!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 2 hours
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The Benelux countries supported the construction
of ecological power plants so that they expand
the power plant market in order to meet the demand. Unlike Central Europe the emphasis here
lies on commodities such as oil (or gas). In addition to the low connection costs for networks the
game is further accelerated since the smallest
power plants can be scrapped quickly on the market.
Central Europe: Due to the large coal deposits in
Poland the commodities market for the power
plants in Central Europe is very one-sided. In addition both Austria and Poland forego using nuclear power. Only players who run their networks in
other countries can operate these power plants.
The city of Vienna has a special status because it
burns lots of waste for energy. Players with the
city of Vienna in their power grid in this variant
get a discount on waste. These conditions provide
the players in this expansion with exciting challenges while competing for the biggest profit.

Interesting:
This expansion can be played with only a
single copy of Power Grid!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 2 hours
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New challenges for Power Grid! The new power
plants offer alternatives for all already published
game boards!
4 variants can be played with this extension:
- Power Grid with a new power plant deck for a
new experience
- Power Grid with both power plant decks for a
chaotic experience
- Power Grid'+' with a big power plant deck: players connect 20 cities
- Power Grid with individual power plant decks

Interesting:
This expansion can be played with only a
single copy of Power Grid!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 2 hours
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China: The Chinese economy is mainly characterized by a planned economy. In this variant there
are no surprises for the players in the power plant
market during the first two stages of the game,
all power plants are offered in ascending order for
sale. In addition, the growing demand for raw
materials for energy production creates shortages
in the commodities market, so players have to
plan very carefully so as not to let resource scarcity make their growing power grid go dark and
lose important revenues.
Korea: The division of Korea makes not only the
political situation very different from the countries
of the other Power Grid game boards. Players will
also be confronted on the one hand with widely
varying geographical challenges, and on the other
hand they must buy raw materials very consciously in spite of a divided commodity market,
so that their power plants do not suddenly stop
electricity production due to bottlenecks.

Interesting:
This expansion can be played with only a
single copy of Power Grid!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 2 hours
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In addition to the usual double-sided game board
this expansion will be delivered in a collection
box, which can accommodate the other expansions.
Brazil: In Brazil biogas is preferably used for electricity production. In this variant the waste power
plants are used as biogas power plants and the
waste raw materials as biogas tanks. A fierce battle for the scarce resources starts and captivates
the players throughout the game!
Spain & Portugal: In Spain and Portugal the interests in developing power generation run in two
completely opposite directions: During "level 1"
the commodity market is not supplied with uranium at all, while in "level 2" the supply of uranium
is raised to previously unseen heights. At the
same time as well the popular three large wind
turbines come in direct succession into the power
plant market. Conflicts of interest are inevitable!

Interesting:
This expansion can be played with only a
single copy of Power Grid!
The expansion includes a collector's box for
storage of other Power Grid expansions.

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 2 hours
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Japan: Due to the limitations in geography, players in Japan may operate two separate networks.
However, the respective first connections must be
made in certain cities, so that a tough competition for the best connections begins.
Russia: In Russia, the number of power plants
being offered is limited. In addition, the conventional exchange rules for outdated power plants
are no longer applied, so that especially the leading players are faced with new challenges.

Interesting:
This expansion can be played with only a
single copy of Power Grid!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 2 hours
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Face a new opponent: The robot acts as an additional player and can very much intervene into
play through its various features and special abilities.
The "decisions" of the robot are made by the human players. If the robot is used correctly, it can
act really well against the opposing players.
Power Grid is now also a nerve-wracking event
for 2 players! The extension is primarily intended
for 2 players. You can also use the robot in
games with up to 5 human players though, or use
more than one robot. Add two robots to your next
two-player game and enjoy the exciting "4 player" game!

Interesting:
This expansion can be played with only a
single copy of Power Grid!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 2 hours
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Australia: Australia has no coherent electricity
grid. There are only some interconnected cities in
the populated regions, particularly in the southeast. For this reason players may connect all cities for an increased connection cost. Australia
does not use uranium to produce electricity, but
mines large amounts of the material in order to
sell it to other countries. This provides a whole
new game element, even for experienced Power
Grid players!
Indian Subcontinent: On the Indian subcontinent
blackouts threaten to occur when players spread
their networks too quickly. In addition, players
must purchase on a limited commodity market on
which it is not always guaranteed that all players
get enough raw materials. The waste-fired power
plants burn cattle dung and therefore have a lower efficiency. They therefore always need an extra
garbage for producing electricity.

Interesting:
This expansion can be played with only a
single copy of Power Grid!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 2 hours
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Quebec: In the Canadian province of Québec, the
focus of the power supply is ecological hydroelectric power plants. Once ecological power plants
emerge in the plant market, they are no longer
removed from the market until they are purchased by the players or replaced as too small.
The two major cities of Montreal and Quebec offer
many cheap connection options, so this game
board provides many tough decisions in the construction of networks.
Baden-Wuerttemberg: In Baden-Wuerttemberg,
the clocks run a little differently: The key change
is in the order of play in a game round. The power plants are auctioned first and only then is the
order of play adjusted. In addition, the state is
smaller, so some inter-regional cities cannot be
connected until level 2.

Interesting:

This expansion can be played with only a
single copy of Power Grid!
These Power Grid extension is only available
in a single edition!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 2 hours
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In Funkenschlag: Das Kartenspiel, the players
represent CEOs of mighty power companies producing electricity.
During the game, the players bid for power plants
at auctions and supply them with resources. Their
income depends on the amount of electricity produced in each round. At the end of the game, the
player who produces the most electricity wins the
game.
Funkenschlag: Das Kartenspiel offers all the tension and tactics well-known of its two big brothers
- Power Grid and Power Grid deluxe - without using the different maps. You get the full Power
Grid emotions in an intensive playing time of sixty
minutes!
To give two players an exciting experience, they
will play with the Trust acting as a third player.
While challenging the opponent, they must incorporate the schemes of the competing Trust in
their plans and use these schemes against their
opponent.

Interesting:
Including the variant „The Demolition Contractor“, playable with Funkenschlag: Das
Kartenspiel,
Funkenschlag
deluxe
and
Funkenschlag!

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 60 min.
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As the leader of a clan you decide about the
welfare of your clan. You have to develop new
methods of hunting and acquire knowledge so you can successfully hunt or learn how to control fire for food. Using these skills you get food
to feed your clan and expand on the game board
to move to new hunting grounds.
In a game you will face multiple choices: Which
types of technologies offer the greatest benefits?
When is the right time to expand your clan?
Which hunting areas will provide the most food?
Reaching new hunting areas on the game board
are important factors. Empty fields are cheaper to
settle than fields where are clans. The first player
who has a clan with 13 clansmen wins.

Interesting:
For the 10th anniversary of Power Grid there
is "The first spark." The entire game system
of Power Grid is transferred into the Stone
Age. For those who find the theme of electricity is too "dry".
With many small wooden animals and fewer
calculations. A good alternative for something other than sparks.

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 1 hour
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Power Grid taught you how producers of energy
compete with each other. You can now get to
know the other side, as electricity consumers.
Become a factory manager and make all the important decisions, so that your plant grows and
thrives. Compete with the other players on the
market for the best factory equipment, so that
you can end the game as the winner.
Factory Manager is an economic build-up game.
You start with a small factory and try to improve
it. While at the beginning the mere increase in
production is in the foreground, new challenges
come later on: You need to pay attention to the
energy price and distribute your own workers
well. Due to being close to the theme the game in
its fundamentals is logical and understandable. A
special new mechanism makes the game interesting. It determines the order of play and buying on
the market.

Interesting:
A new gaming experience in the Power Gridworld. Instead of successfully leading an energy corporation, we now have to optimize a
factory.

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 1 hour
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Be the first player to get rid of all of your cards!
Join forces with fellow players to beat cards
played by other players...or independently play
the highest card to outdo all your opponents together, flushing their cards down the drain!
Fuji Flush is a fast, fun, easy-to-learn card game
that will have you shouting as your cards are sent
down the drain!

Interesting:
The more players join, the more fun it becomes!
Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 7+
# ofp layers: 3-8
Duration: 15 min.
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Yes, this is a utopia, unfortunately!
We all want to work less. The robots can do almost everything. And just no exaggerated envy,
it's just about the fair distribution of all necessary
work, so we ALL have more free time.
Then we have time for what we would most like
to do: research, laze, fencing, flying, f ... or even
playing, making music, building, jogging, traveling. Who still wants to work more, should do it
anyway.
It's about the freedom of creation. So let's rethink: Unemployment is not a shame, but the
new goal!
Futuropia is a luckless economy game. In order to
offer new challenges to players, there are plenty
of variations that will help them create new starting conditions during game preparation. With the
solo game players have the opportunity to get to
know the mechanisms and processes of Futuropia
before they play the game in a big round!

Interesting:

Author: Friedemann Friese
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 90 min.
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APAS Verlags GmbH
founded: ???
CEO: ???
Brühlstr. 38
88682 Salem
www.apas-verlag.de
info@apas-verlag.de
„???.“
???
CEO of APAS Verlag

info@apas-verlag.de

Top Product:

History
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Wulong - One rolls the die, the others bet on the
result. Throwing dice, bluffing, judging others,
betting, winning or gamble everything. Simple
rules, no waiting, always exciting! And if you are
broke, there will get fresh money on your next
move and on we go!
The luckiest dragon wins!

Interesting:
Author: Anselm Ostertag / Philipp Wetzel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 45 Min.
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Argentum Spiele
founded:2004
owner: Roman Mathar
Brabanter Straße 55, 50672 Köln
www.argentum-verlag.de
info@argentum-verlag.de

„I joined the Spiel direkt, because the cooperative allows me to
permanently offer all available games at good conditions.“
Roman Mathar
owner of Argentum Spiele

roman.mathar@spiel-direkt.eu

Trying new things is our system at Argentum. We are also always presenting innovative game mechanics. Our claim is that our games are interesting both for casual and experienced players. Another focus of Argentum lays in the interaction of players - as in "Seenot im Rettungsboot",
in which moves are decided by majority vote.
This method has been rewarded now with several national and international
prizes: Hansa Teutonica Game of the Year, recommendation list 2010,
5th place at the German Spielepreis, International Gamers Award Nominee,
Nederlandse Spellenprijs 2011, First Train to Nürnberg International
Gamers Award Nominee 2010, Coney Island Nederlandse Spellenprijs2013.

Top Product: Hansa Teutoni- History
ca (4th edition already)
A strategic game
for 2-5 players,
ages 12+ by
Andreas Steding

"Why another publisher?" Was one of
the questions that Roman Mathar
asked himself when he founded Argentum in 2004. Since then, Argentum has gone its way consistently
and has published games from both
renowned authors like Michael
Schacht as well as absolute newcomers like Aaron Haag.
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An ice-cold building game by Charles Chevallier.
In a distant time-so far in the future that either
due to global warming or technological progress
wind turbines are going swimmingly in Antarctic
climate-sea level rise and resource consumption
force mankind to invest heavily in polar research.
The Scientific Committee of Antarctic Research is
faced with an increasingly creative interpretation
of the Antarctic Treaty System.
Your goal is to build research centers in Antarctica and reduce resources ... for purely scientific purposes, of course. The sun moves in counterclockwise direction in Antarctica, whereby
there is always a ship that is ice-free and allows
its owner to make a move. At the end of the
game you get victory points for majorities in
areas of research, prestige and resources.
Will your team have the most ... have contributed
the most to the salvation of humanity?

Interesting:
SEPARATE VERSIONS FOR GERMAN/
ENGLISH/FRENCH!

Author: Charles Chevallier
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 1 hour
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There is still much to do! Of course you want to
have the largest and most varied amusement
park in the world. Thankfully, the four families
have a small but fixed basic income.
This allows the head of the family to at least revive the now empty land at first with some showmen and thus attract attention and additional
revenue. With this money you can then afford
some favors of from other persons outside of the
show-business clan. A little money works wonders: the police officer is kinder to you, and you
can hire a migrant worker when your assistant is
too busy at the building sites.
And who doesn't want a promoter's or journalist's
help? We're here to get the most attention! That's
why our families even have to co-operate from
time to time - those grand attractions don't build
themselves! Despite the competition for the most
attention, co-operation really works - the head of
our show-business clan makes sure it does. Well,
in the end it's the grand attractions that impress
and the newspapers that euphorically tell people
about our park.

Interesting:
from the successful author Michael Schacht
Author: Michael Schacht
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min.
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Deutsche Hanse or, in Latin,
Hansa Teutonica, are alternative names for the Hanseatic
League, an alliance between merchant guilds and
(later) between cities originating from lower Germany. Cities that joined the League were called
Hansa cities. The League emerged (rather than
being explicitly founded) in the middle of the 12th
century. Since there was no formal application to
join until the later half of 14th century, it was impossible to tell which cities belonged to the
League during this period. It was believed, however, that almost 200 cities were involved in
some capacity with the League. Players attempt
to increase their standing as merchants in the
Hanseatic League by gaining prestige points. This
may be done in different ways: Establishing a
network of accounting offices in new Hansa cities
may be as promising as improving trading skills.
Players accomplish various activities during their
moves. Traders may be inserted on the game
board, moved, or even displace traders of other
players. If they eventually occupy an entire trade
route between two cities, a new accounting office
may be established. But players may also develop
their trading skills, instead in particular cities, improving their abilities throughout the course of
play. The winner of the game is the player who
gains the most Prestige Points.

Interesting:
Game of the 2010 Recommendation List
Deutscher Spielepreis 2010 5th place
SEPARATE VERSIONS FOR GERMAN/
ENGLISH/FRENCH!

Author: Andreas Steding
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 60 min.
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In “El Gaucho”, you take the role of a cattle baron
sending your gauchos to the Pampa to collect as
much and as stately cattle as possible.
Your gauchos exercise their abilities at the dice
rodeo. The better they do during training, the
easier they catch cattle in the field. Be smart and
get in your opponents’ way with mean tricks by
snatching the most valuable cattle from under
their noses, or swing your lasso to abduct one of
their animals.
At home, sort your cattle by race and assemble
them in herds only to sell them later for as many
Pesos as possible.

Interesting:
Game of the Year 2014, 7th place
SEPARATE VERSIONS FOR GERMAN/
ENGLISH/FRENCH!

Author: Arve D. Fühler
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 1 hour
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You can use this extension only in combination
with the Hansa Teutonica basic game. Replace
the board of the basic game with this one showing a map of England, Scotland (blue, 4-5 player
side only) and Wales (red).

Interesting:
only playable with Hansa Teutonica
Author: Andreas Steding
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 1 hour
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You can use this extension only in combination
with the Hansa Teutonica basic game. Replace
the board of the basic game with this one showing a map of the eastern regions of Europe.

Interesting:
only playable with Hansa Teutonica
Author: Andreas Steding
Age: 12+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 1.5 hours
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YUNNAN - home of the delicious Pu'er tea. For
more than 1000 years, the tea dynasties are
providing this sought-after good via their horse
caravans to faraway Tibet. A network of paths
and roads leading through the jungles of Yunnan,
the steppes of Sichuan and over the peaks of the
Himalaya - the Tea-Horse Road is the traditional
travel route of the tea traders.
In YUNNAN, the players will control the fate of
their tea dynasties. Their main goal is to establish
a broad and secure trading network to deliver the
tea to the farthest provinces, doing it better than
their opponents. The main work behind the
scenes is done in Pu'er, their home location: New
traders need to be trained, better horses need to
be acquired, and a good number of border passes
need to be requested to be able to reach the farthest provinces.

Interesting:
Nederlandse Spellenprijs 2013 shortlist
Author: Aaron Haag
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 1.5 hours
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In the second third of the 19th century rapid development of rail-bound transport began. The rail
network grew worldwide and steam engines
accelerated the development.
175 years ago, on December 7, 1835, the first
German railway line was opened with steam power for passenger and freight services between Nuremberg and Fürth. In England’s region of Wensleydale transport of goods via railway tracks was
started 13 years later.

Interesting:
a typical game by Martin Wallace
Author: Martin Wallace
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 1.5 hours
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Choppy sea, high waves.
Wind from all points of the compass tears dauntingly at the sails of mighty Santa Timea and the
convoying ships - they are almost in distress, and
this time without any lifeboats at all! Players
compete for orienting their ships towards the
wind, to stand for as little damage as possible.
Box with English and German text, English rules
included, no language dependent components.

Interesting:
A trick-taking card game
Author: Dirk Liekens
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 30 min.
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Before the settlers arrived at the great open
plains, life of the Native Americans was driven by
the move of the big buffalo herds. Each player
becomes chief of a tribe and tries to survive the
hard life without disturbing the balance of nature.
And the buffaloes are moved by all players, so it
might always useful to have a pow-wow to find
out how the herd will move ...
The game will accompany the buffaloes from the
left side to the right side of the game board. It is
up to you where your tribe starts. You win the
game if you manage to have more tipis at the
end of the game than the other players. But you
also have to be able to support your tipis, and
that becomes more and more difficult when the
buffaloes move on!
As long as there are sufficient buffaloes around,
you may feel free to install new tipis on the game
board. But at the latest when the other players
decide that exactly these buffaloes move on, you
should not fall behind. Only the tipis are save
which made it to the open plains before the game
ends.

Interesting:
Only you move your tribe, but all players together move the buffalo herd - who can best
position himself for the herd?

Author: Dirk Liekens
Age: 12+
# of players: 3-4
Duration: 1 hour
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The initiates have waited for this day for centuries, and now that the grail appeared, they are
well prepared. Following an ancient plan, the grail
shall be brought to its designated place. But do
the other initiates have the same goal as you?
Whom can you trust?
Assassins, Templars, Rosicrucians and Illuminates
start the hunt for the grail. The pawns on the
game board belong to nobody, each player may
move each of them. Throughout the game, however, each player may try to gain control over the
pawns by secretly exerting influence on them.
The winner of the game is not the one who brings
home the grail, but the one who controls the
bearer of the grail; in other words: The one who
proves to have the highest influence ...

Interesting:
You move all the pieces on the board - and
only during the course of the game you decide which ones are "yours"!

Author: Eric Solomon
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-10
Duration: 1 hour
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When cameleers meet at the campfire after a
long and straining journey, they tell each other
stories about cities in the middle of the desert,
from hidden oases, and flying carpets. A versed
cameleer will of course not whistle-blow the exact
location of these precious places, but if you
can .read. the desert, you will find them anyway.
And with the help of a powerful jinn, you may rearrange the location to your own benefit - or to
the disadvantage of someone else.
Players move their caravans through the desert in
search of these marvelous locations not telling
the others what they discovered. But if you make
use of such a location, you automatically reveal
some information about it. For instance, if you
trade in a desert city the other players will roughly know where the city is. Object of the game is
to find three artifacts, or to buy them with the
gold you earn.

Interesting:
The desert looks the same everywhere. You
figure out from the other players, where the
flying carpets are, and where the nearest
oasis is!
Author: Roman Mathar
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 1 hour
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As a big player in the film business, you invest
your influence in the success of the next block
buster - but also in the failure of your competitors.
Through bluff, tactics and co-operation, you ensure your success. Because at the end, the winner will not be the one who did most for a film,
but the one who can claim the success for himself. And this may still change long after the last
scene of the film has been shot ...
Playing a card into your Personal Display affects
the influence you have on that film. Playing a
card into the Film Display influences the value a
film has. At the end of the game players get victory points for the films where they have a majority of influence points. How many points this will
be depends on the quality of the film.

Interesting:
Promote the movie - and then some other
movie wins out? Or secure your influence and let the others talk down your movie? It
will not work without partners …
Author: Martin Schlegel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 30 min.
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Flickering candlelight illuminates the meeting of
the alchemists. They create a mysterious metal
pattern, with each of them trying to draw some
metal out of it. But this is only possible if there is
enough of it within the pattern. Which alchemist
will be able to extract more precious metal than
the others?
The pattern starts with seven iron cards. On
these, four copper cards are placed, and finally,
one silver card is placed on the copper card in the
middle. The other metal cards are shuffled and
three cards are distributed to each player. The
rest of the cards forms the draw deck. When
playing cards, the pattern can only be extended
with iron cards. All other metals have to be
placed in ascending order: a copper card can only
be played onto a free iron card, silver can only be
played on copper, and gold is placed on silver.
During his turn, a player has two basic options
regarding the cards he may play: he can either
play only one metal or only in one position for
example a silver card with a gold card placed onto it. The rules of the pattern have to be followed
in both cases.

Interesting:
Many possibilities arise from a simple laying
mechanism

Author: Maik Hennebach
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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The president of the garden gnome breeders society “Golden Cap” has passed on, and now the
hunt for a worthy successor is on. The highly coveted presidency will go to the first society member who succeeds at breeding a gnome with a
golden cap or buying one for 4000 petals. To this
end, the society members busily bid on gnomes
for breeding, send them to beauty contests or –
of course – to work in the garden. Who will be the
first to breed a golden-capped gnome?
Each game round starts with an event card that is
drawn and read aloud by the treasurer. After that
event, the players decide on the occupations for
their gnomes. They might try to find a breeding
mate for their little bearded friend, offer him as a
mate, send him to a competition, sell him or let
him do the garden work. Once all gnomes are occupied somewhere, gnomes that got a mate will
breed. The value of the new gnome is decided by
the parent with the higher pedigree and Mother
Nature, whose intervention comes in the form of
breeding Cards.

Interesting:
The player to first breed a gnome with a
golden cap, wins the game - but because inbreeding is strictly prohibited, you need
breeding partner.

Author: Roman Mathar
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 1 hour
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Baccum Inc.
founded: 2015
owner: Sungwoo Hyun
404, 5, Nambusunhwan-ro 365-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul / Republic of Korea

baccum.com
baccum_info@daum.net
„We joined Spiel direkt by chance. It is a great opportunity for a small publisher like us and I believe that it
is hard to find out an opportunity like this. I hope Baccum Inc. and Spiel direkt could keep the win-win situation.“
Sungwoo Hyun
owner of Baccum

baccum_info@daum.net

Baccum Inc. was established in 2015 and made the first game Generalship”. “Generalship” was first released in 2015 Essen fair. Playing a board
game was just a hobby for us, but we were not fully satisfied with many
strategy games. We would like to make a board game by ourselves and enjoy it with the board game players. We also want to show that it is possible
to make a nice strategy game even in a minor board game market, such as
Korea.

Top Product: Generalship from the 4th century B.C. to the
19th century
“Generalship” is a compact strategy
game and the players can experience the history of Europe. It is
strategic with a minimized impact of
luck, but relatively casual.

History
Two brothers made the company together. Their previous jobs were not
related to board game : a semiconductor engineer, a military officer in
a divided country. We hope to make
a profound strategy game, also an
easy-to-join game. Our game could
help the board game players to enjoy a strategy game.
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"… Future ages will wonder at us, as the present
age wonders at us now…”
– Pericles
In the 5th century B.C., through the Persian
wars, the Delian league was founded under the
leadership of Athens—this alliance was actually
the Athenian empire. Athens became the wealthiest and strongest city-state in the world, but she
also faced difficult challenges from inside and outside of her. In Athens, players acting in the role
of leaders in the heyday of Athens would contribute to its sustainable prosperity.
Athens is played over a maximum of 14 rounds.
There are four phases to complete each round:
People Management Phase, Base Phase, Action
Phase, and Event Phase. You will expand your
base, manage the people and then perform an
event in every round: preparing for war by raising
armies, holding a festival with trading goods, and
so on. You need not only to make an effective
plan but also accept a bit of uncertainty. By the
grace of goddess Athena, your leadership will
make Athens greater!

Interesting:

Author: Sungwoo Hyun & Minwoo Hyun
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 90 min.
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SENGOKU JIDAI—the central government’s authority had weakened and local lords were
fighting each other. Japan fell into a chaotic era
of warring states.
With the Warlord Oda Nobunaga's arrival in Kyoto, people started dreaming that the age of peace
would begin. Oda Nobunaga tried to unify the
country and reorganize the government by bringing the authority back to TENNO.
In 1576, he selected Azuchi, a town on the eastern shore of Lake Biwa where he started to establish his new castle and power. This unconstrained
and lively city reflected his ambition to bring an
end to a chaotic era. The city was characterized
by a luxurious castle and open markets; his city
underwent unprecedented growth.
Now it is your turn! The players as his retainers
need to complete the Oda Nobunaga’s mission—
Construct Azuchi castle.

Interesting:

Author: Sungwoo Hyun
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 minutes
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Generalship is a strategy game in which you
compete for terrain against other generals in order to score victory points.
You will compete for generalship through 49 highly famed generals in Europe from the 4th century
B.C. to the 19th century.
You may play with 2-4 players based on the political power as you run the internal political system
by increasing population, developing a new technology and the external politics by training army
and managing relationship with an alliance.

Interesting:
There is no obvious winning strategy, but always
see-saw game.
Players can feel the endless fun with various components.
Author: Sungwoo Hyun & Minwoo Hyun
Age: 14+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 1.5 hours
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BeWitched-Spiele
founded:1998
owner: Andrea Meyer
Friesenstr. 15, 10965 Berlin
www.bewitched-spiele.de
info@bewitched-spiele.de

„I co-founded of the Spiel direkt eG because I was dissatisfied with the ways small publishers had to connect to
retailers. I also heard similar things from the retailers.
The cooperative allows me to contact retailers and possibilities to determine things - and with little effort!“
Andrea Meyer
owner of BeWitched Spiele

andrea.meyer@spiel-direkt.eu

The company publishes original creations of owner and other selected
products. One focus of the program is communicative and interactive
games.
BeWitched publishes games that have that have a "special something". The
Jury Spiel des Jahres in 2008 recommended "Linq" (published 2011 by
Kosmos) and 2011 "Freeze" (later called "Bühne frei" by Ravensburger).
The most famous BeWitched game is "Hossa", but "Frigiti" is slowly developing cult status.

Top Product: Hossa

History

(edition size 19,500)

A communicative game for 3-80 vocal artists aged 8+ by Andrea Meyer

Always active as a gamer, Andrea
Meyer, co-organized a seminar in
1998 for game authors. As a "byproduct" was the game "Stimmvieh"
was created, which was then selfpublished. To date, 19 games have
been published at BeWitched.
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What is the game about?
This is a German regional version of "Hossa" in
the dialect spoken in and around Cologne.
It has only German rules and cards, there is no
English version available.
Contents:
29 double-sided cards
1 rulebook in German
If you want to keep scores you need pen and paper.

Interesting:

Author: Andrea Meyer
Age: 8+
# of players: 3-20
Duration: 30 min
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The card game "Stimmvieh" ironically addresses a
German election campaign. All parties are bidding
for votes and for realizing their election platforms. All parties? Well, some are also interested
in donations, and just like in real life the player
whose party collects the most money will win in
the end.
This is the fully revised and improved new edition
of the game first published in 1998. The combination of tactic, bluff and luck creates a high replayability.

Interesting:
The production of the game was made possible by about a hundred supporters from a
crowdfunding project at www.startnext.de/
stimmvieh.
Supporters of the crowdfunding campaign were
able to place their own portrait on cards and box.
Every name of party donors and the election slogans was voted on. Some of the personal mottos
of politicians in the game are taken from real
tweets.

Author: Andrea Meyer
Age: 12+
# of players: 3-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Torches ablaze, mist wafting... in the holy circle
the high priestess is celebrating her ritual with
her novices. They loudly sing, caress the artifacts
and arrange them accordingly to ever-changing
patterns. But what to do if you do not know the
religious rules? Best look at what the others are
doing, and imitate them.
But be careful: Maybe the neighbor has just broken a taboo and thus upset the high priestess ...
Everyone plays the high priestess once and
establishes the rules of their religion. The
other players are novices who are trying to anticipate her commandments and to gather much karma as possible.

Interesting:
The 3 Gebote combines logic with creativity.
Whoever can laugh at themselves, will experience spectacular rounds. It almost makes no
difference if the High Priestess has actually demanded that her novices squat and whine on the
game table while moving the artifact.
Author: Friese, F+G Lamont
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-7
Duration: 45 min.
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Is „Frigiti“ a small fridge or rather a magazine for
women aged 50 plus? Those who come up with
funny words and convincing definitions win the
game.
Frigiti is delivered in a printed tin in foil. It was
produced by Ludofact.
The game appeals especially to creative people
who like to play with words. Fans of the dictionary game ("Nobody is Perfect") also like Frigiti.

Interesting:
Frigiti will make every gaming group laugh.
Many of invented words are simply too absurd. All the more astonishing that these often awaken similar associations.
Behind this link you can find an overview on the
invented games and their meaning.
Frigiti is delivered in a foiled, printed box.

Author: Andrea Meyer
Age: 12+
# of players: 4-6
Duration: 45 min.
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Inventing words continues. In Funstir you create
new brand names and insert them in well-known
slogans. If you manage to add clever explanations, you will win the game. Just follow the motto: Have you ever had a bad time in Funstir? The
bar where you stir your drinks yourself.
Funstir comes as a pack of cards in foil in a folded
cardboard box. It was produced by Nürnberger
Spieleverlag.
The game appeals to creative people who love
playing with words. Fans of the dictionary game
("Nobody is Perfect") also like Funstir. Many of
the - German and English - marketing slogans in
the game are will known, so that the players' creativity is especially challenged.

Interesting:
Funstir evokes memories of childhood and
adolescence of many players who have been
marked by Clementine and Antje (characters
from commercials).
Funstir particularly appeals to many male players,
often while women prefer Frigiti.
Funstir is delivered in a foiled card pack in a carton box.

Author: Andrea Meyer
Age: 12+
# of players: 4-6
Duration: 45 min.
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A song title containing the word "Love"? Simple,
isn't it? Sing it out loud? Well, okay …
A song about a relative? Well ... what about
"Daddy Cool"? But do you know the lyrics? And
what was the melody like? Perhaps the other
players will help you ...
Hossa was first published by BeWitched-Spiele in
2000 - and reached a large audience nationally
and internationally by now.
The elegant metal box is both a nice present and
useful when singing at the campfire.
Contains rules for 3-8, 8-20 and up to 80 players.

Interesting:
For more than a decade, Hossa has excited
families, youth groups, choirs and educators..
Since each player brings his own repertoire to the
game, it is great fun in mixed rounds.
The flat metal box is not only very suitable as a
gift, but also unbeatable at the campfire.

Author: Andrea Meyer
Age: 8+
# of players: 3-80
Duration: 45 min.
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Climate negotiations can be so simple! If only the
right countries join forces. The bigger the conference the better, however, some countries will just
not stop negotiating …
Climate-Poker is a good gift for students interested in the environment.
The game creates the suspense and despair
known from high-ranking diplomatic conferences.
A combination of classic "Top Trumps" and Rommé turns into a game with unknown depths when
players try to get rid of those countries who just
don't comply.

Interesting:
Climate Poker combines elements of Autoquartett and Rummy to a whole new gaming experience.
The real data often surprise and give a good
insight into why protection from climate
change is being negotiated globally.
SEPARATE VERSIONS FOR GERMAN/
ENGLISH!

Author: Andrea Meyer
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Who at the table has the highest house number?
And who slept the least last night? These and 51
additional questions will clarify who will start
the next game. With the popular characters
from Board 2 Pieces by Ted Alspach.
Startspieler is supplied as a sealed card pack in
an unsealed box. This tool appeals both to players as well as to all those who often times have to
quickly select a person from a group such as
teachers, educators, etc.

Interesting:
Starting player also helps taciturn games to
start a conversation, and is the ideal gift for
geeks.

Author: Ted Alspach
# of players: 2-999
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Blue Cocker
founded: ???
CEO: Alain Balay
209, avenue de Castres Bat.F Appt.5,
31500 Toulouse, France
www.bluecocker.com
alain@bluecocker.com
„???.“
Alain Balay
CEO of Blue Cocker

alain@bluecocker.com

Top Product:

History
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1rst Welcome to expansion : 2 new thematics and
new solo mode.
Two thematic neighborhoods for "Welcome To" Easter and Doomsday, plus a new solo mode.
Welcome to... Easter Egg Hunt: grab eggs to
score more points.
Welcome to... Doomsday: Players are trying to
save as many people as possible from impending
nuclear destruction! When you build a house with
a bunker you also save people equal to the house
number! At the end of the game the person who
saved the most people on each street will score
bonus points!
In the new solo mode, challenge an architect
from AAA company.

Interesting:

Author: Benoit TURPIN & Alexis ALLARD
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-50
Duration: 30 min.
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In "Welcome to ...", players are American architects in the 50s, during the Baby Boom.
But beware of the competition ! Who will best accomplish the city plans by creating the nicest
housing estates in the three streets he’s been assigned, with their luxurious parks and fancy
pools ?
"Welcome to ..." is a game where everyone plays
at the same time with the same cards. It’s all
about cleverly combining the house numbers with
their associated effects in order to become the
greatest architect of tomorrow !

Interesting:

Author: Benoit TURPIN
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-100
Duration: 30 min.
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Board Game Box
founded: ???
CEO: ???
Adalbert-Stifter-Weg 5,
77652 Offenburg, Germany
www.boardgamebox.ch
info@boardgamebox.life
„???.“
???
CEO of Board Game Box

info@boardgamebox.life

Top Product:

History
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In the vast Cania Plains, two brothers are rearing
animals.
One raises Wabbits and likes to build long,
straight pens for them. He's convinced that this
shape soothes them and helps them reproduce
better.
One raises Gobballs and likes to build L-shaped
pens for them. He thinks this shape stimulates
their wool to grow better.
Every spring, the brothers fight over who gets to
build their pens where in order to have the best
grass. And since they can never agree, there's
always one who builds fewer pens than the other
- and it's taking a toll on their relationship.
Help them fight it out!

Interesting:
Author: Christophe Boelinger
Age: 8+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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Looting and eating ... Two things that dragons
love and happen to live near a rich area to visit
regularly and in good weather. The players are
these dragons and the goal in the life of every
dragon is to accumulate gold and shiny objects.
More or less like humans sometimes the dragons
forget the right pleasure in life, namely food.
Content:
104 treasure maps
6 player aids
6 dragon figures
1 writing pad for the points

Interesting:
Author: Bruno Faidutti
Age: 8+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 30 min.
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This game is inspired by the great flying competitions of the years 1908 to 1913, the pioneering
period of air travel. The airy races attracted great
attention all over the world.
In the case of Magnificent Flying Machines, the
player with the most victory points wins. These
can be acquired in a variety of ways - such as
being the first to land successfully on a particular
terrain or mid-airfield, or by successfully transporting goods and passengers, or performing daredevil maneuvers. Only crossing the finish line
first will probably not lead to victory. Rather, the
winner is the player who develops a strategy that
perfectly combines the abilities of his pilot with
the special functions of his aircraft.

Interesting:
Author: Richard Denning
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 120 min.
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As Lord of Asgard, Vanaheim or Alfheim; Jotunheim, Midgard or Nidavellir; Muspelheim, Svartalheim or Niflheim you must protect your world,
deploy your armies, use your powers wisely, and
expand your domain to achieve victory!
Nine Worlds: can you control them all?
Play commences:
In Nine Worlds players take it in turns to undertake a number of actions. Battles may then oceur
to gain control of worlds. World powers might
then be activated. The start player now starts the
next turn. Play continues until the players have
played three, six or nine turns. At the end of
turnes three, six and nine the players score and
adjust the score track.

Interesting:
Author: Richard Denning
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 90 min.
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The battles to control the Nine Worlds take on a
new dimension with the introduction of hidden
objectives to fulfil. At the same time, in their efforts to conquer the Nine Worlds, the lords of
each world turn to powerful artefacts and potent
treasures to gain the advantage.
Can you still conquer the Nine Worlds?
You will need a copy of the "Nine Worlds" Game
to play this expansion.
12 Objective Cards
12 Treasure Cards
6 Victory Point Cards
1 rules sheet

Interesting:

Author: Richard Denning
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 120 min.
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IF you hire us, we will go to work with a lot of
heart. Be the "greatest master!"
Tanto Cuore is a deck building card game for 2-4
players. The players play the role of the
"landlords", employing and serving many cute
maids as they slowly populate the house (deck of
cards).
But watch out. The maids can get sick or accept
bad habits. At the end of the game, the player
will be the "perfect champion" and winner of the
game, who will have the most maids generating
victory points as personnel (ale his cards).
A deck building card game is the kind of game in
which you put together your own deck during the
game. All players start with the same small deck,
then new cards are added for your own strategy.

Interesting:

Author: Naoki Kubouchi
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min.
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Tanto Cuore Oktoberfest is a stand alone sequel
to Tanto Cuore for 2 - 4 players that can be played either alone or together with Tanto Cuore,
House Expansion, Romantic Vacation or with a
mix of them.
In Tanto Cuore Oktoberfest, the game shifts from
the mansion to the beer festival. The players assume the role of the "masters of the house",
employ many cute maids and are served by these
as they slowly fill their house.
When the game is over, the player with the most
victory points he receives from the girls and beer
cards is the "perfect champion" and winner of the
game!

Interesting:

Author: Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min.
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September 1666: A careless baker in Pudding
Lane forgot to put out his fire which soon spread,
creating an inferno which would destroy 13.000
houses and make 70.000 Londoners homeless.
The Lord Mayor has failed to act and it's down to
the trained bands led by a few worthy men to
fight the fire and save the city...
The players are men of wealth and rank owning
property around London. They direct the trained
bands to fight the fire, use demolition charges to
destroy blocks of housing to prevent the fire flowing or turn a blind eye and allow the fire to
spread and damage rivals' property.
Victory can belong to the player with the most
property left, but putting out fires can also boost
their final score. In addition each player will have
three hidden objectives: important areas and historical buildings, the survival of which can decide
the game.

Interesting:

Author: Richard Denning
Age: 12+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 90 min.
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Become an amusement park manager and spread
the joy!
Create the best theme park and treat your visitors with thrills and sweets.
+ Build your own amusement park!
+ Puts on fun, thrills or treats.
+ Beware of unexpected controls …
And attract as many visitors as possible!
Content:
1 main game board
3 side boards
42 attraction cards
3 weather counters
97 visitor counters
3 attraction closed "cards
27 kiosk cards
9 inspection cards
1 slide
4 game cards
rulebook

Interesting:

Author: Christian Martinez & Frédéric Vuagnat
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min.
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The world of Yo-Ho is an adventure game and a
clash in a pirate fantasy world. A new way of
playing that combines the fun of the board game
with the technology of a video game. The game
consists of a game board and a free app (iOS and
Androïd), which is loaded onto the phone. Just
place your phone on the game board and it will
become a ship. The adventure can begin!
All the signs in the mysterious seas point to imminent disasters: in the waves, in the sky, the
danger is clearly felt. There are big changes. Are
you ready? Become the most famous pirate in the
world of Yo-Ho, a parallel world with intelligent
animals, secluded islands and wild sorcery. The
adventures calls to you: As a pirate you live in
constant danger, but in the intoxication of recognition, you take every risk.
In the skin of a captain who is looking for prestige, you engage in the most varied tasks, discover the world, act, encounter terrible sea monsters
and challenge the other players to battle.

Interesting:

Author: Êtienne Mineur
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min.
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Board Game Circus
founded: ???
owner: ???
Im Mattfeldele 8, 79198 Bad Krozingen
boardgamecircus.com
mail@boardgamecircus.com
„???“
Daniel Theuerkaufer
owner of Board Game Circus

mail@boardgamecircus.com

???

Top-Product:

History

???

???
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A walk through Burano, probably the most beautiful island in the north of Venice, is waiting for
you! You glide with your gaze over the typical,
colorful houses on both sides of the canal and the
lovely decorations that adorn them. People on the
streets wander around enjoying this impressive
sight.
Colorful Burano is a family game for 1 to 4 people, ages 8+, originally published in English by
EmperorS4. You compete for the most promising
house parts in the central display and the matching points-giving characters to finish the game
with the most points. The diligent building ends
as soon as someone has completed 5 houses in
their own display. Until then you have in turn order the choice to take 1 to 3 parts of the house
out of the display or to get money for the construction of the collected parts of the house. You
have to always find the balance when it comes to
having enough money for the construction and
grab attractive parts of the house before the
competition does it.

Interesting:

Author: Wei-Min Ling
Age: 8+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Colorful Burano - new locals is a mini expansion
with new characters for colorful Burano, which
provide further variety in the scoring options. The
6 new cards are mixed with the existing natives
in the game preparation, so you choose from a
larger number of people in the game setup and in
each game have slightly different options to optimize the score for the final scoring of your houses.
Product Information
Genre: Set Collection with puzzle aspect
Language: DE
Author: Wei Min Ling
content
6 character cards (2x3 locals)
3 game rule cards

Interesting:

Author: Wei-Min Ling
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Immerse yourself in the center of the cosmos!
In a race against time you are trying to create the
most impressive galaxy in the entire universe. To
do this, you must arrange your planets in different zones and at the same time try to get the
longest possible asteroid orbit. But beware! Never
underestimate the fickle laws that govern the
cosmos, for chaos can bring new surprises every
turn! Keep a cool head at Cosmic Factory and always the right balance, because in the end, only
your weakest zone counts.
Despite time pressure, it's important at Cosmic
Factory to make smart and well-considered decisions. You only have one minute to make the galaxy of your dreams out of your tiles ... Rarely, 60
seconds passed as fast as here.
Genre: real-time puzzle game

Interesting:

Author: Kane Klenko
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 30 min.
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Help the CuBirds find their way to their home
nest!
Numerous birds sit day in, day out on the fences
in the country. But when it's time to fly away,
they flutter wildly and can not find their swarm
anymore. You should help them! Play birds out of
your hand and place them in one of the four
rows. If you manage to make sure that with your
bird species you have surrounded other bird species to the left and right, then you can take the
enclosed cards into your hand. So you always get
birds back.
Your moves must be well planned, because your
goal is to have as many birds of a kind in your
hand as possible. So you can form a swarm. How
big such a swarm must be depends on the different bird species. As a reward, you will get one or
two birds of each species for your collection.
CuBirds surprises with a game depth that you
would not expect at first glance. The explanation
of the game takes about 5 minutes and a game is
played so fast that you want to attach the next
one directly! There are different ways, so no
round is like the other.

Interesting:

Author: Stefan Alexander
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 20 min.
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"Everyone on deck!"
You start with a handful of coins and a few powder monkeys, but your goal is clear: Become the
most notorious pirate of the Caribbean! You plunder, hire an experienced crew with your gold and
hijack ships. A hard fight breaks out on the high
seas and only the bravest make rich booty. Get
your crew on deck and become the most ruthless
legend of the Caribbean!
In this competitive deck building game, you'll
need to use your card effects wisely and put together poker sets to earn infamy points. - "Clear
to enter!"
This is the third release of Board Game Circus,
which bears the logo of the publisher. Board
Game Circus has been involved in the development and layout and finally localizing this gripping game for the German-speaking market.
Genre: deck building game

Interesting:

Author: Ronald McDonald
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min.
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Capstone Games
founded: 2015
owner: Clay Ross
PO Box 226, Clayton, OH 45315, USA
www.capstone-games.com
info@capstone-games.com
„Spiel Direkt e.G. enables Capstone Games to connect
with retailers across Europe in an affordable and efficient way. Being a partner of Spiel Direkt has been
very beneficial to our business and growth of our
brand throughout Europe. Spiel Direkt is very easy to
work with and is an excellent place for retailers to
have access to what would be considered “hard to get”
games.“
Clay Ross
owner of Capstone Games

info@capstone-games.com
Since 2015, Capstone Games has been consistently releasing high quality
games with nominations from Spiel Portugal and Heavy Cardboard (both of
which focus on medium and heavy strategy games). In 2017, Capstone
Games introduced a new line of board games under the name Simply Complex. These highly accessible games feature a beautiful 3D table presence,
low rules overhead, and deep gameplay, all accomplished in under 1 hour
of play. The Climbers was the first title in the Simply Complex line and has
become an instant smash-hit.

Top Product:

History

Our top products are Arkwright, The
Climbers, Wildcatters, and Three
Kingdoms Redux.

Capstone Games was founded in
2015 by Clay Ross and focuses on
publishing medium and heavy euro
strategy board games. Our inaugural
title was Arkwright and the game
was met with very high praise as it
sold out in 4 months.
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Carthage - about 800 years BC. Founded as a
humble trading post by the Phoenicians, the city
quickly grew into an important trade hub where
precious goods from around the ancient world
were traded.
Players represent merchants attempting to increase their wealth and power through the use of
their influence while improving their status within
the Merchant's Guild. Become the greatest merchant in Carthage by loading valuable wares, financing expeditions, and exerting influence in
clever ways in this multi-use card game.
An extraordinary card-driven game of tactics that
demands making the right decisions at the right
time!

Interesting:
Author: Bernd Eisenstein & Ralph Bienert
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min.
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Starting with a limited amount of resources and
workers, you set out to run your lumber mill as
efficiently as possible. Savvy investments and
proper planning will ensure that your mill will be
the most profitable. Be cautious, however, for
competition is fierce! You will need to secure the
best cutting areas, make use of limited contract
workers, and continually update and replace your
equipment. Your competitors are not the only
thing to worry about as you will also need to
store enough firewood and food to survive the
harsh winters.
Lignum is a strategic optimization game that portrays the logging industry in the 19th century.
Each round, players travel to the nearby forest,
picking up tools and hiring workers along the
way. After felling timber, players must decide
how to transport their wood to their sawmills and
if the wood should be processed or sold immediately, all the while optimizing their entire processing chain.
The second edition of Lignum also includes the
"Joinery & Buildings" expansion. In this expansion, there are 2 additional locations to visit along
the supply path. Players may now acquire special
buildings that give them unique, special abilities
for the remainder of the game.
Interesting:

Author: Alexander Huemer
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 120 min.
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This game is only in English!
They gazed at the large mountain of colorful
blocks neatly stacked before them. The goal was
simple: climb to the highest level possible. Getting there was more challenging than originally
thought. Only one climber will make it to the top.
Will it be you?
Your goal is to climb to the highest level of the
mountain. To help with your climb, you may
move and rotate blocks. Ladders can be used to
climb large distances. Your blocking disk will prevent other players from using a specific block.
Use your tools wisely and at the right time to
make the best possible moves in your adventure
to the top!

Interesting:
Author: Holger Lanz
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 45 min.
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The City Council recently approved the zoning
map for a new urban development—The Estates.
The zoning map calls for 2 rows of 4 buildings
each, but investors ignore the requirements and
begin building in all 3 rows. The Mayor catches
wind of the potential for profit and begins planning a new mansion in The Estates, which doubles the value of one of the rows. The City Council puts an end to this racketeering with an ultimatum: as soon as the first 2 rows are completed, the uncompleted row is to be torn down, resulting in a huge loss for all who invested there.
The players take on the role of investors seeking
to make the most money by developing buildings
in The Estates. Players will bid for the various
building pieces and place them in The Estates to
their benefit. All buildings in completed rows
score positive points, while all buildings in incomplete rows score negative points. It is possible to
have zero completed rows of buildings.

Interesting:
Author: Klaus Zoch
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 45 min.
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In The Ruhr: A Story of Coal Trade, the second
game of Thomas Spitzer's historic coal trilogy,
you are transported to the Ruhr region in the
18th century, at the beginning of the industrial
revolution. Coal, after being discovered in
Haspelknecht, is in high demand as cities and factories throughout the region are in need of this
coveted resource. The Ruhr river presented a
convenient route of transportation from the coal
mines. However, the Ruhr was filled with obstacles and large dams, making it incredibly difficult
to navigate. Trade coal for valuable upgrades and
plan your route to victory along the Ruhr!
This game, an updated version of Ruhrschifffahrt
1769-1890, includes the standalone expansion
The Ohio: 1811-1861. In this game, players
transport and trade goods along the Ohio River
during a time when Ohio was granted statehood
and became heavily populated as its industries
flourished. The Ohio is played in a manner similar
to The Ruhr, but with new and additional elements.

Interesting:
Author: Thomas Spitzer
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 120 min.
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Three Kingdoms Redux is a board game that
seeks to recreate the tripartite between the
states of Wei, Wu and Shu. You assume the role
of one of the three lords – Cao Cao leading Cao
Wei, Sun Jian leading Eastern Wu or Liu Bei leading Shu Han. Players start the game from asymmetrical positions, reflecting the manpower advantages Wei enjoyed in the early part of the period. The weaker states of Wu and Shu protect
themselves by forming an alliance. As a feudal
lord, you manage the different aspects of running
a state whilst guarding your borders against both
rebellious border tribes and external enemies.
Managing each aspect well earns victory points
for your state. But beware, for the balance of
power shifts constantly during the game. Understand and take advantage of the power shifts,
and you will fulfill your grand ambition of reunifying China!
These actions allow players to improve your
state’s domestic development, gain military
strength, construct state enhancements, increase
popularity with your people, improve relationships
with border tribes and gain promotion for the
lord, to the next higher rank.

Interesting:
Author: Christina Ng Zhen Wei
& Yeo Keng Leong
Age: 12+
# of players: 3-3
Duration: 120 min.
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Wildcatters is a tactical and strategic board game
set during the booming business of the 19th century oil industry!
The players are oil barons who develop oil fields;
bid for oil rights; and build rigs, oil tankers,
trains, and refineries. Your goal is to deliver more
oil barrels to the continents than the other players while also collecting more shares and money
then them.
The game lasts seven rounds with four players,
and the game set-up is the same for each player,
with three rigs, two trains, one tanker and one
refinery being placed on the board. The game
board features a world map divided into eight areas where you can find oil. Players choose an
open area card and get money to build rigs, tankers, trains and refineries, after which they can
buy oil actions. The players work together in an
oilfield to find oil at a lower cost. The players
transport oil together to the refineries, using
trains and tankers from other players to deliver
oil to the refineries – and all with one purpose:
deliver more oil than the other players by the end
of the game.

Interesting:
Author: Andre Spil & Rolf Sagel
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 120 min.
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Clicker Spiele
founded:2004
owner: Stephan Riedel
Schwemmstr. 3a, 64572 Büttelborn
info@clicker-spiele.de
www.clicker-spiele.de
„With Spiel direkt I finally found the right platform for
the distribution of my games.
I'm always up to date, what games, are ordered when
and by whom and how many games are still in stock.
And finally I am also assisted with the advertising of my
games.“
Stephan Riedel
owner of Clicker Spiele

stephan.riedel@spiel-direkt.eu

Clicker Spiele publishes logic and deduction games for one or more
players. The program is also complemented with children's and family
games.
Every 2 to 3 years a board game with an interesting historical theme is
published, such as the game "Schinderhannes" in 2009 about the famous
robber from the Hunsrück or in 2013 the game "Café Melange" about celebrities in 1910 in Vienna. In autumn 2014, the second edition of the fun
and action-packed running game "Ostfriesenlauf" was released.

Top Product: Schinderhannes (edition size 2,600)
An exciting detective game about
the famous robber.

History
The 2nd place in the games competition Premio Archimede for the game
"Old Town" prompted Stephan
Riedel to start his own game company. The success proved him right:
logic and deduction games are always gladly played repeatedly and
now there is a real fan base throughout the world.
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Battle of Leipzig 1813
In the two-player game "Battle of the Nations
1813" (over 12 years), the players assume the
role of Napoleon Bonaparte and his opponent
Fürst zu Schwarzenberg.
The player of the French army (Napoleon) gets
mission cards at the beginning of the with locations around Leipzig, which he must occupy. For
each fulfilled mission he receives victory points. If
at the end of the game Napoleon can defend
most of the towns against the Allied troops (Karl
Philipp Prince of Schwarzenberg) and win enough
victory points, Napoleon wins. Schwarzenberg
tries to prevent this with his armies.

Interesting:
Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-2
Duration: 60 min.
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Jesse James is the 2nd expansion to the board
game Gads Hill 1874
Components: 4 Jesse and 4 Frank James markers, rulebook

Interesting:

Author: Stephan Riedel, Charlotta Weisser
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 45 min.
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The first expansion of Gads Hill 1874 includes additional info cards and markers.
With this material the three buildings / landscapes "Station", "Bison Meadows" and
"Graveyard" can be additionally placed.
The special thing about these buildings / landscapes is that there are only four markers at a time, which makes it difficult to place, but this is
rewarded with an increased victory point number.
With the additional buildings, Gads Hill 1874 can
also be played with 5 players.

Interesting:
Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 60 min
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With the solitaire game Napoléon 1813 Clicker
Games launches a new series of Thinker Games:
Sophisticated logic games for a player with a historical background and great graphics.
The games each consist of a set of cards with 32
to 50 cards, a board and wooden figures or a
notepad and a pencil and a detailed game rule.
The games have a uniform box with logo, so the
game family is immediately recognizable.
Components:
32 playing cards, 1 game board, 57 wooden figures and rules

Interesting:

Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 12+
# of players: 1
Duration: 30 min.
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The deputy is doing his rounds through the village. He visits the citizens of Old Town: Grandma
is sitting in the casino; Dynamite Joe is trying his
luck with the vault in the bank….
At the end of his round there is a robbery. The
victim names a witness. The witness saw the bandit run to another place and names a new witness.
The players help the deputy find the witnesses
and catch the bandit. Who has the best memory?
The unfolding story will help the players remember the whereabouts of the citizens of Old Town!

Interesting:
A story telling- memory game for 2 to 7
players aged 8 years old and above. Designed by Günter Cornett and Peer Sylvester

Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 45 min.
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The players run the race with their playing figures. The runners are moved with the help of the
action cards, the instructions on which relate to
the position of the figure in the race. Beginning
with the player in last position, the players place
a card face down in the middle of the table.
Once all players have placed their card, the cards
will be turned over and their instructions carried
out one after another.
The positions of the runners can change according to the instructions. Therefore you cannot always be sure that the runner you want to move
will actually be the one to be moved.
The winner is the first to move his figure across
the finish line. This is also possible by going backwards through the finish, so crossing the finish
line from the wrong direction.

Interesting:
„Always unexpected actions“, Spielexpress

Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 20 min.
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In order to bridge the time up to the 3rd Schinderhannes expansion, here is the Schinderhannes
Skatspiel.
The game includes 32 wonderfully designed skat
cards (French sheet) that sketch the life and
deeds of Schinderhannes.
The card game is versatile:
- Skat
- Mau Mau
- 66
- Patience
and much more.
The cards are in a plastic box

Interesting:
Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 30 min.
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BLUE is from the series Factor-5 and is the first
jigsaw in which you can compete against other
players. You must quickly find suitable pieces to
make the jigsaw and then swap the pieces which
are the wrong color – you will be surprised by
how many possibilities there are.
The Game
The Game for One Player
If playing BLUE solitaire, you choose two, three,
four or all five jigsaws according to the desired
level of difficulty (five jigsaws is the hardest),
break up the jigsaws and mix up all the pieces.
You now have to put the jigsaws back together
one after another, but don’t worry about matching the different colored objects during this stage.
Having completed the jigsaws many of the objects will be the wrong color, and you must now
swap the wrong pieces around between the jigsaws.

Interesting:
5 different types available

Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 6+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 30 min.
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Blue now in a tin can. Each can features one of
the 5 available puzzles.

Interesting:
5 different types available

Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 6+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 30 min.
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We go back to the year 1910. It is busy in the
coffee houses located throughout Vienna. The Café Central is a popular meeting point for famous
personalities from Art, Literature, Politics and Science. This coffee house, founded in 1876, is located within the former bank and stock exchange
in the first district of Vienna and became one of
the most important meeting places in Vienna.
Regular guests included Sigmund Freud, Stefan
Zweig, Gustav Klimt and Gustav Mahler. Carl
Schlechter and Arthur Schnitzler, as well as Victor
Adler and Adolf Loos, met here as well. Try to appreciate the significance of these VIPs, as your
guests sit with them and listen to their conversations .

Interesting:
Reviews:
•
•

I liked Old Town and thought Schinderhannes was OK. This is an improvement
Clicker games always revolve around deduction. Café Melange is its take on Café International crossed with Tobago and Ticket to
Ride

SEPARATE VERSIONS FOR GERMAN/
ENGLISH!

Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min.
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With the new order cards, the player can achieve
additional victory points by strategic placing of
their own guests or the prominent personalities in
each of the three phases of the game.
Content:
4 wooden markers in 4 different colors, 36 order
cards, rule

Interesting:

Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min
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Outline of the Game:
The players first choose one of the scenarios and
then take the clue cards needed for that scenario.
These clue cards are then dealt to the players and
according to their cards the players will each
choose a mission card.
With the help of the information on the clue cards
the players try to solve their mission and find out
which ship is sunk at which location.
The player who solves his mission first is the winner.

Interesting:
### including extension ###

Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 30 min.
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The city Gads hill was founded in 1872. It gained
popularity through the first train robbery in Missouri committed by the James Younger gang.
Today, there is hardly anything that reminds on
Gads Hill. Just a sign at the place where the gang
stopped the train gives evidence of the earlier
existence of the city.
How did Gads Hill look like 140 years ago? Where
did the duels take place? Where was the hotel
located where the Pinkerton detectives spent the
night? Where had the Younger brothers been
seen? Take your part on reconstructing the city.
The player who brings in most of the relevant information wins the game.
Gads Hill is based on the concept of Old Town
that had been awarded several times.

Interesting:
Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min
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The players take the roles of locals who are sitting over a map of the region trying to pinpoint
the 16 crimes Schinderhannes committed to the
16 villages on the map. They achieve this by exchanging hearsay stories and rumors (Manuel
Pasi 2010-03-07 in BGG).
Some reviews on Boardgamegeek
(www.boardgamegeek.com):
A superb refinement of the Old Town system. I do
not really enjoy deduction games, but I really
liked my play of this.
Deduction game based on the designers’ earlier
game of Old Town. Sort of a board game version
of a logic problem.
If you like Old Town, I expect you will like this
game. It is a bit more refined than Old Town and
much more beautiful of a game. However, questions still arose in our game that I wasn't able to
find out during the game...

Interesting:
A genuine deduction game
Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 9+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 45 min.
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The trial against Johannes Bückler and 67 codefendants opened on 24th October 1803 in the
large academy hall of the castle in Mainz which
had formerly been the castle of the princeelector.
The proceedings against the defendants was presided over by the president of the Mainz criminal
court, Georg Friedrich Rebmann. During the proccedings, Johannes Bückler was charged with 53
crimes.
There were 173 prosecution witnesses, and the 9
defence solicitors summoned a further 260, so
that the judge and jury had to question a total of
433 witnesses.
The players compete in puzzling out the
Schinderhannes crimes most quickly (where did
Schinderhannes commit the Highway Robbery?
Where did the Robbers’ Ball take place? Etc.).
Material:
24 clue markers in 4 different colours, 1 notepad
(24 pages), 1 Schinderhannes skat deck, rules
with 12 puzzels

Interesting:
Author: Stephan Riedel
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 45 min
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Cwali
founded ?
owner: Corné van Moorsel
Einsteinstraat 4H, 6227 BX Maastricht
Netherlands
info@cwali.nl
cwali.nl
„...“
Corné van Moorsel
owner of Cwali

info@cwali.nl

..

Top Product: ?

(edition ?)

History
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HOLIDAY ISLAND
Island tourism grew explosively around 1960 and
travel agents searched desperately for new paradise beaches. Your travel office asks you to explore new holiday destinations. Your task is to
find the best beaches and the
most attractive locations.
Contents:
•
66 land/sea tiles
•
5 businessmen
•
75 beach chairs
•
1 bridge
•
10 point counters

Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 45 min
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Champions 2020 is a soccer simulation.
Each player has a complete soccer team consisting of 20 players: 11 in the field and 9 in the substitute bench.
There are 4 different teams in the game, each
with 18 field players and 2 goalkeepers.

Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2
Duration: 45 min
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In *Factory Funner(&Bigger)*, players are factory
managers who select and install machines in their
factory. They try connect all machine input and
output pipes to the right reservoirs or to other
machines in order to build the most profitable
configuration. A new machine brings revenue.
Other things you build (reservoirs and connectors
(pipelines)) cost 1K money each.
In each game round, players may select one machine (from a number of machines equal to the
number of players) simultaneously, which means
players try to quickly determine possible connections, then grab the tile they want. But by choosing too quickly, you risk taking a machine that
doesn't fit well... When fitting in a machine, a key
tactic is to keep the most and best options for
connecting future machines!
After eight rounds, the player with the most money wins.

Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 45 min.
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Factory Funner (&Bigger) Expansion 1 is a small
expansion to Factory Funner containing:
Filtrator - A new machine with 2 possible output
types (colors).
Secret Lab 51 - A new machine that can be built
over by connectors.
A 2-hex factory floor extension.
A pillar to possibly handicap advanced players.

Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 45 min.
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Factory Funner(&Bigger) Expansion-2 is a small
expansion to Factory Funner(&Bigger).
It contains 8 new machines (plus 1 end product
reservoir), which improves the variation.
For example, it contains a machine with input/
output volumes 3&3/3 (and only 4 vp) and a machine with 3 times 1 input volume.

Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 45 min.
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With your family you want to set up the caravan.
Which places look best?
Living close to a lake is fine, but above all, everyone wants to be together!
Stay relaxed, the right time is important ...
Gipsy King is explained in 2 minutes, but ...
during the game you will experience the depth
and fun!
Timing is the key to become Gipsy King.
Hold different options open, plan with flexibility
and give your opponents tough choices!
Material:
•
15 landscape tiles,
•
5 x 18 caravans,
•
1 scoreboard,
•
5 score markers,
•
rules (D, GB, NL, F)

Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 30 min
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In Habitats, each player builds a big wildlife park
without cages or fences. The animals in your park
need their natural habitats: grassland, bush,
rocks or lakes. The zebra needs a big area of
grass and some water adjacent, for example,
while a bat needs rocks and bush and water, a
hart needs bush and grass, and a crocodile needs
mainly water. There is a snake, baboon, bee, elephant, otter, lizard, turtle, eagle, meerkat, scorpio, hog, catfish, rhino, etc., each with its own
landscape requirements — 68 different animals in
total.
Each player starts their individual park with an
entrance tile, and they are each represented in
the marketplace of animal tiles by a ranger pawn.
On a turn, a player takes the tile to their left,
right or front; moves their figure to the space just
vacated; then draws a tile to place where their
figure started the turn.
Habitats lasts three seasons, with each season
giving each player 6-9 new tiles for their parks.
Whoever has best met the goal of the season receives bonus points, with a smaller number of
points for second and third place. At the end of
the game, each player scores for each tile in their
park based on whether that tile's requirements
are satisfied. Whoever scores the most points
wins!
Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 45 min.
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In Mayday Mayday an emergency occurs:
During the flight LK-886 the pilot suddenly died.
A heart attack? Poisoned? Murdered?
The copilot must take the lead, but other crewmembers distrust him.
They believe there are infiltrators in their midst.
But who?
Flight attendant Laurel Lindemann has misgivings
about her colleague Timothy Tug,
and veteran crewmember Jamie Perrault claims
to have witnessed the newbee, Irving Hahn, behaving strangely.
But maybe she self tries to mislead the others?
When a skirmish breaks out, the truth is gradually revealed.
Will all infiltrators be uncovered?
Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 12+
# of players: 5-8
Duration: 30 min
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In the year 2020, a disaster threatens nuclear
reactors.
People are in danger!
No time to lose; your help is required.
Lead an evacuation operation to get your company's employees to safety.
Rescue them before it's too late.
Each player is a rescuer.
Challenge: How do you bring your people to safety??
Choices are tough.
You have a logistical puzzle to solve, but you
know at the start that your possibilities change
each day.
Try to hold your planning flexible, to adjust it day
by day and hour by hour.
Tension quaranteed!

Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 8+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 45 min
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Mondriaan 2020 is a placement game, which is
about putting color tiles in profitable positions.
Planning is the key to success here.

Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 8+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min
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Climb from the bottom to the top!
In this game you try to be the fastest climber.
Use the dice to fill in numbers in all your squares.
In each next higher square the number must be
higher or equal to the numbers underneath.
Combine the 4, 6, 8, 12 and 20 sided dice the
best!
Before each next round, the special white die tells
the next player (clockwise) to add, remove or
swap a die before rolling.
Key tactic is creating the best opportunities. The
4, 6, 8, 12 and 20 sided dice are capricious, so
try to anticipate on chances!

Interesting:
Author: Peter Joustra & Corné van Moorsel
Age: 9+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 15 min.
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This expansion adds special challenges to the
*Roll To The Top LAMINATE* base game.
Like different square sizes, different start heights,
and combining the game's Increase and Decrease
mode.

Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 15 min.
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In the Sharks Sea, a lagoon at the Palantic
Ocean, red and yellow sharks compete for the
largest fish populations.
Maneuver smartly and swim fast to eat the most
fish!
Both players are a type of sharks.
You try to make your 'family' of 3 sharks (yellow
or red sharks) the most healthy.
Therefore you hunt on the 3 types of fish (white,
grey and brown fish).
The object is to be the first to reach a high health
level (your health is the fish you ate minus your
used energy).
To reach this goal you combine tactics with strategy, smart swimming/eating and long-term planning.
The populations of the 3 different types of fish
grow during the game.
Try to foresee where fish populations grow big or
fuse and how to move your sharks there at the
right moment at the right places.

Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min
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StreetSoccer is soccer played by 2 small teams in
a park or square. The players often wear the names and numbers of their idols. In this game 2
StreetSoccer teams play a 25 minute match, and
possibly extra time to score the golden goal as
tiebreaker. Coach your team tactically and consider possibilities and probabilities.

Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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In SUN, SEA & SAND each player starts a resort
on a touristic island.
At the start you only have a piece of land.
You can build chalets to lodge tourists, attractions
to persuade them to stay long, and signs to make
that tourists find your resort.
And you can pick up tourists at the harbour, or
get bookings.
The backpackers you can't pick-up and they don't
book. But with signs you have a better chance
that they find your place.
you have 5 family members to do all the work.
Each activity costs TIME for a family member.
Manage your money and time!
It's all in your hands (no luck).

Interesting:
Author: Corné van Moorsel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 60 min
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DeKroKo
founded: 2018
CEO: Mladen Petkovic
Hessingsweg 2,
31177 Harsum, Germany
www.dekroko.com
info@dekroko.com
„We decided to become a member of the Spiel direkt
because it gives us a platform to sell our game 17
KRONEN beyond our own sphere of action and hopefully help many children learn to count playfully.“
Mladen Petkovic
CEO of DeKroKo

info@dekroko.com

DeKroKo was originally founded to market the game 17 KRONEN. Behind
the development of this game was the idea to be able to play a game together with the whole family and also to create a learning incentive. 17
KRONEN is the result of this plan. The couple Petkovic has designed each
step from the idea to the implementation and let only implement the final
layout of the cards by a graphic designer. Driven by the overwhelming success of 17 KRONEN, an evolution of the game is planned; In addition, more
learning games should follow.

Top Product:

History

17 KRONEN is a card game for the
whole family. With an always consistent gameplay
not only different
basic arithmetic can
be trained in a playful way, but it can
also be helpful as a
preliminary stage
for counting.

DeKroKo was founded in 2018 by
Mladen Petkovic to market the game
17 KRONEN. This was invented by
Mladen Petkovic and his wife Nicole
Eckert-Petkovic and has been on the
market since the end of 2018.
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17 KRONEN is THE fun and varied card game for
the whole family!
Cute animal children help the little ones by their
very own curiosity to learn how to count, to recognize numbers and to allocate quantities.
For schoolchildren, different levels of difficulty
offer the opportunity to playfully practice or consolidate all or just a few basic arithmetic exercises, so that 17 CROWNs combine both promotional
and demanding qualities.
A consistent gameplay with a total of six different
game variants makes 17 KRONEN a game for the
whole family and offers a tactical challenge even
for adults.
The short playing time of about 5-10 minutes allows a game almost any time, whether in free
time or during a train ride!

Interesting:
Author: Mladen Petkovic
Age: 4+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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Dionysos Games
founded ??
owner: Andreas Schleicher und Anna Heym
Friedrichstr. 9, 55411 Bingen am Rhein,
Germany
dionysosgames.de
info@dionysosgames.de
„..“
Andreas Schleicher and Anna Heym
owners von Dionsysos Games

info@dionysosgames.de

...

Top Product: One Minute Ga- History
me
???
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In One Minute Game (short: Omiga) 2 players
each compete in an extremely fast and thrilling
duel. Both players play at the same time. By skillfully creating puzzle-like cards, they try to get
behind the line of their opponent, or to penetrate
to the opponent's edge of the table. Whoever
succeeds first wins.
It is unique that in this simultaneous game, players interact directly with each other, i.e. they
must attack and defend at the same time, reacting directly to the opponent's cards. Also unique
is that the entire table serves as a playing field the dimensions of the table limit the playing field.
However, if you play on the beach or on the
ground, there is no playing field boundary.
One Minute Game is an absolute takeaway, travel
and party game. Due to its compactness, the extremely short playing time and its uplifting, emotional component it arouses great interest wherever it is played. In addition, it comes in a very
simple yet attractive design.
The game was successfully funded by Kickstarter
in the spring of 2017.

Interesting:
Author: Andreas Schleicher
Age: 8+
# of players: 2
Duration: 1 min.
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In One Minute Game (short: Omiga) 2 players
each compete in an extremely fast and thrilling
duel. Both players play at the same time. By skillfully creating puzzle-like cards, they try to get
behind the line of their opponent, or to penetrate
to the opponent's edge of the table. Whoever
succeeds first wins.
It is unique that in this simultaneous game, players interact directly with each other, i.e. they
must attack and defend at the same time, reacting directly to the opponent's cards. Also unique
is that the entire table serves as a playing field the dimensions of the table limit the playing field.
However, if you play on the beach or on the
ground, there is no playing field boundary.
One Minute Game is an absolute takeaway, travel
and party game. Due to its compactness, the extremely short playing time and its uplifting, emotional component it arouses great interest wherever it is played. In addition, it comes in a very
simple yet attractive design.
The game was successfully funded by Kickstarter
in the spring of 2017.

Interesting:
Author: Andreas Schleicher
Age: 8+
# of players: 2
Duration: 1 min.
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Edition Siebenschläfer
founded:2008
owner: Anja Wrede
Gäßnerweg 53, 12103 Berlin
www.edition-siebenschlaefer.de
post@edition-siebenschlaefer.de

„For me and the Edition Siebenschläfer, the cooperative is Spiel direct is a good thing:
They supported me in the distribution for the game retail business and at marketing. And it gives me direct
contact ... and exchange with other small publishers.“
Anja Wrede
owner of Edition Siebenschläfer

anja.wrede@spiel-direkt.eu

The company publishes products developed designed by the owner. The focus is on titles with a playful mixture between playing and learning for children in preschool and primary school age.
"Kleine Froschmusik" was recommended twice: 2011 recommendation
list Children Game of the Year, nominated German Lernspielpreis. "Karla
Kuchenfee" 2011 on the recommendation list Graf Ludo. "Twiga Trick"
2012 nominated German Lernspielpreis.
The two most famous games "Karla Kuchenfee" and "Schnuffi, woof"
now provide variety not only in families and kindergardens, but also in the
diverse therapeutic practices

Top Product: Karla Kuchenfee (edition size 2,000)
A game for 3-6 attentive children
over 5 years with a wooden spoon.
The children must listen carefully to
decipher the signals that are given
with the wooden spoon.

History
The founder is a teacher and in the
gaming world since 1995. Her games
and illustrations appear at various
German and international publishers.
Anja Wrede has created another
mainstay for herself
with the edition Siebenschläfer.
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A game collection about feelings for 2 and more
children aged 3 years and up.
Find the expression! Everyone has feelings and
moods, each of us - every day. And there are so
many different ones!
Especially for children it is important to be able to
recognize and identify with them, even in other
people.
The 24 Frogs are ready for games and talking
about anger and happiness, sad moments and
strong performances.

Interesting:
A selection of games for children on the current topic "dealing with emotions"

Author: Anja Wrede
Age: 4+
# of players: 2-12
Duration: 15 min.
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Nobody will sit still here: the kids are competing
to run, bark, howl and sniff. In four different
games the goal is to find and imitate the various
dogs.
Sometimes a good memory is needed, sometimes
a bit of luck. However, there is always much
moving around in the game. And that's good because: Movement does not only keep you fit, but
also happy and smart!
By the way:
If you get enough movement, you are more balanced and can better concentrate on quiet things
afterwards.
Even shy children will overcome themselves and
gradually find the courage to howl, to lift the leg
or quickly dart around the table.

Interesting:
Movement is not a topic only at home and at
the day care center but also in occupational
therapy. Even in animal assisted therapy
dogs are often used ... and the game is good
for bringing the subject of "dogs" to children.

Author: Anja Wrede
Age: 5+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 15 min.
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Which dog owner does not know this? The recurring debate about who will take out the dog next.
With the decision die each debate is turned into
hilarious game.
But please do not forget when rolling the die: A
dog does not go into the cat litter box!

Interesting:
Please note: This item is delivered only in
packs of 8 pieces.
A clever gift item for dog owners.

Author: Anja Wrede
# of players: 2-6
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Which cat owners do not know this? The debate
over who will clean the litter box.
With the decision die each debate turns into a
hilarious game. And the enclosed cleaning plan
clearly documents who has done his duty!
The wooden die is attached to a large carrier
card, the A7-sized cleaning plan has 50 sheets.
The packaging is a large approximately A6-sized
slip lid made of plastic.

Interesting:
Please note: This item is delivered only in
packs of 8 pieces.
Recommended sale price per piece: 5,00 €

Author: Anja Wrede
# of players: 2-6
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FANTASMAGORIA
founded: 2009
manager: Alexandar Guerov
30, Geo Milev Str, Geo Milev district,
1111 Sofia, Bulgaria
www.fantasmagoria.bg
kingdom@fantasmagoria.bg
„We are only a small publisher, from a small country,
but I'm not going to lie, if I would say "with big ambitions" :) ... We just needed the right partner and
thanks joining the big family of Spiel Direkt members,
we hope to find this partnership and hope to be able
to show the world our full potential..“
Alexandar Guerov
general manager of Fantasmorgia

kingdom@fantasmagoria.bg

Fantasmagoria is a young and motivated board game publisher and a creative studio from Sofia - Bulgaria, where we design, develop and illustrate
our games. Our team of highly talented 2D and 3D artists also provides illustration and graphic design services to other boarding companies worldwide. If you need help to illustrate your gameplay or if you are looking for
beautiful 3D miniatures, please send us an email.
Check out our Battalia game universe as a representative product for our
creative abilities and product quality.

Top Product: Battalia—The
Creation

History

Fantasmagoria is a young and motiBATTALIA: The Creation is a compe- vated board game publisher as well
as a creative studio based in Sofia,
titive, fast-paced, strategic deckbuilder that combines map construc- Bulgaria, where we design, develop
tion, hero and area control and uni- and illustrate our games since 2009.
Our team of talented 2D and 3D arque calendar mechanisms.
tists also offers and fulfills art & graphic design services for other board
game companies worldwide.
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Bundle15 consists of the following 15 articles:
• 3 x BATTALIA - NCBC-minis: KRAMPLING/
ORACLE EQUESTER
• 1 x BATTALIA - NCBC-minis: STARSMUGGLER
MORGENSTERN
• 1 x BATTALIA - NCBC-minis: MISTRESS OF THE
MIST
• 1 x BATTALIA - NCBC-minis: RAMMOTH DELEOARX
• 1 x BATTALIA - NCBC-minis: 6 CDW
ARMAMENTUM
• 1 x BATTALIA - NCBC-minis: 3 FANATICS
• 1 x BATTALIA - NCBC-minis: SOULEATER
• 1 x BATTALIA - NCBC-minis: VELIK-AN
• 1 x BATTALIA - NCBC-minis: 6 MOODIES
• 1 x BATTALIA - NCBC-minis: THE KEEPER
• 1 x BATTALIA - NCBC-minis: RUIN GUARDS
• 1 x BATTALIA - NCBC-minis: UNBOUND BUFF
• 1 x BATTALIA - Alternate Terrain Deck - 6
factions - 120 cards
• 1 x BATTALIA - Playing Cards - 56 poker size 4 factions
• 1 x BATTALIA - Hero Sheets with Special
Abilities - 6 factions - German Edition

Interesting:

Author: Alexandar & Ledha Guerovi
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 120 min.
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BATTALIA: The Creation is a competitive, fastpaced, strategic deck-builder that combines map
construction, hero and area control and unique
calendar mechanisms.
In the base game, all players will buy useful artefacts and hire battle and labor units to support
their armies. They will build roads and cities and
send their heroes to battle - every opponent will
have to find the most powerful mixture of all these assets and apply them at the right moment, so
eventually the player could claim to be the rightful ruler of Battalia and win the game. A victory
can be obtained through aggressive conquest or a
peaceful development of your own city system (if
a player is lucky enough and the others let him ...
:). Battalia has 2 game end conditions - full conclusion of the game board or first player, who
achieves 5 cities of level four, immediately ends
the game. The winner is the player with the most
victory points at the and of the game and this is
not necessary the same person, who made the
final cut!

Interesting:

Author: Alexandar & Ledha Guerovi
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 120 min.
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Semi-cooperative team game variants
Game material for 2 new factions
Neutral Adventure Characters
Fantastic storm effects
Lots of new features
In this big expansion, players expect the following
additional features: The Wolfsklan & the Sunbreaks - 2 new factions offer more variety and
new possibilities for a huge game with up to 6
players in two different team game variants: 3 vs
3 or 2 vs 2 against second
Fantastic Storm Doors transport the Heroes to
distant locations on the expanded board, triggering unpredictable storm effects during the jumps.
Non-player characters such as Bilkarr and Metamorpha wander across the board, giving the hero
special abilities and new ways to act.

Interesting:

Author: Alexandar & Ledha Guerovi
Age: 14+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 120 min.
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The game of epic songs and dirty tricks!
All your life you’ve chased the ultimate recognition a bard could receive – the Bard Crown. The
money, the fame, the fans, they all mean a lot to
you.
The time has come – an epic sing-off in all the
town’s pubs and taverns is your chance to get
your hands on that sweet prize... and the title
King of all Bards!!
In The King of All Bards, you play the role of one
of the eight distinct characters competing in a
grand challenge. Your goal is to become the richest and most famous musician by amassing loyal
fans and a fat purse of tips. To achieve this you
have a repertoire of Song cards, as well as some
more…dubious cards called Tricks. Playing the
right songs for the right audience is crucial to
building up a fan base and earning their gold, but
employing the right tricks at the right moment
can sabotage an opponent's performance and
give you the upper hand.
Rehearse your best songs, prepare your nastiest
tricks and get ready to smash the competition!
Light up the stage! This is medieval show bizz!

Interesting:

Author: Nikola R. Petrov
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 45 min.
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Feuerland Spiele
founded: 2012
owner: Frank
Heeren, Uwe Rosenberg
Wilhelm-Reuter-Str. 37
65817 Eppstein-Bremthal 30, Germany
www.feuerland-spiele.de
frank.heeren@feuerland-spiele.de
„???“
Uwe Rosenberg und Frank Heeren
managers of Feuerland

frank.heeren@feuerland-spiele.de

Top Product: Terra Mystica

History

???

Feuerland Games was launched by
Frank Heeren and Uwe Rosenberg.
The starting point for the publisher
was the game Terra Mystica. In
2015, the Feuerland Verlagsgesellschaft mbH was founded. At the moment the program of Feuerland is
growing by about 2-3 titles per year.
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Ancient Dark Things is an entertaining "challengeyour-luck-out" dice game in the scary cartoon
look. In the role of intrepid adventurers, players
embark on a jungle flow to face disastrous encounters.
The game keeps on creating a great atmosphere
with its elaborate, atmospheric illustrations!

Interesting:

Author: Simon McGregor
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min.
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Fields of Arle is a big strategy game for 2 people.
This combination makes the game so special and
so successful.
In Arle, a small village in Ostfriesland, many
tasks are waiting for the 2 players: In the period
around 1800, the moors want to be drained and
cultivated, the farmland and animals are bred. In
this game, many paths lead to the goal.
Success author Uwe Rosenberg is himself Frisian
and Arle is the home of his father. The game thus
also tells a piece of family history.

Interesting:

Author: Uwe Rosenberg
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-2
Duration: 120 min.
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The expansion brings maritime trade and the
popular Frisian tea into play. With additional material and advanced rules, Arler Erde is now playable for 3 players!
Note: Only playable together with the base game!

Interesting:

Author: Tido Lorenz, Uwe Rosenberg
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-2
Duration: 120 min.
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Barbaria is an entertaining dice game with iconic
illustrations for intrepid heroines and heroes.
Travel back to the dark days of magic - when
men were brave and strong and women were
dashing and beautiful. Wielding steel in hand,
they defied the odds and death in their struggle
for eternal fame.
On your turn your reveal adventure cards to fight
monsters, find treasures, and collect runes. If the
monsters are over your head, look for fellow combatants!
Who will be the most successful barbarian?

Interesting:

Author: Peter Rustemeyer
Age: 14+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Charterstone offers a completely new gaming experience: It starts with simple rules and grows
and changes over the course of 12 games to a
high-skill player-placement game.
Over 300 cards with stickers reveal new game
elements again and again. The stickers extend
the players in the first 12 games the sleepy village Grüntal with new buildings (= action fields)
and fill the vacancies of the rule book.
In this non-cooperative legacy game, players' decisions not only have a lasting impact on the look
of the board, but also on the continuation of the
game's story about Green Valley, its inhabitants
and its king.
After the campaign of 12 games, each of the
stickers has become a unique game that can be
used indefinitely.

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-6
Duration: 60 min.
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With the Charterstone Recharge Pack, the Charterstone base game can be set back to the beginning to play the campaign a second time.
Extension, the basic game is needed for playing!

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-6
Duration: 60 min.
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Lowlands is a worker placement game with a
semi-operative dike building mechanism.
Each player builds out his farm behind the dike
with buildings and sheep breeding. They have to
keep an eye on the rising water level and build it
together on the dike. Because if the dike breaks
in the game, this has consequences for all players. But not everyone pursues the same plans
and some players may like it, if the dike does not
hold ...
The dike is the special element in Lowlands. Its
progress in high water determines the number of
victory points for sheep and dike work done at
the end of the game. Who found the right balance
between dike construction and sheep breeding?
And who has perhaps invested too much and in
the end lost important points?

Interesting:

Author: Claudia und Ralf Partenheimer
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 90 min.
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Each player sets up a Dino Park to attract as
many visitors as possible. For this they breed dinosaurs, hire staff and expand their park in order
to have as attractive an offer as possible for visitors. But beware: If the safety of the park does
not keep pace with the construction, many a visitor will disappear into the stomach of the exhibits!

Interesting:

Author: Jonathan Gilmour, Brian Lewis
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 90 min.
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Vikings meets puzzles - the epic strategy game
by successful author Uwe Rosenberg. With great
attention to detail, the author has created a great
world in which players act, hunt, go exploring and
plunder to become the greatest Viking.
The central element - the puzzle of goods on the
personal home plan - brings a whole new feel to
the strategy game world.
A feast for Odin is a heavyweight strategy game over 3kg of material wants to be explored and
played!
Incl. historical booklet.

Interesting:

Author: Uwe Rosenberg
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 120 min.
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The extension brings the following new elements
into play:
+++ Modular Game Board: The new board is divided into three parts and the number of action
fields on the front and back is adjusted. That the
selection and the actions are to be restricted for
small numbers of players. Also, there is a new
5th column for the "Last Viking" or the last action
that employs man in a round.
+++ 4 new discovery plans: The new discovery
plans introduce you to new puzzle tasks. You can
use exclusively or together with the existing
plans.
+++ 2 new animals: horses and pigs will be bred.
Pigs may not be big, but they multiply every turn!
+++ Personal craft shed: Draws at the beginning
of a craft shed (only) could build in the course of
the game.
+++ and more!
Only playable together with the basic game!

Interesting:

Author: Gernot Köpke,
Uwe Rosenberg
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 90 min.
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The mini-expansion contains two additional discovery plans for A Feast for Odin.

Interesting:

Author: Gernot Köpke, Frank Heeren
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 120 min.
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170 bird cards form the core of the game Wingspan. The players collect these cards and try to
play strong combination chains on their game
boards. Three different habitats stand for three
combination chains, which can be formed and
which trigger different actions when activated.
Changing round targets, bonus cards and not
least the illustrated 170 bird cards make the game permanently varied.
The equipment of the player tableaux, card storage, miniature eggs and a birdhouse as a dice tower is very opulent.

Interesting:

Author: Elizabeth Hargrave
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 90 min.
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The first expansion to the Kennerspiel of the year
2019 is dedicated to the birds of Europe. 81 new
bird cards with new abilities together with the
cards of the basic game form a large pile of bird
cards. Also included are another storage box, new
target tiles, bonus cards and eggs, as well as a
scoring block.

Interesting:

Author: Elizabeth Hargrave
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 90 min.
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In Fuji, a group of adventurers is on the run from
the erupting volcano.
In this cooperative dice game, all players roll simultaneously and hiding with their 5-6 dice. In order to reach the safety of the village as a group,
they must plan their way together through the
landscape at the foot of the volcano, so that no
one remains behind. With their dice, they move
from space to space, but also hinder their fellow
players and teammates. But since they are only
allowed to talk vaguely about their dice, nobody
can tell others what to do.
The magnificent illustrations by Weberson Santiago makes this game visually an experience!

Interesting:

Author: Wolfgang Warsch
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min.
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Gaia Project is the successor to Terra Mystica,
which won the 2013 German Game Prize and
many other awards.
Each player takes on one of 14 peoples and populates the planets of a galaxy by building different
buildings on them. These are upgraded in different ways during the game. This allows access to
more resources and actions. Six research areas
are available to accelerate their own propagation
in the galaxy faster and more efficiently than
their competitors.
Different races with different abilities, changing
game and victory point conditions as well as a
variable playing field: each game offers countless
combinations that make Gaia Project extremely
changeable and permanently exciting.

Interesting:

Author: Helge Ostertag & Jens Drögemüller
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 120 min.
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The # 1 hit on boardgamegeek.com, almost 10kg
of adventure and excitement! Gloomhaven offers
a tactical co-op fighting game in a unique, dynamic fantasy world. Each player assumes the role
of a hardened mercenary with his own goals and
intentions. Together, players experience a whole
campaign of different scenarios that adapt and
change through their actions. This creates an individual backdrop of found treasures, retired adventurers and choices that shape the game world
permanently. Each scenario requires players to
make far-reaching tactical decisions using the
skill cards differently. Choosing the right skill at
the right time can mean the difference between
victory and defeat. Gloomhaven offers fast-paced,
diceless tactical combat against fully selfsufficient opponents, each with unique patterns of
behavior. With this box, players will receive a
complete fantasy campaign of unprecedented
scale and unparalleled dimension

Interesting:

Author: Isaac Childres
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 120 min.
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The epic adventure continues! The expansion Forgotten Circles contains i.a. a 68-page scenario
book with more than 20 dynamic scenarios, a
challenging new class, the Aesthetian prophetess,
7 new monster types including 3 powerful bosses,
as well as new locations, items, way events, city
events, rift events and unlockable envelopes.
This is an expansion. To play, the basic game
Gloomhaven is needed.

Interesting:

Author: Marcel Cwertetschka und Isaac Childres
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-4
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The expansion includes solo scenarios for each of
the 17 classes in Gloomhaven. Each scenario is
for a specific class and can only be played with
that class.
The scenarios can only be played after the city
has reached prosperity level 3 and two characters
have retired. Also included are 17 new item
cards.
This is an expansion. To play, the basic game
Gloomhaven is needed.

Interesting:

Author: Isaac Childres
Age: 14+
# of players: 1
Duration: 90 min.
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Hannibal is a classic among the conflict simulation
games. In this 20-year jubilee box, together with
Hamilcar, it forms a set of two outstanding
games.
Two players take the side of Rome and Carthage
in the time of the Punic Wars. This conflict lasted
for over 100 years and had a formative influence
on our time today.
With the help of strategy cards, players control
events and seek to extend their political influence
in the Mediterranean, either through smart moves
or through war.
This edition comes from the successful crowdfunding campaign on Kickstarter and includes all
the Kickstarter extras.

Interesting:

Author: Mark Simonitch, Jaro Andruszkiewicz
Age: 14+
# of players: 2
Duration: 120 min.
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Extension! The basic game Hannibal & Hamilcar is
needed to play. This expansion includes a new
Roman army commander (miniature and card)
and two new strategy cards.

Interesting:

Author: Mark Simonitch, Jaro Andruszkiewicz
Age: 14+
# of players: 2
Duration: 120 min.
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Extension! The basic game Hannibal & Hamilcar is
needed to play. This expansion includes a new
Carthaginian army commander (miniature and
card) and two new strategy cards.

Interesting:

Author: Mark Simonitch, Jaro Andruszkiewicz
Age: 14+
# of players: 2
Duration: 120 min.
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Konja is a dice game for two players who have to
challenge their luck and keep their resources at
their disposal.
As sorcerers, they skillfully use their ability cards
to summon the most rain clouds.
As in the game Ancient Dark Things, illustrator
Robert van Zyl has created stunning images here.

Interesting:

Author: Simon McGregor
Age: 12+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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Magnastorm is a great tactical worker placement
game on a faraway planet of the same name.
The players take one of 4 power blocks of Earth
and try to place their large raw material mining
machines, the so-called turtles, skillfully on the
planet Magnastorm. Each turn you have the
choice of either taking a simple action or gaining
influence on a helpful commander. Since the cost
of influencing decreases with every simple action,
it is important to choose the right time to take a
commander. The goal of the game is to be the
first to have gained a certain number of reputation points: by taking over commanders, completing orders as well as the skillful approach on the
planet.
At the end of each game, players will receive one
of 120 reward cards that can be used in subsequent games to balance the game's strengths.

Interesting:

Author: Bauldric & Friends
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 90 min.
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In einem fiktiven Europa der 1920er Jahre versuchen 5 Nationen die Kontrolle über Osteuropa zu
übernehmen. Was auf den ersten Blick wie ein
taktisches Konfliktspiel aussieht, ist im Herzen ein
sehr strategisches Spiel mit starken Aufbauelementen.
Die phantastisch gestaltete fiktive Welt und die
hochwertige Ausstattung mit detailreichen Plastikfiguren und liebevoll gestalteten Holzteilen machen das Spiel optisch und haptisch zu einem Genuss.
Kaum ein anderes Spiel ist auf boardgamegeek.com so schnell in die Top 10 aufgestiegen und
hat so viel Buzz erzeugt wie Scythe!

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 120 min.
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Rise of the Fenris is the third, largest and final
expansion to Scythe.
Many optional modules and a repeatable campaign promise new and lasting fun in the grandiose world of Scythe! No extension to Scythe has
been rated as good at BGG so far.
The majority of the material is in 5 sealed packages and on 6 ordered punched sheets and
should be discovered only gradually. To play the
basic game Scythe is needed.

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-7
Duration: 120 min.
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The encounter box contains as an expansion of
32 new encounter cards that are based on fan
suggestions and have been revised by Jamey
Stegmaier.
Among them are cards that offer a secret option,
that when chosen allows the card being kept face
down until the player uses it.

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-7
Duration: 120 min.
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The modular game board is an expansion pack for
Scythe.
It contains u.a. a new game plan with 4 freely
distributable game board parts and 8 home bases
for the different factions. This allows the layout of
the playing field to be changed for each game.

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-7
Duration: 120 min.
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Accessories for Scythe: A rollable neoprene mat.
The size is 927 x 724mm, packed in a cardboard
tube.

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-7
Duration: 120 min.
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Accessories for Scythe
2 combat dials for the expansion nations

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 120 min.
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Accessories for Scythe
3 additional combat dials

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-7
Duration: 120 min.
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Mini-expansion for the game Scythe.
6 event cards (#37-42) in German language.

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 120 min.
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he 1st expansion to Scythe introduces 2 new nations into the game.
Note: The basic game is needed for playing!

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-7
Duration: 120 min.
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The 2nd expansion introduces powerful airships
and new game options.
Note: The basic game is needed for playing!

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-7
Duration: 120 min.
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Terra Mystica makes player hearts beat faster the depth of play, the variety and the great material are simply stunning! Each player takes on one
of 14 peoples to turn the landscape on the field
into his favorite type and build his buildings on it.
Each of the 14 artistically designed peoples has
special characteristics. Together with exchangeable round cards, this allows innumerable game
combinations, which make this game always different and permanently exciting. Hardly any other
game in recent years has received as many
awards as Terra Mystica!

Interesting:

Author: Jens Drögemüller & Helge Ostertag
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 120 min.
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The Big Box is a German / Korean special edition
containing the basic game and the expansion Fire
& Ice. If you want to get into the world of Terra
Mystica right away, this is for you!
The big box was originally intended as a one-time
special promotion for the Korean market. However, due to its popularity, it is always being reprinted. The box contains the special landscape
pad, which is also available separately as a miniextension.

Interesting:

Author: Jens Drögemüller & Helge Ostertag
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 120 min.
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Expansion sheet with various special landscapes
and new bonus and city tiles for Terra Mystica.

Interesting:

Author: various
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 120 min.
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The second big expansion to the successful game
Terra Mystica lets the nations set sail to reach
distant fields and trade with the other peoples.
Combinable with the first expansion Fire & Ice get
all 20 factions a new shipyard panel and new
buildings and ships. Also included are new bonuses, round bonus cards and a new set of 12 tokens. Also 2 new game boards.
Note: The base game is needed for playing!

Interesting:

Author: James Ataei
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 120 min.
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Terra Mystica: Fire & Ice has the original factions
brace themselves for new competitors: Yetis –
the masters of power, Ice Maidens – who adore
their Temples, Acolytes – whose entire life is focused on the cults, and Dragonlords – who use
their power to create volcanoes. And as if this
wasn't enough, there are two more factions,
Shapeshifters and Riverwalkers, who ignore the
most basic of rule of one faction, one terrain
type. (Inconceivable to the Halflings!)
Fire & Ice is a nice and popular extension to Terra
Mystica.
Note: The basic game is needed for playing!

Interesting:

Author: Jens Drögemüller & Helge Ostertag
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 120 min.
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Tuscany Essential Edition includes 3 extension
modules for Viticulture.
The modules can be used in any combination: the
special workers, the extended game board, and
the building maps. It works best with all 3 expansion modules at the same time, but they can also
be tried one after another to get to know them.
Extension! Playable only with the basic game Viticulture Essential Edition.

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-6
Duration: 90 min.
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This expansion includes an alternative visitor card
set for Viticulture with 80 new cards.
A visit from the Rheingau contains 40 new summer visitors and 40 new winter visitors as an extension, which can be used as an alternative to
the previous maps.
With the new cards, fewer victory points are made in the game and the focus on wine growing
and fulfillment of orders is strengthened.
Playable only with the basic game!

Interesting:

Author: Tido Lorenz, Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-6
Duration: 90 min.
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Wine culture in Italy: At a Tuscan estate, players
use their workers and helpful visitors to keep the
production and sale of their wines going. Viticulture is a worker placement game with a dash of
luck, which provides a variety of visitor cards
(event cards) again and again for an entertaining
game night. The essential edition of Viticulture
contains a few elements of the Tuscany extension
in addition to the basic game and offers an easy
game entry.

Interesting:

Author: Jamey Stegmaier
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-6
Duration: 90 min.
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Up to 7 players build a castle simultaneously and
together with their right and left neighbors.
Since at the end only the castle with the lower
score is scored for each player, neither of them
may be neglected!
With luck and skill arise from the more than 200
room tiles every time new buildings.

Interesting:

Author: Ben Rosset, Matthew O'Malley
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-7
Duration: 45 min.
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franjos Spieleverlag
founded: 1987
owner: Franz-Josef Herbst
Zum Brinkhof 22,
33165 Lichtenau-Henglarn, Germany
www.franjos.de
franjos2011@franjos.de
„Stationary retailers have it hard today. For orders of individual games at a small publishing house such as franjos,
high shipping costs often occur. Through the cooperation
with other small publishers at Spiel direct the retailers profit, because they can save money by bundling orders. As a
retail publisher, however, I also profit because the retailers
often re-order games."
Franz-Josef Herbst

owner von franjos Spieleverlag

franjos2011@franjos.de

franjos is a small publishing house in the middle of Germany that publishes
board games and card games. It was launched in 1987. The name franjos
was derived from the initial letters of the first name Fran (z) -Jos (ef).
franjos games are mainly for families with children and adults. In addition,
a series of 2-person games are in the program. franjos games have a manageable playing time of maximum one hour. The rules are simple, but still
allow varied and exciting games. The most successful games are Billabong,
Black Box, Mahé, Kippit and Can't stop.

Top Product: Mahé

History

MAHÉ is already available in the
fourth edition. It is an ideal family
game, suitable for all ages of 7
years an older, who like luck and
risk, do not want to read long rules
and want to start playing right away.

franjos was launched in 1987. Since
this time, several games have been
published, some of which have are
still on the market until today (CAN'T
STOP, BILLABONG, KIPPIT). The target group for the games are casual
players.
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In the middle of the Australian bush, twenty kangaroos are having a big race around a small lake,
the "Billabong". Each player leads his own 5headed kangaroo team. It takes a good deal of
tactical skill to get around first with all your kangaroos in big and small jumps.
components:
•
•
•

game board
21 kangaroo figures made of wood including
a "referee"
rulebook

Interesting:

Author: Dr. Eric Solomon
Age: 9+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Black Box is a modern classic among board
games. It was first published around fourty years
ago in different countries. In Germany the first
edition was published in 1978 oddly enough with
two different names. It was first called LOGO, later ORDO although it has just been two years in
the programm of its publisher "Parker".
In its original country Great Britain Black Box was
much longer in the market and so was able to
create a lot of fans.
This great jewel of deduction games was part of
our programm for fifteen years since 1990.
To the twentieth anniversary of "franjos" the
game appears in a new production including a
new variant which requires even more thinking
and so will impress the old fans of the game too.
At the side of the original version this production
includes the hexagonal version of BLACK BOX.
Have a lot of fun with the new, old BLACK BOX.
In the game Black Box it is the task of one player
(the scientist) to locate a mysterious molecule
(which is locked in a black box). This is done by
shooting rays into the Black Box. The way in
which the molekule influences the rays during
their way through the Black Box gives the player
hints where to find the molecule.
Interesting:
Modern classic among board games

Author: Dr. Eric Solomon
Age: 10+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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In this Sid Sackson classic, players must press
their luck with dice and choose combinations tactically to close out three columns. The board has
one column for each possible total of two sixsided dice, but the number of spaces in each column varies: the more probable a total, the more
spaces in that column and the more rolls it takes
to complete. On their turn, a player rolls four dice
and arranges them in duos: 1 4 5 6 can become
1+4 and 5+6 for 5 & 11, 1+5 and 4+6 for 6 &
10, or 1+6 and 4+5 for 7 & 9. The player places
or advances progress markers in the open column
(s) associated with their chosen totals, then
chooses whether to roll again or end their turn
and replace the progress markers with markers of
their color. A player can only advance three different columns in a turn and cannot advance a
column which any player has closed out by reaching the end space; if a roll doesn’t result in any
legal plays, the turn ends with that turn’s progress lost.

Interesting:

Author: Sid Sackson
Age: 7+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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In the game of CINCO, everybody has to make a
straight line from five of his own playing pieces.
To this end, the cards played determine where
you are allowed to place. The smaller the card
value, the more placement possibilities exist.
Played quickly, exciting every time – that is
CINCO!

Interesting:

Author:
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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When Petrus Venerabilis takes office as the abbot
of Cluny in 1122, he finds the monastery in a bad
economic state. In order to secure the survival of
the monastic community, he calls on the monasteries associated with Cluny for support. The
monasteries are to deliver food to Cluny. In return, they will obtain letters of indulgence.
Each player is an abbot who leads such a monastery.
Each year (i.e., every round), players produce
units of food and then deliver them to their abbot, Petrus Venerabilis. The player who delivers
the most food units in a round gains the most letters of indulgence (victory points). However, he
will get the least support (denarii) for further investments.
Whoever delivers the fewest food units in a round
receives the fewest letters of indulgence, but the
most denarii for further investments.
Consequently, players need to decide in each
round whether they want to earn more denarii in
order to invest in the development of their monastery, or to obtain more letters of indulgence in
order to be the winner in the end.
But each player pursues his own plans, and so a
scramble occurs on the road to Cluny every
round, which might cause unpleasant surprises
for some players.
Interesting:
Author: Heinz-Georg Thiemann
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 90 min.
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In this exciting donkey race, each player moves
every donkey. Players bet on the future winner. If
you make the right bet early, you'll get many victory points in the end. Bet later, and you can better estimate the finish and get points more safely.
But the die plays a role as well: Should I advance
my favorite with the "3" I've rolled or should I try
to roll a higher number? If my luck with the die
doesn't meet my calculations, the malicious joy of
the other players is guaranteed.
Contents: Gameboard, 5 donkey figures, 1 die,
15 betting markers, 5 character cards

Interesting:
With over 10,000 sold copies, this game was
a great success for a small publishing house.

Author: Walter Müller
Age: 9+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 30 min.
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The harvest has started in Mallorca. Lemons, oranges and other fruits are waiting to be harvested
by you. Cultivating only monocultures on the fincas is just as risky as the colorful mixture of all
varieties. Only those who are the first to carry out
the desired deliveries will be awarded the contract. Watching the teammates and skilled placement of the farmers are essential in this lively
game. If you quickly deliver the harvested fruit to
the inhabitants of Mallorca with your donkey cart,
there is nothing to stand in the way of your victory at FINCA. FINCA's original edition was nominated for the 2009 Game of the Year.
In the German Game Prize, FINCA reached 4th
place in 2009. The new edition includes the El
Razul extension.

Interesting:
Author: Ralf zur Linde / Wolfgang Sentker
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min.
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In the magical town of Glastonbury, each player
collects select ingredients for a powerful potion.
Not until the end will all players know the potency
of all their ingredients.
Players collect Ingredient cards for the magic potions in turn and put them on their discard piles,
the "cauldrons."
In doing so, each player tries to collect as many
cards of the same ingredient as possible. However, you always see only the top ingredient card
in your cauldron. Therefore you have to keep in
mind which ingredients you have already collected. Otherwise, you may be in for an unpleasant
surprise at the end of the game because single
Ingredient cards in your cauldron count minus
points.
In the end of the game, players score for the ingredients they have collected, and the player with
the most points wins.
Game components:
4 player pawns, 108 playing cards

Interesting:

Author: Günter Burkhardt
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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KIPPIT is a fast and amusing little game of action
for two skillful players.
You try to put as many of your cubes as possible
onto the higher end of the small wooden seesaw,
until the seesaw tips.
Some of the cubes are likely to tumble off. Then
these have to be picked up by the other player.
Whoever gets rid of all his cubes first, wins.

Interesting:
Author: Torsten Marold
Age: 5+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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Swim swiftly around the island, deposit turtle
eggs and collect victory points for them.
The fastest way to do this is by rolling all three
dice. You have to roll one die after another – but
watch out, the total better not be higher than
seven!
Mahé has everything that an ideal family game
should have: suspense, risk, tactics and the luck
of the dice.

Interesting:

Author: Alex Randolph
Age: 7+
# of players: 2-7
Duration: 30 min.
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Frosted Games
founded: 2015
owner: Matthias Nagy
Sieglindestr. 7, 12159 Berlin
www.frostedgames.de
info@frostedgames.de

„I joined Spiel direkt because there can be nothing
better for a new publisher with an unusual product.
Not to be dependent on one distribution, where your
are only one of many, but to control yourself what
happens.“
Matthias Nagy

owner of FrostedGames

matthias.nagy@spiel-direkt.eu

The term "Frosted" stands for the icing on the donut (frosting) or the icing
on the cake. As such, Frosted Games offers an additional service for board
game publishers and players and tries primarily (but not exclusively) to
bring exciting products to the market, which serve as a supplement, for the
players and the interested parties about games.
On the one hand these are products like the board game Adventskalendar
on the other hand there are a few selected games as well.

Top Product: BoardgameAdventskalender 2015
(edition size 3,000)

The first advent calendar specifically
for board gamers. 24 doors and behind every one is an for a period exclusive, small extension for another
popular board or card game. Among
them a lot of prize winners.

History
Frosted Games was founded in 2015
in order to implement the idea of the
Advent calendar. Building on this
product more products are planned,
including own games.
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Experience the dense Cold War suspense and
scratch that Twilight Struggle itch in only 45
minutes.
13 Days: The Cuban Missile Crisis is a nail-biting,
theme saturated two-player strategy game about
the Cuban Missile Crisis. Your fate is determined
by how well you deal with the inherent dilemmas
of the game, and the conflict.
1) Will you push to gain prestige at the risk of
escalating the crisis to global nuclear war?
2) How do you best manage your hand of cards
to further your own plans while depriving your
opponent of options?
Work out these dilemmas in order to emerge as
victor of the Cuban Missile Crisis after thirteen
suspenseful days.
13 Days: The Cuban Missile Crisis is a meaty filler
utilizing the card-driven game mechanics. Rich
with history, yet accessible to gamers with no prior knowledge of the crisis. It is targeted specifically at catering to two groups of gamers: the enthusiasts that just don't have the time they used
to and the curious newcomers that are scared off
by the heavy commitment and long play times of
the classics in the genre.

Interesting:

Author: Daniel Skjold Pedersen, Asger Harding
Granerud
Age: 12+
# of players: 2
Duration: 45 min.
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THIS GAME IS ONLY AVAILABLE IN GERMAN.
Scandal at the GAME FAIR! "Goodiehunter", a well
-known videoblogger, was murdered while he was
in the screened VIP area at the world's largest
board game fair. For the Goodiehunter it's game
over, for you the game begins now ...
Ausgespielt! is a classic Murder Mystery Crime.
The players embody a role, such as a strict measuring instructor, a crippled security man or an upand-coming game author. One of the players has
the perpetrators role and the other players try to
expose the perpetrators among them. They receive information that must be skillfully combined. Can you convict the perpetrators? Or is it
you yourself who must guard a terrible secret?
In this case, humorous side-references are made
at the game industury, with both game newbies
and murder mystery veterans being entertained.

Interesting:

Author: Stephan Kessler
Age: 12+
# of players: 7-8
Duration: 180 min.
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Each door for the days of the Advent season comes with another small extension for a popular
board game. The list of games for the extensions
included in this Advent Calendar includes a number of games awarded with various internationally
renowned prizes. There is also a big bonus in the
form of a special 25th expansion this year.
The calendar is also visually appealing with a large and exclusive illustration by the game illustrator Dennis Lohausen.

Interesting:

Author: Age: # of players: 1
Duration: -
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The board game advent calendar is already a
small tradition. Each year, during the Advent season, players can open a small door every day and
plunge into another board game world and discover something new with the exclusive little expansion. Also this year, the enthusiastic board
players expect 25 small extensions for a variety
of different board and card games.
The list of games included in the Advent calendar
again includes a variety of nominated and awardwinning games with a mix of exciting novelties.
There are more and more extensive expansions,
so the calendar this year contains about 50%
more material than last year.
The calendar is visually very appealing with a
large and exclusive illustration by the game illustrator Doris Matthäus.

Interesting:

Author: Age: # of players: Duration: -
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Strange things happen in the tranquil American
town of Farmingdale. An unknown pathogen - or
maybe a poisonous substance? - turns the city's
inhabitants into cruel, zombie-like monsters! Under your direction, a select troop of brave heroes
resist to kill these hordes of undead "Zeds" um ...? Stop them before turning Farmingdale
and its inhabitants bit by bit into a nightmare!
Can you even research a cure to stop them once
and for all? There is a lot to do - and time is running out!
Dawn of the Zeds is the ultimate Zombie Survival
game! The full German version of Dawn of the
Zeds: Third Edition lets you experience this popular and highly regarded adventure in German for
the first time!
Dawn of the Zeds is a solo game by Herman Luttmann that can be fully cooperative with up to 4
players (up to 5 players competitively)! In about
90 minutes, survive or survive alone or together
a cinematic zombie apocalypse!

Interesting:

Author: Herman Luttmann
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 120 min.
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You have one of the toughest jobs in the world.
Every one of your words and decisions depends
on the lives of many people. You have to be careful, but react lightning fast at the crucial moment.
Your counterpart is unpredictable and has nothing
to lose. You are: The negotiator.
In this game, you assume the role of the one who
has the responsibility to negotiate with the hostage-taker. You have to de-escalate the situation,
react to demands, free the hostages, and finally
end the crisis with the arrest or the final rescue
shot at the hostage-taker before he goes nuts or
manages to escape. With a well-planned strategy
and the necessary luck, you can keep the hostage
-taker in check and save the lives of many people!
A card thriller for 1 player by author A.J. Porfirio.
The game lasts 15 to 25 minutes.

Interesting:

Author: A.J. Porfirio
Age: 12+
# of players: 1
Duration: 30 min.
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A few minutes ago, you were informed that drug
lord Gonzalo Herrera shot and killed an undercover cop from the drug squad this morning. His
means of escape: he has a bus full of innocents in
his power. He is probably on his way to the border with Mexico, presumably to save his hardearned drug empire.
You have to try to stop the bus to free the hostages. A hunt begins and the different places do
not make it easier for you ...

Interesting:

Author: Mikolaj Laczynski
Age: 12+
# of players: 1
Duration: 15 min.
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Gunnar Frank, managing director of a major
listed company here in the city, has learned that
he will be fired. A 70% decline in value of his
company could not be accepted by the board
without drastic changes.
One of the hostages, however, was able to hide
her cell phone and gives you special opportunities
to influence the hostage-taker.

Interesting:

Author: A.J. Porfirio
Age: 12+
# of players: 1
Duration: 15 min.
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You are in shock - you are informed that an old
colleague, Lieutenant Jackson, is supposed to be
a murderer! However, he considers himself innocent and in his distress he has taken in the area a
few administrative employees hostage and now
demands to speak with you!
The hostages feel with him. The Stockholm syndrome is your latest challenge here!

Interesting:

Author: A.J. Porfirio
Age: 12+
# of players: 1
Duration: 15 min.
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Almost a cliché: The twins Rolph and Dolph Petersen have committed themselves to fast money. While Rolph is the mastermind, Dolph is more
of a "man for the rough". You are the born team quite literally. Your operations center informs you
that the two twins Rolph and Dolph Petersen
should have been detained at customs because
they wanted to smuggle illegal goods into the
country.
It is necessary to defeat two adversaries one after the other - the decision cards are a new exciting element to discover. How do you act?

Interesting:

Author: A.J. Porfirio
Age: 12+
# of players: 1
Duration: 15 min.
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A solo game about the hardest job in the world
"He took hostages!", The horrified voice informs
you about the escalated situation. It is an emergency and you are on your way to the command
center. Every second is precious and your choices
will determine the lives and deaths of the hostages.
You're the hostage negotiator - can you save
them?
Hostage Negotiator: Crime Wave is an independently playable game, but also with combinable the first base game of Hostage Negotiator.

Interesting:

Author: A.J. Porfirio
Age: 12+
# of players: 1
Duration: 30 min.
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The Cousin's War
From the middle of the 12th to the end of the
14th century, the house Anjou-Plantagenêt, a ruling dynasty of French origin, placed the King of
England in direct line. After the Hundred Years
War, however, the branches of this house, which
had split into House York and House Lancaster,
fought to claim the crown. For three decades they
fought in bitter battles without a clear winner. It
was not until 1485, after the Battle of Bosworth,
that the new house Tudor was chosen for the rule
of England through a marriage between the two
houses.
This difficult time we call today the "Rose War".
This term was introduced only in the 19th century
by a book by Sir Walter Scott. Before, this war
was simply called The War of the Cousins.
In The War of Contention, players assume the
role of the Houses of York and Lancaster and try
to bring England under their control: be it
through skillful influencing of the regions or
through tactical skills in the battles, which are
held with a clever bluff mechanism.
The Cousins' War 1455-1485 is a short but intense board game in a box for 2 players, ages
12+, by David J. Mortimer.

Interesting:

Author: David J Mortimer
Age: 12+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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The Deutsche Spielepreis is the largest public
prize of the German games market. Every year,
many players take a vote on the best games. The
annual top 10 is always a very good cross-section
of the best games of the year.
The Goodie Box for these german games prizes
of 2016 contains a small expansion for 4 of the
top 10 games of the year, including for the winner and second place. Because of the popularity
of these games, true game fans should not miss
this box.

Interesting:
Author: Age: # of players: 1-5
Duration: -
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Five small expansions. Four for award winners in
the top 10 of the German Game Prize plus a bonus extension.
Contains extensions for:
- Great Western Trail
- A Feast for Odin
- First Class
- Ice Cool
- Word Slam

Interesting:

Author: Age: # of players: 1-8
Duration: -
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London is the largest, most important and richest
city in England of the late Middle Ages and early
modern times. The guilds ruled the city and controlled their trade. Each had its own guild building
and coat of arms. Representatives of the guilds
met in the guild hall to discuss the major topics of
the day. The guilds played an important role in
the lives of the citizens of London, they controlled
how trade, manufactures and shops had to be run
in the city.
In Guilds of London, you place your guild members in newly founded guilds. They form the foundation of your power and can become masters of
the guilds. In addition you have the possibility to
extend your power to the Ulster or Virginia oversea plantations. Control over the guilds gives you
victory points and offers additional actions that
you can use to control the further development of
the city. The player with the most victory points
at the end of the game becomes Lord Mayor of
London and takes his place in the history of this
legendary city.

Interesting:
Demo copies for shops
Author: Tony Boydell
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 90 min
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The Iron Curtain stood for almost 30 years in the
middle of Germany and separated many Germans
from each other. The USSR and the US have tried
to extend their influence in the diplomatic game
of the Cold War. They did this not only in Germany, but in many areas of the world.
While 13 days and 13 minutes focus on the Cuban Missile Crisis and a bluff mechanic, the Iron
Curtain is about the Cold War as a whole in an
Area Control game that is moving the whole
world. Both rivals try to take control of as many
countries as possible and fight for the loyalty of
the countries. However, the game can stop at any
time, if after a card played the lead of a player is
too high.
Iron Curtain complements the fast-paced games
with intense rallies for supremacy in every corner
of the globe. A game for 2 players by Daniel
Skjold Pedersen and Asger Harding Granerud.

Interesting:

Author: Daniel Skjold Pedersen, Asger Harding
Granerud
Age: 12+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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Harbour is a fast and small worker-placement
game for 1-4 players by Scott Almes with illustrations by Rob Lundy.
The players move their workers from building to
building at the harbor and collect and trade their
wares. If the goods are sold, then a building can
be brought under your control, which is worth
victory points at game end. The dynamic market
is the central element of the game, and it requires players to find the right time for such an
action and watch what the other players are accumulating and to not to lose too many goods at
the sale.
Graphically, the game offers a humorous jab at
many clichés wrapped in the large harbor of a
fantasy world.

Interesting:
Demo copies for shops
Author: Scott Almes
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 45 min.
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Canada's western expansion took a different
course than in the United States. Led by predominantly French Catholic fur traders and trappers,
the Canadian settlers pushed westward. These
pioneers married the aborigines and created a
new human race and culture - the Métis.
In agreements with the indigenous people, the
Métis were not considered as equivalent. The Métis wanted to defend their rights against the remote British-Protestant government that was in
eastern Canada. In 1869, displeasure turned into
the Red River rebellion of Manitoba.
Louis Riel led this rebellion and forced the government into a compromise that resulted in the
Manitoba Act.
This game about the trial of Louis Riel in July
1885 is a card-driven 2-player game by Alex Berry and originally by Victory Point Games.

Interesting:

Author: Alex Berry
Age: 12+
# of players: 2
Duration: 45 min.
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Mayday! Can anyone hear me ?! Please answer!
Here is the captain of the Lux Aeterna, I was doing maneuvers north of the black hole NGC1277
and was hit by a meteor! My spaceship is torn
and all important systems are failing. I'm doing
everything in my power to repair them, but I do
not have much longer! If anybody hears me,
please help me! "
Lux Aeterna is a real-time solo game about a captain who has to repair her spaceship struck by a
meteor before being sucked into the nearby black
hole.

Interesting:

Author: Tony Boydell
Age: 12+
# of players: 1
Duration: 15 min.
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Jules Verne's Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
the Sea is a literary classic and Nemo's War 20,000 miles under the sea by author Chris Taylor is the playful counterpart - it's bringing this
story to life!
Play solo, as a rough Captain Nemo, or as a cooperative adventure in which players can play the
different roles aboard the fantastic submarine
Nautilus, the game puts us right in the middle of
the seven seas. There we explore the treasures of
the ocean floor, experience dangerous adventures, develop new technologies for the Nautilus
and fight against the imperial powers of the late
19th century. But what does Captain Nemo want?
What is he doing? This is different in every game
- players choose each game from one of four targets that the good captain pursues. This presents
players in each game with new challenges. Each
time you are on the journey with Nemo again,
where you have to explore his motivations for this
adventure with the Nautilus again.
Nemo's War - 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea is
the all-German version of the critically acclaimed
English original by Victory Point Games featuring
outstanding illustrations by Ian O'Toole.

Interesting:

Author: Chris Taylor
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 120 min.
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Reykholt is the name of a small village on Iceland, an island known for its volcanoes, polar
lights and geysers. Here to plant tomatoes, lettuce or carrots - what an abstruse idea. And yet
awesome! Thanks to the geothermal heat grows
on the largest volcanic island in the world quite a
bit, which is not suspected here. The heat from
the soil allows the cultivation of many fruits and
vegetables, including bananas; a curiosity that
hardly a tourist wants to miss ...
In Reykholt, the players run a farm, use greenhouses and plant a variety of vegetables to attract the tourists. However, there is a rush, because the season in Reykholt is short. And every
year more visitors come who want to experience
something new, to be looked after and entertained. Being able to hire an employee at the
right time can be the decisive advantage in order
to give the players the necessary nose length.
Reykholt is an exciting mix of worker placement
and racing game for 2 to 4 players. With about 45
- 60 minutes playing time Reykholt promises fast
and crisp game pleasure of Uwe Rosenberg.

Interesting:

Author: Uwe Rosenberg
Age: 8+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 45 min
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If you are looking for a friendly family game, you
will find this cooperative trick game. As probably
the only game of this kind the players are forced
to pull together at the same end of the rope without being able to talk about their information
completely free.
The game is full of allusions to popular computer
games like Maniac Mansion, Zak McKracken and
Monkey Island. Of course, even without alluding
to these allusions, Trick 'n Trouble can be easily
played by anybody as a family game and unfolds
its addictive potential every time you try again to
put your hand to DocCrazy.
Trick 'n Trouble is a fast cooperative trick game
for exactly 3 players. A game by Fukutarou

Interesting:

Author: Fukutarou
Age: 10+
# of players: 3
Duration: 30 min.
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Fun Forge
founded: 2008
owner: Philippe Nouhra
16 Boulevard St. German, 75005 Paris/France
www.funforge.fr
info@funforge.fr
„As a publisher, I am always looking for the smartest
solutions in every fields of the activity. The distribution
side of the business is always something complicated
and a bit obscure but I found with Spiel direkt that it
is possible to get its product simply and effectively to
the market while staying in direct control of every aspect of it, from marketing to financial aspects.“
Philippe Nouhra

owner und CEO of FunForge

philippe.nohura@spiel-direkt.eu

Funforge is a publisher of top-quality card and board games. Our commitment is to offer fun and beautiful games with strong themes while easy to
learn.
Funforge has been founded in 2008 and is a privately held European company. Funforge's games are distributed worldwide.

Top Product: Tokaido
(by Antonio Bauza)

History
Funforge is a French publisher situated in Paris, founded 2008 by
Philippe Nouhra.
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When Tom came home with a book he found in
his grandparents’ attic, a sort of grimoire, describing an entire realm in the sky, you didn’t waste
a second. Clouds populated by fantastic creatures
and mischievous characters? The secret of using
rainbows to climb through the clouds, and rise
high in the sky? It was all too good!
You have your friends, so nothing can stop you,
right? You are going to take on this adventure
together! No sooner said than done: You grab a
handful of balloons, rise rapidly, and fly away into
the sky. But beware: The people of the clouds are
just as hungry for entertainment! After all, it’s not
every day they meet strangers from the ground;
perhaps they won’t let you leave so easily….
Take up the challenges that present themselves
to you throughout your encounters, go faster and
higher than everyone else, and collect the most
rewards. And if you arrive at the top of the
clouds, you will be the first to see the world like a
friend, face-to-face.
HOP! Includes 6 fantastically cute and detailed
55mm painted minis!

Interesting:

Author: Marie Cardouat, Ludovic Maublanc
Age: 6+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 30 min
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In Pocket Madness, you'll meet nice people like
Shub-Niggurath, visit lovely places like
Innsmouth, and cross the path of friendly creatures such as the Shoggoths.
Pocket Madness is a fast-paced card game inspired by the writings of H.P. Lovecraft, known
worldwide for his short story "The Call of
Cthulhu". In the game, you evoke the powers of
the Ancient Ones to drive your fellow cultists mad
while securing your path to victory. To play, you
first deal each player two cards from a deck that
contains cards numbered 6-12, then you count
out 17 face-down cards, flip the remainder face
up, shuffle the deck, then lay it out in a row so
that all players can see the cards.
A round ends when one player runs out of cards
or the card row runs out. In the latter case, everyone takes one final turn, then all players gain
madness tokens equal to the number of different
types of cards in their hand. If a player empties
their hand, that player loses half of their madness
tokens while everyone else gains one.
The game ends the round that a player has collected ten or more madness tokens.

Interesting:
inspired by the works of
H.P. Lovecraft

Author: Bruno Cathala, Ludovic Maublanc
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min
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Your little samurai group and you are the only
ones who dare to stand between a frightened village and a bloodthirsty gang of robbers!
The fight seems to be quite uneven, because you
are confronted with dozens of foes who are willing
to destroy you. But you can rely on your fighting
skills and your team spirit, which given the threat
welds your group together more firmly.
And when the battle seems already lost, your enemy will find out, that a beast slumbers in every
samurai, a fearsome warrior who is extremely
dangerous when his real strength is used.

Interesting:
Samurai Spirit is a cooperative game by ANTOINE BAUZA

Author: Antoine Bauza
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-7
Duration: 30 min.
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WELCOME TO SCOTLAND!
Yes, welcome to this country famous for its whiskey, the Highlands, its castles, and, of course...
its ghosts!
The Phantom Society is a ghost-hunting game in
which you play as sly spirits seeking to ruin a
manor hotel or, if you prefer, intrepid ectoplasm
hunters (a bit destructive round the edges) who
never falter in the pursuit of their prey. While the
ghosts have to be cunning and use psychology in
order to remain concealed, the hunters use observation and deduction to flush out their sneaky
targets.
Who will be fastest? And above all, will the manor
come through this madness intact?
From Award-Winning Author Hervé MARLY (The
Werewolves of Miller's Hollow - Fictionnaire Skull and Roses) and the new talent Frédéric Colombier, discover a super smart deduction game
with an innovative 2-levels game board and dazzling artworks from Naïade and Vincent Dutrait!

Interesting:
by Hervé Marly
Author: Marly & Colombier
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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In Titan Race, each player is a rider astride a titan, racing on one of the many wild circuits of
Neverworld. It's a short, brutal three laps as you
jockey for position, ram your opponents, and leverage bonuses and your titan's abilities to race
across the finish line!
The game board is an infinite circuit that wraps
around at opposite sides. Each circuit has specific
features that allow for interesting tactical maneuvers. Movement is governed by drafting dice from
a pool rolled at the beginning of each round. If
you choose a die that matches the color of your
titan, you regain a life point.
Each titan has a special ability that can be activated once each round. Moving into certain bonus
spaces on the circuit also grant players bonus
cards that can be played for additional effects.

Interesting:
Author: Julian Allain
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 30 min
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The year is 2038. After decades of borrowing
money from the rest of the world, the USA finally
went bankrupt. In a last desperate move, the federal government decides to auction its most secret treasures: the artifacts and relics stored in
warehouse 51. And there's serious stuff in there,
such as Aladdin's Lamp, The Hammer of Thor, the
Golem, and the Philosopher's Stone.
In Warehouse 51, players are multimillionaires
from the entire world who want to buy these artifacts for their collections, but most of these items
have strange paranormal effects that can influence the game, and many of them are fakes...

Interesting:
Author: Bruno Faidutti - Sergio Halaban - André
Zatz
Age: 8+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 45 min
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Game‘s Up
founded: 2016
owner: Ralph Bienert
Westendstr. 1
D-85080 Gaimerheim / Germany

games-up.de
info@games-up.de

„As a small publisher, this form of distribution seems
transparent and expedient to me - traders here have
the opportunity to become aware of me. Besides, the
people are nice!“
Ralph Bienert

owner and CEO of Game‘s Up

info@games-up.de

Top-Produkt:
Carthago: Merchants &
Guilds
ein wirklicher Taktikhammer!

History

Founded in 2016 by me (Ralph Bienert) out of a passion for board games, first a remake of Martin
Wallace was published (The Arrival),
then a game in cooperation with Irongames (Carthago: Merchants &
Guilds). That's how it
shall continue...
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Haas Games
founded 2015
owner: Simon Haas
Birchstrasse 11, CH-8057 Zürich
haas-games.com
info@haas-games.com

Simon Haas

owner of Haas Games

info@haas-games.com

Top Product: World Facts
(edition size: ?)

World–Facts is
an entertaining
and educational
guessing game
for 2-6 players
aged 12 and up,
designed by Simon Haas and
published in
2015 .

History
Haas Games was founded in 2015
and develops games and simulations
in which strategy and tactics get
connected with educational aspects.
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Which nutrients do we consume daily in our food?
Food Facts offers a playful and entertaining introduction into this topic, and also sparks an interest
among people who may normally not care about
the subject.
In the game the players have to guess and compare nutritional values of different kinds of food.
For example the following questions have to be
answered:
Do hazelnuts or chocolate have a higher fat content? Are there more carbohydrates in rice or potatoes? Does a trout or a pork tenderloin contain
more protein? Are cherries or ketchup more sugary? Is there a higher amount of fiber in peas or
bananas? Do almonds or honey contain more
calories? Is the water content higher in
mushrooms or apples?
The multilingual sort game is designed for two to
six players aged 10 and up, with the playing time
of about 15 minutes.

Interesting:

Author: Simon Haas
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 15 min.
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"Genies" is a bidding game for two to five people
aged ten years or older. The players bid for five
different geniuses in six game rounds. Only after
all players have submitted their bids will the bids
be compared and the bidder will be awarded if
they still have enough resources.
The geniuses have different degrees of competency and are divided into eight different disciplines. In order to achieve as many points as possible in the three grades, the academies must have an attractive profile. It is not only about the
players who choose the rankings in as many
disciplines as possible, but also in the areas that
are particularly being promoted, for example, by
focus, third-party funding or research funds.
By the way, the players also learn about the life
dates and famous quotes from important scientists.

Interesting:

Author: Simon Haas
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 60 min.
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Swiss-Facts is a multilingual guessing game for 26 players, aged 12 years and up.
The game focuses on the cantons of Switzerland
and has a playing time of 15 minutes. Swiss Facts
will be released in early October for the “Suisse
Toy 2016.”
Do more people live in the canton of Basel-Land
or Basel-Stadt? Which has the larger surface- Valais or Grisons? Is the population density greater
in the canton of Zurich or Geneva? Are there
more municipalities in the canton of Glarus or in
the canton of Obwalden? Does Ticino or the canton of Uri have the higher mountain peaks? What
was created first- the canton of Freiburg or the
canton of Schaffhausen ? And which canton actually has the highest gross domestic product per
capita? These questions are similar to those that
the players of Swiss-Facts will have to think
about.

Interesting:
Author: Simon Haas
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 15 min
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The zoo inhabitants have finally won their political
autonomy and agreed on an animal democracy as
a form of government. Now every animal party
wants to enforce its own political agenda.
With a smart campaign strategy and good negotiating skills you want to lead your party to success. Of course, a good animal instinct can not
hurt.
Who enters the best election results and negotiates cleverly secures a place in the government
and thus lucrative offices. But even the opposition
parties have their means to specifically targeted
the government in a corner. Alliances and coalitions can change at any time. Anyone who has just
sunbathed in his government offices, can suddenly find themselves on the hard opposition seats.
Whose party in the end has implemented most of
the political goals wins.

Interesting:
Author: Simon Haas
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 120 min.
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Hard Boiled Games
founded:2014
owner: Johannes Sich
Eifelwall 52, 50674 Köln
www.lacosanostra-kartenspiel.de
mail@jojosich.de
„Spiel-Direkt offers us as a newcomer the possibility to
reach the stores even without a wide range of games.
Furthermore, we appreciate the exchange of experience and the support of independent ideas“.
Johannes Sich

owner von Hard Boiled Games

johannes.sich@spiel-direkt.eu

The Studio Hard Boiled Games stands for unusual ideas, dark themes and
morbid humor, and high ambitions in visual design.
The studio was funded by the two communication designers Johannes Sich
and Daniel Goll in Cologne. The initial purpose was the realization of the
first board game project „La Cosa Nostra“. The release was performed by a
crowdfunding campaign - it turned out to become the most successful
board game project on the German platform Startnext.
After the following three months the remaining copies of the first edition
were entirely sold out. A second print run followed.

Top Product: La Cosa Nostra
(edition size 2,500)

A tough mafia
game about power and cash by
Johannes Sich.

History
Hard Boiled Games has been founded 2014 by Johannes Sich and Daniel Goll to publish the project "La Cosa Nostra“.
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La Cosa Nostra is a ruthless interactive card
game for 3-5 players, playing time about 90
minutes, recommended age 16+.
Each player controls gangster cards that serve for
performing action cards to either gain money or
attack other players. Actions are planned secretly, placed face down and then played in turn.
Often you need certain business cards to succeed.
If you don’t own them yourself, you can negotiate
deals with the other players. The players bargain,
spy, threaten and deceive each other.
Each of four game rounds brings new action cards
and the number of gangsters increases. Thus, the
possibilities for actions become more diverse, the
jobs more profitable, the attacks more powerful.
Cooperation gets more attractive and treason alluring. Cause at the end of the day it’s only the
money that counts.

Interesting:
•
•
•
•

English rules on our website, game materials are NOT language independent.
first edition has been sold out after less
than three months
Video
tutorial
(German):
www.lacosanostra-kartenspiel.de/dasspiel/
Facebook: www.facebook.com/ lacosanostrakartenspiel

Author: Johannes Sich
Age: 16+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 90 min.
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THIS GAME IS ONLY AVAILABLE IN GERMAN.
Guns for Hire, an expansion for La Cosa Nostra,
contains 25 new Gangster cards and five new Influence cards. The new gangsters are based on
international gangs such as the Yakuza, the Mara
and the Russian mafia. There are five new factions:
•
•
•
•
•

The Bloody Crips, who specialise in completing jobs and making money.
The Bad Hombres, who enable stronger attacks against other players.
The Yakuza make it easier to build up your
businesses.
The Outlaws help you defend against attacks.
The Eastern Droogs give you more options
for actions.

Interesting:

Author: Johannes Sich
Age: 16+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 90 min.
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Helvetiq
founded: 2008
CEO: Hadi Barkat
Vogesenplatz 1
CH-4056 Basel
www.helvetiq.com
info@helvetiq.ch
„As a Swiss publisher, the German market is very
close and yet the entry is anything but easy. Spiel
direkt has definitely made this step easier for us. The
cooperative structure of Spiel direkt offers independent publishers an ideal platform to offer their games
the way they want it. We really appreciate the collegial
approach at Spiel direkt. You notice that everyone is
working together.“
Hadi Barkat

CEO of Helvetiq

info@helvetiq.ch
Helvetiq is a Swiss game and book publisher. For 10 years we have been
creating children's games, family games and party games and have always
attached great importance to the design of the games. We like to experiment with new ideas and love things "differently" than expected. Meanwhile, we are a team of nine people.
(photo by Innes Welbourne)

Top Product:

History

Bandido (more than 50,000 sold
copies since summer 2016). A cooperative game in which it is necessary
to cooperate to prevent the outbreak of
the Bandido.

The story of Helvetiq began in 2008
with a game about Switzerland. The
first game became a classic with
more than 30,000 copies sold in
Switzerland alone. The success inspired us and so we created more
games for the whole family. Meanwhile our games are
available in over 15
languages.
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Draw a card, pick one of five themes, roll dice,
and find matching words. But beware: you only
have 30 seconds!

Interesting:

Author: Hadi Barkat & Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Age: 16+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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Everything can be traded at DealMaker. The more
successfully the players negotiate, the more lucrative the deals are. Who manages to best use
luck and negotiating skills? Who can trade
peanuts for gold? You will see your friends in a
whole new light.

Interesting:

Author: Alain Rivollet
Age: 8+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 15 min.
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Frida loves to hide many things in her curls: her
pencils, her coloring book, or her toys. The other
kids laugh at Frida and just call her "Frida Bird's
Nest". One day, birds really do nest in their hair.
Frida is happy about it. But unfortunately she has
to be a hairdresser. And there is a big surprise.

Interesting:

Author: Tina Schilp
Age: # of players: 1
Duration: -
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Pinpoint answers
In this slightly different guessing game you win
points by estimating the correct answer as correctly as possible. The questions: useless knowledge with a high fun factor!

Interesting:

Author: Hadi Barkat & Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Age: 16+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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Hanna never has anything in her pocket. But one
morning she realizes that something is moving in
her pocket. A story about an unexpected encounter in which Hanna's world fills with little wonders.

Interesting:

Author: Daniel Fehr
Age: # of players: 1
Duration: -
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The days of the cartel are numbered. The players
are on his trail. Arrest the henchmen for points
and bring the big leader behind bars. The detective advances by rolling the players in turn. With
every litter, the noose tightens harder. Kartel is a
lively, exciting and ultra-competitive game.

Interesting:

Author: Reiner Knizia
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 15 Min.
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Matterhorn is a dice game full of risk and and the
excitment of mountain climbing. Several twoperson teams climb the Matterhorn, the most famous mountain in Switzerland. The team that
first climbs the summit wins.

Interesting:

Author: Leo Colovini
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 Min.
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Get rid of your stock before the police catch you!
Selling alcohol during prohibition? Just be careful
not to get caught! Try to get rid of as many bottles as possible in Omerta. The gangsters can
help you, but they could also cost you points. If
you are sure that your score is low enough to
pass the controls unnoticed, call "Omerta!". But
beware: You have to show a great amount of observation and deduction.
The first game in this new series is quick to learn,
yet not easy to master - just right for players who
love brainburners and are looking for a card game
with a plus. The high-quality design and the
handy cards in a slightly larger format make the
new collection a visual eye-catcher.
The goal?
After as many sessions as players at the table,
the person with the lowest score wins. To win a
game, you must be the one who has the least
bottles when "Omerta" is announced.

Interesting:

Author: Adrien Dumont
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 30 Min.
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Roadkill is a game of cheap shots and payback for
the whole family. Score points by keeping your
street as clean as possible. Give your opponents
the bad cards, clean your street or use the special
cards.
• Guaranteed fun
• Tactical game and yet unpredictable
• Refined illustrations

Interesting:

Author: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 30 Min.
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Measure your friends!
SizeUP is the party game par excellence. The
principle is simple: Estimate the length of your
grandmother's little finger, the width of your train
ticket or the circumference of a carrot. The measuring tape is measured. Who has the best eye
size, wins. The crazier the object, the greater the
fun. The imagination knows no limits. Here we
go!
Goal of the game
Be the first player to win 5 Challenge Cards by
estimating the proposed body parts or objects as
accurately as possible.

Interesting:

Author: Ikhwan Kwon
Age: 7+
# of players: 2-10
Duration: 30 Min.
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The game for boisterous days in the park
Smak is the outdoor game that combines skill and
tactics. Place the tower with the flag in the center
and the watchtowers around it. It is time for the
teams to face each other! Use the throwing sticks
to hit the towers to earn points. Negate the opponents' hits by knocking over the flag tower. Once
all the towers are out of the game, you count
which team has the most points.

Interesting:

Author: Alain Rivollet
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 30 Min.
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The idea for this stacking game came to the
Swiss player finder Michel Baumann in an evening
among friends, which ended with the convivial
round stacking merrily napkin rings on each
other. 18 months later the game is out: Made of
high-quality wood and playable in five variants,
this game of skill can not be missed in any household!
There are five game modes: Duel, Flash, Zen,
Crash and Art.

Interesting:

Author: Michel Baumann
Age: 8+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 30 Min.
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Stickup is a game that deals with colors, observation and speed.

Interesting:

Author: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 15 Min.
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Team UP is a cooperative game with a simple
principle. You have to stack boxes on a pallet.
The goal is to stack the boxes as close as possible. To extend the fun, you can use the same
card sequence to improve your score. The perfect
solution exists, we just have to find it!

Interesting:

Author: Hadi Barkat, Sebastien Pauchon
Age: 7+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 30 Min.
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The game box has twelve numbered holes from 1
to 12. Armed with a spinning top and twelve red
balls, you must beat the previous player's score.
If you fail, you lose one of three lives. Whoever is
left wins. You play directly in the box.

Interesting:

Author: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 15 Min.
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Self-confidence in sight!
A huge wave approaches the lighthouse you are
trying to build. Diamonds can slow them down,
but to win and achieve your goals, you need to
talk, get to know each other, and exchange ideas.
In full force ahead! Each player chooses a personal goal or a situation that he wants to improve.
Then use the experience of others and develop
concrete strategies for practice.
This fun game helps to regain confidence in one's
abilities and can be used in lessons, family or
friends. It was developed by two educators and is
based on the latest neuroscience research.
The goal?
Full speed ahead! is a cooperative game. Pick a
goal that you want to achieve, answer the questions, share your experience with the other players, and boost your self-confidence.
Can you make the lighthouse before the wave
reaches you?

Interesting:

Author: Mélanie Cotting & Quentin Bays
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-48
Duration: 60 Min.
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A prisoner under strict surveillance attempts to
escape through a tunnel leading from his cell. Will
you be able to use your cards to block his way?
Bandido is a cooperative strategy game for the
whole family.

Interesting:

Author: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Age: 6+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 15 Min.
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Mit ihren Karten bilden die Spieler einen immer
grösser werdenden Wald, in dem sich mystische
Gestalten verstecken. Wenn ein Spieler sieben
gleiche Wesen auf den Karten findet, darf er die
Karten behalten. Der Spieler, der am Ende am
meisten Karten besitzt, gewinnt das Spiel.

Interesting:

Author: Leo Colovini & Fabio Visintin
Age: 6+
# of players: 5-12
Duration: 15 Min.
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• Practical format for a small price
• Competitive game for all generations
• Amusing illustrations
You are a contractor in Gotown. The city is growing rapidly. Your goal is simple: Be the first to
build the next 5-story skyscraper. Can you protect your construction sites from destruction and
looting? Will you manage to slow down the other
contractors? These are the questions.

Interesting:

Author: Morten & Alexander Bonavent
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 Min.
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Fear of hippos? Not necessary. In this game the
hippos are friendly. It's rather the opponents that
you should beware of. The goal? Get rid of all the
chips as fast as possible.

Interesting:

Author: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 Min.
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Kariba is a smart card game. In the savannah,
the animals on the lake shore have a drinking
break, but here is the law of the strongest! The
goal is to win as many cards as possible. Play the
animal card in your turn to hunt the others, even
at the risk of being hunted yourself. In this game,
the elephant is king ... unless the mouse comes
along.

Interesting:

Author: Reiner Knizia
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 Min.
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Who is eating the most ice cream?
In Kawaii you need to get as many cards as you
can of your favorite sorts of ice cream. Lay down
your cards, carefully watch each other's piles, and
respond quickly to get the one you like the most.
The cherries give bonus points. But if you arrive
in front of the closed doors at the ice cream parlor, there is a risk that your points will melt in the
sun ...
The simple card game combines observation and
risk-taking. With the super cute illustrations and
the adorable theme, it will seduce both the little
ones and the big ones.
The goal?
Capture as many cards as you can of your favorite ice cream flavor and / or your favorite ice
cream form. The player who scored the most
points after three rounds wins the game.
Content: 65 ice cards, 10 conquest tokens
(hearts)
Strengthen
• A clever game that combines tactics, risk and
speed
• Supersweet illustrations that appeal to the
whole family
• Different game variations to make the game
more difficult
• Learned quickly, played fast

Interesting:

Author: Ismael Perrin & Marc-Antoine Hogmann
Age: 6+
# of players: 3-5
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The monster in front of my window
It's raining. On the fogged windows there are finger drawings. The players receive cards with different drawings. They may keep one each and
pass the others on to their neighbor. After 9 cards
there is a beautiful window in front of them,
which now comes to life: The balloons rise, the
cars drive and the drawings mingle. Only the
intact drawings bring in points. The most beautiful drawing: a flower, but beware, the monster
would love to pluck it out!
Misty is a drafting and programming game (you
choose a card and pass the others on, at the end
the cards are moved according to given rules). To
win, players must play tactically and proactively,
always keeping an eye on the players' windows.

Interesting:

Author: Florian Fay
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 Min.
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At Winston, not the biggest but the longest
dogs are in high demand. Players need to be as
strategic as possible to help their dog get longer and earn points. The fact that the craziest
beings emerge makes the game even funnier.
A colorful, entertaining card game!

Interesting:

Author: Anja Wrede, Christoph Cantzler
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 15 Min.
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Colorfox is a game that requires a good eye and
strategic skill.

Interesting:

Author: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 Min.
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Predict the number of your tricks and win the
round even with bad cards. MatchMaster is a
tactical card game that is addictive.

Interesting:

Author: Public domain / Hadi Barkat
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-7
Duration: 30 Min.
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Use matches to place different figures in as few
moves as possible. SixStix is a game for logicians, strategists and observers.

Interesting:

Author: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Age: 8+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 30 Min.
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Our matchbox collection is growing! Stickman
promotes the sense of touch and the power
of observation. While standing you draw a
man made of matches on the backs of the
other players. The goal? Find the corresponding figure on the cards. Every detail has its
meaning, right down to the alignment of the
match.

Interesting:

Author: Anja Wrede & Christoph Cantzler
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 15 Min.
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Guess the words of your opponents with as few
tips as possible. WonderWord is a word and letter
guessing game.

Interesting:

Author: Game Inventors
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 30 Min.
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With ZenMaster you learn to keep your balance.
The goal? To rid yourself of all matches.

Interesting:

Author: Reiner Knizia
Age: 8+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 30 Min.
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The IQ games are the ultimate IQ test in various
topics. You can earn points even if you are not an
expert. Each game contains 400 questions whose
answers are turned into IQ points.

Interesting:

Author: Hadi Barkat & Sébastien Pauchon
Age: 16+
# of players: 2-12
Duration: 45 Min.
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The IQ games are the ultimate IQ test in various
topics. You can earn points even if you are not an
expert. Each game contains 400 questions whose
answers are turned into IQ points.

Interesting:

Author: Hadi Barkat & Sébastien Pauchon
Age: 16+
# of players: 2-12
Duration: 45 Min.
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The IQ games are the ultimate IQ test in various
topics. You can earn points even if you are not an
expert. Each game contains 400 questions whose
answers are turned into IQ points.

Interesting:

Author: Hadi Barkat & Sébastien Pauchon
Age: 16+
# of players: 2-12
Duration: 45 Min.
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The IQ games are the ultimate IQ test in various
topics. You can earn points even if you are not an
expert. Each game contains 400 questions whose
answers are turned into IQ points.

Interesting:

Author: Hadi Barkat & Sébastien Pauchon
Age: 16+
# of players: 2-12
Duration: 45 Min.
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SPORTIQ is the ultimate quiz for sports fans.
The game includes 400 multiple-choice questions.
Correct answers are counted as IQ points. SportIQ is played in teams in two rounds. The first
round tests your knowledge, the second your memory. Everyone can win without prior knowledge.
You can take risks to get more points. But do you
trust your team members?
Topics: Football, Tennis, Basketball, Athletics,
Olympic Games, Paralympics, Boxing, Ice Hockey,
Motorsports, Golf, Cycling, Cricket, Rugby, Judo,
Skiing and many other disciplines. Everything you
need for a sporting evening at home!

Interesting:

Author: Hadi Barkat
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-12
Duration: 45 Min.
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The IQ games are the ultimate IQ test in various
topics. You can earn points even if you are not an
expert. Each game contains 400 questions whose
answers are turned into IQ points.

Interesting:

Author: Hadi Barkat & Sébastien Pauchon
Age: 16+
# of players: 2-12
Duration: 45 Min.
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heptagon verlag
founded:1998
owner: Thomas Müller
Pappelallee 55, 10437 Berlin
www.heptagon.de
info@heptagon.de

„As a publisher, which produces games only as a byproduct, I feel in good hands at Spiel direct eG, because the sales become professionalized. The contact
with the other members is very pleasant.“
Thomas Müller

owner von heptagon

thomas.mueller@spiel-direkt.eu

As a small publisher Electronic Media heptagon has been publishing digital
media since 1999, at first text editions, since 2004 also documentaries.
However, we could not distance ourselves completely from "haptic titles",
which is why in 2011 and 2012 two classic board games were developed
with which you can also learn something. The latest game is called Trust
and addresses the financial crisis. The game Machtwechsel is about politics.

Top Product: Machtwechsel
(edition size 2,000)

A game about disinterest in politics

History
As a publisher of electronic media
since 1998 Heptagon publishes digital editions of books, since 2011
mainly in the EPUB format. The
games are additions to the range of
products.
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THIS GAME IS ONLY AVAILABLE IN GERMAN.
The expansion for Machtwechsel 2017 contains
33 new playing cards as a supplement to the game, e.g. the politicians Martin Schulz, Peter Altmaier, Cem Özdemir, Katja Kipping and Christian
Lindner.
As new parties there are The Pirates and the AfD,
the first serve as a joker for all parties, with last
one you can only win as a sole government.
A few minor rule changes have been introduced
that allow the game to play more smoothly with
the additional pack.
As a new event card "Der Schalck" is added, with
which you can sell politicians.
ATTENTION: This is an expansion and can not be
played without the basic game.

Interesting:

Author: Ralf Krause
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-8
Duration: 30 min.
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The gameplay is an adaptation of the classic pub
game Mäxchen on a card game with the financial
world as theme. At the beginning each player receives some debentures and securities. He needs
these to emit financial packages. He puts cards
on the table and the next player decides whether
he doubts the entire package or continues to
trade with it. After doubting either the liar or unjustified doubter get debt assigned to them which
they must store in their "bad bank". The goal is
to have accumulated the least debt at the end.
After three rounds (the "business cycle"), players
will be subjected to the rating agency "Premium
& Ritch". Players with the highest debt and the
worst "trade balance" are devalued, which by itself entails restrictions in the next economic cycle.
The game is not a learning game in the true
sense, but it is good to get a feel for real values
in the economic system.

»While playing you will notice the gentle
sway of dark humor when occasionally debt
is passed on to corporations, or when debts
at banks dissolve into thin air. ...
Magazin Ratgeberspiel

Author: T.Müller, R.Krause
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 30 min.
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You compete with up to 5 other players to form a
government. You 2 action cards at start (event
cards and coalition cards) and a starting capital
from the bank worth 4 coins.
In the course of the game you can choose one of
six moves:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purchase an action card.
Draw a card and discard a card.
Wait: Pause your campaign and get a coin
for that.
Play an event card: e.g. coalition change,
reducing bureaucracy or "Guillaume".
Offer a card for trading.
Offer to buy or sell a card.

You win if you have collected the required number of coalition card to fulfill your order.

Press Report:
"A great game for every politically interested person" (Solinger Tagesblatt).
"Rarely has a really educationally structured
game been so much fun"
(Heilbronner Stimme).

Author: Ralf Krause
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 45 min.
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Holstein Spiele
founded:2009
owner: Dirk Holdorf
Waitzstraße 97, 24118 Kiel
www.holstein-spiele.de
holdorf.kiel@freenet.de
„I founded Holstein games to bring my game ideas to
market. The focus is on games with light, tactical demands that appeal especially to families and casual
gamers.“
Dirk Holdorf

owner of Holstein Spiele

dirk.holdorf@spiel-direkt.eu

The first published game 'Teneriffa' was presented in Essen in 2011 and because of successful retail contacts is now played in numerous countries.
These include besides Germany, among others, Japan, Canada, Italy,
Spain, Taiwan and the USA.
'Teneriffa' is equally suitable for children from 10 years onwards and adults
of all ages. The charm of the board game (duration between 30 and 50
minutes) is that both bluffing and tactical skills are paramount.

Top Product: Teneriffa
(edition size 2,000)

A strategy game
about the summer island

History
Holstein Spiele was founded with the
intent to produce the game Teneriffa.
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In the 16th century Tenerife is in the middle of
colonization. During this unstable period you as a
Spanish nobleman place your followers to increase your influence. You can build ostentatious
houses and export Malvasia wine. You need to
place your trader as smart as your farmer.
But be careful! You and your competitors send
out thieves who can thwarts plans by ambushes.
Whoever can bluff and maneuver the best, will
attain the highest influence and win this game!

Interesting:
Reviews at:
•

AEIOU.de: http://www.aeiou.de/avs/
bericht.php?nummer=229

•

Spielecheck: http://www.spielecheck.de/review/12706-Teneriffa.html

•

Spielkult.de: http://www.spielkult.de/
teneriffa.htm

Author: Dirk Holdorf
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Igel Spiele
founded 2015
owner: Oliver Igelhaut
Fichtenweg 6, 90596 Schwanstetten
www.igel-spiele.com
info@igel-spiele.de

„I became a member of the Spiel direkt, precisely because this company was founded by small publishers.
And because I as new small publishing need helpful
partners..“

Oliver Igelhaut

owner of Igel Spiele

oliver.igelhaut@spiel-direkt.eu

Igel Spiele is the self-publishing company of game designer Oliver Igelhaut. This new publisher is a specialist for simple card games. The small
boxes are packed with a fine mix of playing cards, wooden and cardboard
pieces.
The greatest success of Oliver Igelhaut as an author was 2010 winning the
"Deutscher Spielepreis" for the best childrens game and a nomination for
"Kinderspiel des Jahres" (Kraken-Alarm / Kosmos).

Top Product: Mein Schatz

History

A card game
about treasures

Igel Spiele is a new publisher.
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Game overview:
Cast off and set sail for the fishing grounds!
If only navigation was less tricky ...
And where are those pirates hiding?
Four ships are sailing on a waterway made up of
playing cards. As soon as a ship reaches the final
card, the game is over. Now your sailors are
going to score, provided their ships have ended
up on cards with fishes.
Gaming Components:
4 nice wooden ships
28 sailor cards
7 water cards
15 jouney tiles
12 wooden resource cubes

Interesting:
Author: Oliver Igelhaut
Age: 7+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Plenty of colorful fish and sharks are swimming in
the sea. But only if you catch the biggest fish you
get to keep it. And once the sharks arrive, those
big ones are in great danger. Catch the most fish
and you stand a good chance of winning the
game
Components: 36 water cards, 10 wooden shells, 1
sandbar of cardboard

Interesting:
Easy to learn card game
Author: Oliver Igelhaut
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min
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The game:
You are dwarves and have found a treasure in a
cave. In turn you distribute your findings onto
four treasure spots. But the more treasures accumulate, the more nervous the dwarves become.
Should I now secure a treasure and leave the
cave? Sometimes you delay greedily, which can
result in missing the right time to exit. At other
times another dwarf snatches away your favorite
treasure from under your nose and if it gets really
bad, you even get caught by the cave troll!
How it goes:
Before you leave the cave, you have to select a
treasure deck and a treasure type. Therefore, you
need to memorize where the treasures are. You
will hardly be able to keep the complete overview, but in the stack on the top right are there
are the particularly large pearl necklaces or? Try
to find a good time to exit. Actually, it is worth it
to wait, because a lot of treasure accumulates in
the game. But watch out for the other dwarves
and especially for the cave troll!

Interesting:
Easy to learn card game

Author: Oliver Igelhaut
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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As a researcher, you are watching a mountain in
the sea. Gradually, animals appear. How many
toucans are already sitting on the rock? How
many whales swim in the water? And what is
that? A green sparrow sailing in a hat? Keep track
and get your photos in time.
Content: 55 playing cards, 20 real pebbles.

Interesting:
Author: Oliver Igelhaut
Age: 5+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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The wish machine is about logically deriving from
the statements of a game master, which wishes
he has chosen. An ice cream and a crown? Or the
plane and the heart? These things are depicted
on cards. With three cards each, the game master puts a series - and then reveals how often his
wishes are to be found in it. Further cards with
instructions follow. Which agent solves the puzzle
first?
Now for up to 7 players with new hint mechanism
and at the mini-price!
Content: 55 playing cards, 6 wooden discs

Interesting:
Author: Oliver Igelhaut
Age: 7+
# of players: 3-7
Duration: 15 min
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Ion Game Design
Founded: 2015
owner: Besime Uyanik
Hammarby Fabriksväg 25, vån 5, 120 30
Stockholm, Sweden
iongamedesign.com
besime.uyanik@iongamedesign.com
„...“

Besime Uyanik

CEO of Ion Game Design

besime.uyanik@iongamedesign.com

.

Top Product:

History
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You start as an ingredient in the primordial soup,
and try to create life. Solitaire, competitive, and
cooperative play options. This is the first game in
the Bios:Trilogy, being followed by Bios:Megafauna 2 and Bios:Origins 2. The Bios
games are linked yet independent.
Special: If you order over 200 euros, shipping is
free! (Must be in a single order.)
Compared to the 1st edition, there are components now for 4 instead of 3 organisms for each
player, 100 new commissioned artworks, 68 page
rules/ science background, & a folding player aid.
Contents:
60 Cards illustrated by Karim Chakroun with 100
extra commissioned artworks
16 oversized placards, for bacteria and refugia
48 disks representing catalysts, enzymes, and
antioxidants
64 wooden cubes for manna & chromosomes
16 wooden domes for bionts (4 more than 1st
edition)
12 six-sided dice, used for autocatalytic and Darwin rolls
Rules and historical background, 68 pages
Folding player aid
Box (5" X 5" X 1.75")

Interesting:
Author: Phil Eklund
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 120 Min.
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Start as a plant or animal making first landfall
half a billion years ago, then evolve it on drifting
continents in the face of competition and huge
ecological events: Win if become the dominant
herbivore or carnivore.
In the full game you can grow from 200 grams to
20 tonnes. The atmosphere is tracked for oxygen,
cloud cover, and greenhouse gases, and the decisions the players make influence the climate.
Bios Megafauna comes with 8 "continents" that
can drift around, 160 mutation cards, 140 wooden laser-cut creeples of flying, burrowing, swimming, and armored creatures, various tokens of
fossils and monsters, 110 wooden cubes, 42 climate disks, and 20 dice (mainly to track creature
size). For the full game, there are 3 latitude strips
and a climate board that tracks oxygen, clouds,
and greenhouse gases. The game is the second
game of the "Bios" trilogy, which can be played
together or separately.

Interesting:
Author: Phil Eklund, Jon Manker
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 120 min.
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We have reworked the game Origins from ground
up, keeping its bottom-up take on civilization
games, but with new features to integrate it with
the arc from the predecessor games Bios:Genesis
and Bios:Megafauna (second edition). The old Origins had dice, these are gone, but the classic
map is retained.
Bios:Origins include 2 maps. One traditional Earth
map and one more empty ocean map. New is a
hexgrid, found on the back of the map board, for
building custom maps. This can be used to to create custom maps using the punch out hexes included in Bios:Origins or recreate the cratons
from an end state of Bios:Megafauna (second edition) if you are playing a trilogy campaign game.
The empty ocean map can be used in your Bios:Megafauna game too if you want, while playing that.
The cards have been sorted in categories of Culture, Politics, and Industry, and a Market has
been added. Designers: Phil Eklund & Jon
Manker.

Interesting:
Author: Phil Eklund, Jon Manker
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 90 Min.
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In Expedition Zetta, you start the game by recruiting 1-4 crew members, then you will:
Discover strange planetary systems, randomly
generated each game based on the latest scientific data. Find exotic new substances never before
seen
Develop exo-products that can advance human
technology. Gain new knowledge. Encounter new
forms of life or ruins and settlements of vanished,
ancient alien civilizations with their promise of
both danger and discovery. Perhaps encounter
another star-faring civilization whose members
might even become part of your crew, making it
not only international but interstellar. See crew
interactions that can lead to romance or intrigue,
which can either help or hinder you.
Expedition Zetta has a basic version that is great
for the whole family.

Interesting:
Author: Jon Manker
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 60 min.
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In Greenland you get to play through a momentous period of human history. You play as one of
the peoples who attempted to colonize Greenland
during the Middle Ages. This version of Greenland
also includes the little-known Sea Sami expansion
pack.
Compared with the 2nd edition, introduces a 4th
player (Sea Sami), custom meeples for each tribe, new domestic animals and daughters, upgraded art, new play aids. Contains 63 cards, 4
elder boards, 72 custom meeples, 4 large meeples, 52 disks for energy, ivory, and iron, 10 dice.

Interesting:
Author: Phil Eklund
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 90 Min.
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A game created with the look and feel as having
been created and played in the Viking Era of a
1000 years ago. A 2-player game with years of
development. 99% of playtesters said they would
play again & liked the intricate combinations of
tactics possible with 3 different pieces.
Contains a cloth 20x9" (50x22 cm) map, and
partly hand-made components in wood & fabric
true to the Viking era, with embroidered patterns
and a stamped metal Viking coin replica.

Interesting:
Author: Jon Manker
Age: 8+
# of players: 1-2
Duration: 90 min.
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Humanity's evolution as a species has accelerated
over the last 30,000-40,000 years in a manner
unparalleled in the evolution of life on Earth.
As a player, you will play through the critical
epoch during which this change occurred. After
millions of years of an uninterrupted, modest nomadic existence, we suddenly developed complex
language, began forming tribes and building villages.
In Ice Age Europe, you are either the Archaic, Neanderthal, or Cro-Magnon species. Assign your
males to hunt megafauna while avoiding predators. Specialize your elders for fire, inventions,
war, or animal husbandry. Choose your mating
strategy - promiscuous, harems, or pair bonding.
Intermarriage leads to increased vocabulary and
cognitive fluidity.
Compared with the 1st edition, contains custom
meeples for each tribe, upgraded art, new play
aids. Contains 60 cards, 3 elder boards, 54
meeples, 3 large meeples, 45 disks for social, nature, & technical vocabulary, 10 dice.
Designed by Phil Eklund, the designer of High
Frontier and Pax Porfiriana. Art by Karim Chakroun

Interesting:
Author: Phil Eklund
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-3
Duration: 90 min.
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Doppelseitig, eine Page für Neandertal und die
andere für Greenland. Enthält Spielhilfen.
Montiertes Spielbrett 40x80 cm. Entworfen von
David Martín Morillo.

Interesting:
Author: David Martín Morillo
Age: # of players: 1
Duration: -
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Assign warships to blockade slave ports or intercept slave ships, install missions, trading posts,
and colonies in foreign lands steeped in serfdom,
challenge the institution of slavery on moral and
legal grounds in courts, and sanction underground railroads, slave revolts and revolutions.
Play in cooperative-competitive, cooperative, or
solitaire modes. If victorious, you achieve the
greatest political accomplishment in history: making slavery everywhere illegal.

Interesting:
Author: Phil Eklund
Age: 14+
# of players: 1-3
Duration: 90 min.
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Double-sided, one side for Pax Porfiriana, and the
other for Pax Transhumanity.

Interesting:
Author: Phil Eklund, Matthew Eklund
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-6
Duration: -
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Pax Porfiriana– Latin for "The Porfirian Peace" –
refers to the 33-year reign of dictator Porfirio Díaz, who ruled Mexico with an iron hand until toppled by the 1910 Revolution.
As a rich businessman (Hacendado) in the turbulent pre-revolutionary borderlands of the U.S. and
Mexico, players compete to build business empires of ranches, mines, rails, troops, and banks
while subverting opponents with bandidos, Indians, and lawsuits.
Your overarching interest in all your investments
is to gather enough prestige in the form of backers and justification in order to be able to seize
power during one of the periodic times of turmoil
where the leadership of the country is hanging on
by a thread.

Interesting:
Author: Phil Eklund, Matthew Eklund, Jim Gutt
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-6
Duration: 120 min.
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In the game designer Matt Eklund's own words:
Pax Transhumanityis a game about idea development in a non-dystopian near future. In traditional Pax-style, the players have access to a marketplace of ideas to compete over.
Unlike other Pax games, there are no hands or
tableaux in the traditional sense. The players’
goal is to invest in viable ideas and use infrastructure to release them to the world. Once an
idea is commercialized it becomes part of the human progress splay, becoming part of human history and making other ideas viable. It will also
likely generate growth (new cubes), solve humanitarian problems (VP chits), or break down
barriers (place company disks).

Interesting:
Author: Matthew Eklund
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 120 Min.
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Irongames
founded:2009
owner: Bernd Eisenstein
Ernstr. 24, 12437 Berlin
www.irongames.de
info@irongames.de

„Spiel direkt offers me as a small publisher to sell my
games without that much effort and achieve shops,
that I would not achieve. Also, I know some of the
publishers/ members personally and I like many of the
ideas of Spiel direkt and it's concept.“

Bernd Eisenstein
owner of Irongames

bernd.eisenstein@spiel-direkt.eu

Irongames was founded to publish my first game Peloponnes.
Since it was a success, it allowed me to publish a new game nearly every
year - so far only games of myself

Top Product: Peloponnes
(edition size 5,000)

A Civilization and game of progress
for 1 - 5 players from 10 years and
up with an relatively easy to
learn rule
and big variety,
that is possible
to play in 45
minutes.
.

History
Irongames was founded in 2009.
All published games have the same
thematic background: the ancient
time. After my second release I decided to start all games with the letter "P": Peloponnes, Porto
Carthago, PAX, Pergamemnon, Palmyra and
Panthalos.
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We, the goblins, have managed to chase the
scum of the Five Realms out of the Hiddenlands.
Now the land is ours, and we can spread destruction and chaos as we like it!
But it‘s not that easy to live together with the
other dirty goblin clans, especially since we are
threatened by dangers here as well.
We act, research, fight diseases, build buildings
and strive to be the most powerful and respected
of all the clans. I might be forced to join forces
with other clans, but afterwards, it will all be
mine – you‘ll see!
By recruiting and playing goblins, you try to fulfill
the tasks as fast and effectively as possible. You
fulfill the tasks alone or together with one of your
two neighbors. Therefore, you get a reward while
both of you scores at the end of the game.
At the end of the year, when winter comes, the
fruits of your labor will be visible and the balance
of power will be decided.
The material is language independent. Rules in
English, German and French are included

Interesting:
Author: Bernd Eisenstein
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 45 min.
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For generations, the fertile Hidden Lands have
been managed by elves, dwarfs, humans,
halflings, and magicians, though they are increasingly in fierce competition for the prosperity and
glory of their own people.
You assume the role of one of the five peoples,
discover new countries, found cities and generate
resources. The peoples work together in peace
but can not forget their historical rivalries. Expand the land and place figures to claim the resources to be acquired. Each type of landscape
generates another resource once the area has
been completed: crystals in the mountains, gold
in the hills, wood in the forest, and fame points in
the city.
You'll need the resources to build new buildings
and monuments, spark powerful spells, and buy
new maps from the market. Through the buildings you get special benefits during the game, on
the other hand spells only once, but maybe even
more powerful. By completing cities and surplus
resources, you are gaining fame. Will you be the
most glorious nation in the recent history of Pandoria?

Interesting:

Author: Jeffrey D. Allers, Bernd Eisenstein
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 90 min.
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As the five realms grow and thrive, you discover
the remains of an ancient race that once inhabited Pandoria. The ancient artifacts left behind can
be reassembled as magical relics to earn further
glory for your realm!
Pandoria Artifacts includes new terrain tiles with
the same terrain on both spots and artifacts that
players can collect and trade for valuable relics.
Once a region with artifacts in it is closed, the
player who did so, gains all artifacts. Players can
also build mountain castles that block an exit
path. This expansion can be played with all versions of the game: beginner, standard, partnership, and family!
The game contents:
4 Mountain castles
1 Starting Tile
6 Relique Tiles
12 Double Tiles with the same terrain and 1-2
artifacts pictured on them
6 Single Tiles
16 Wooden Artifacts

Interesting:
Author: Bernd Eisenstein, Jeffrey D. Allers
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 90 min.
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As the Five Realms make their new home in Pandoria, they discover that they are not alone!
Golems, Centaurs, the Spirits of the Ancients, the
Fairies and finally the Goblins must now coexist
with the other realms in this new land.
Each of the new realms adds new special powers
that changes the tactics for the player who controls them and those of the players who must
compete with them!
The expansion contents:
5 realm tableaus

Interesting:

Author: Jeffrey D. Allers, Bernd Eisenstein
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 90 min.
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Enter Rome at the time of the slave uprisings under Spartacus! The escaped rebels have managed
to gain influence and power. Rome is attempting
to undermine the stronger armies of the slaves in
order to restore PAX, or peace – but only for personal gain.
Will the Empire collapse under the strain, or will
their promises to insurgents succeed in drawing
them to their side?
The players play the part of the escaped slaves
who try to increase their sphere of influence and
undermine the Roman establishment. Using their
cards, they expand their power in seven different
categories. At the end of the game, each player
tries to be stronger than Rome – and, of course,
stronger than any opponent. Or, through intrigue,
a player can join forces with Rome and thus share
its victory over the slave revolt.
Designer: Bernd Eisenstein
Artist: Klemens Franz
Game components are language-independent.
German, Engllish and French rules included.
The 2019 reprint has a new Coverartwork and
updated rulebook.
All other things are identical to the original release and the game is still compatible with the
PAX/Pergamemnon Expansion.
* up to 8 Players with 2 copies of PAX
Interesting:
Author: Bernd Eisenstein
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 30 min.
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PAX Nocturnus Expansion:
The players have more choices to mobilize
against Rome, on the other hand, it is possible to
play more effective for the victory of Rome. The
slaves are re-arming themselves and Rome, too,
does not remain idle. With the new cards, Militia,
Scouts, and Adversaries, additional tactics are
possible for the slaves as well as for Rome.
30 new cards in 3 different new categories.
Pergamemnon Antebellum Expansion:
A game of clashes between the most powerful
nations of antiquity. Out of the Abyss come the
Germans and the Macedonians, two more powerful nations to compete with the others. In addition to the specific skills of each people, all players now have the option to acquire additional
skills.
35 cards with two new nations and some skills.

Interesting:
Author: Bernd Eisenstein
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-7
Duration: 60 min
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Peloponnese - seat of the Gods. Each player represents one of 7 Peloponnesian civilizations in
1000 B.C., trying to develop it, increase its
wealth and population, and become the most
powerful entering the new millennium.
Players have 8 rounds to develop their civilizations, adding territory through Land Tiles and
prestigious buildings through the Building Tiles.
These increase the civilizations’ inhabitants, luxury, wealth and power. Only through a balance of
inhabitants, land and buildings can a player claim
victory and join the heroes of Peloponnesian history.
Peloponnes affords appealing game weight with
reasonable duration. The game includes an sologame to get easier into gameplay and a levelsystem to get better and to be more challenged.

Interesting:
3rd improved edition, evergreen
IOS App available in iTunes Appstore

Author: Bernd Eisenstein
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 60 min.
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Peloponnes - Sacrum Expansion
With the Sacrum Expansion it is possible to sacrifice some of your inhabitants to gain secure
points for your final score. Those inhabitants
don't need to be fed, but they will also give you
no coin-income.
Besides this, the expansion will have 3 new civilizations and will add another player (in color purple)
English, German and French rules are included.
The material is language independent and 100%
compatible to the international version of Peloponnes
Components:
14 tiles: 5 buildings + 4 landscapes + 3 civilizations + 2 sacrum tiles
8 chits : 5 sacrum chits, 1 goat chit , 2 purple
chits
5 purple wooden markers + 10 wooden silver
coins
1 player mat
Peloponnes base game is needed to play with the
Sacrum Expansion

Interesting:

Author: Bernd Eisenstein
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-6
Duration: 60 min
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The Peloponnese - home of the mighty and proud
civilizations, the Poleis. Take one of them through
the ages, increase your fame, wealth and prosperity and defy the threat of disasters.
Over 8 rounds you develop your civilization by
gaining new land, prestigious buildings are constructed and thus also increasing the number of
your citizens. Are you going to reach a highly balanced relationship between prestige and population?
The Peloponnese card game based on the board
game of the same name. Some details have been
simplified, the strategies and the feel are new!
Material: 144 cards, 20 wooden discs, game rules
in English, German and French

Interesting:
From October 2015
Author: Bernd Eisenstein
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 45 min.
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In Peloponnes Heroes and Colonies the players
are supported by an individual Hero, to develop
their new founded Colony and to gain the same
honour as the home civilisation..
Ancient Greece is striving for new land for building colonies, which give your civilization individualized advantages and disadvantages. Build
prestigious buildings, gain new land, and take advantage of your hero. But beware of the threat of
the Persians and the other civilizations, who unite
only when defending against the Persians.
Develop your civilization and colony during the
eight rounds so that a balance is achieved
between power and population points..
Game material is language independent. German,
English and French rules are included.

Interesting:

Author: Bernd Eisenstein
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 60 min.
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A game of clashes between the most powerful
nations of antiquity
They were the most powerful nations of their
time: the Carthaginians, Romans, Hellenes, Egyptians and Persians. Pergamemnon assembles together all of these peoples for the epic showdown. Each side may also conjure mythical creatures in order to influence the battle in its favor
to gain the victory. Pergamemnon is a deckbuilding game of direct conflict, thus including
plenty of interaction!
Game components are language-independent.
German, English and French rules included.

Interesting:
Nations with individual skills.
Big game in a small box

Author: Bernd Eisenstein
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 45 min.
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Alexander the Great has conquered a vast empire, but his power is now waning and the time is
ripe to compete for his inheritance. Each player
leads one of four competing factions that are
ready to rule the vast empire. To do this, you
must become the most powerful faction by reinforcing your troops, ensuring sufficient supplies
and occupying the most important cities and oases.
You have 3 “Home” dice. In each round, you roll
3 more “Travelling” dice and pair them with your
Home dice. These pairings determine your options during your turn: play new cards with leaders, armies, and equipment on them, increase
your strength, conquer new regions on the game
board, or change the values --and colors of your
dice in order to play more cards—all to build the
strongest civilization by the end of the game!
Game components are language-independent.
German, English and French rules included.

Interesting:
From October 2016
Author: Bernd Eisenstein
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 60 min
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Jumping Turtle Games
founded ???
owner: ???
(address)

www.jumpingturtlegames.be
support@jumpingturtlegames.be
???

„???“
???

founder and owner of Jumping Turtle Games

.???@spiel-direkt.eu

Top Product: ???

History
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"In Baby Blues, every player is an employee in a
daycare center. You are responsible for five babies, and you will have to do anything that is
needed to keep them happy. As soon as they
start crying, you won't be able to make them
happy again. When a player is faced with five crying babies, the game is over and the other players score points for all non-crying babies. Every
baby has a point value that is known only by the
owner of the baby.
To make your life hard in the daycare center, opponents will attach bad cards to your babies so
that they become nervous. At the end of your
turn, you have to find a solution for a nervous
baby or he'll start crying. A few things that happen in the game are stolen pacifiers, babies that
need a diaper change, and crying babies that receive a toy horn so they can make even more
noise. For almost every card played there is a reaction. For example, if an opponent makes your
baby nervous, you can play calming music from a
mobile, but as a reaction they can break your
mobile to keep the baby nervous. You can feed
your baby, but your opponents can steal your
food...

Interesting:

It's crazy, it's dirty and most of all: it's fun!

Author: Jurgen Spreutels
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Baby Blues Continues is an expansion for the
card game Baby Blues with different parts that
can be used separately or they can be combined. They are:
1) Cards allowing for play with up to six players.
2) A variant for two players: When you play the
original game with two players, there are two
adjustments compared to the normal game.
First, you can't trade, and second, the points on
the back of the cards are irrelevant. With the
variant, this won't be the case anymore. Players
now can trade cards with a closet and the game
can end early because the babies are picked up
by their parents, so both players have points to
count.
3) A new type of card — the action card: On
your turn, you can play the same cards as in the
base game, but in addition you can play as
many action cards as you want. With these
cards you can transfer problems to other babies
or trade babies with an opponent, making the
game a little bit meaner and also more tactical.
4) A new problem — the sick baby

Interesting:

Author: Jurgen Spreutels
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 30 min.
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When the lights switched back on, the prized bottle of milk collection was gone. The suspects are
a bunch of incognito babies who try to sneak
them out of the mansion. Can you expose your
opponent's secret identity and hide yours? Retrieve five bottles of milk and win the game.
Baby Clues is a deduction game. Every turn you
have to expose a little bit of your identity to plan
your escape. Every player receives a secret identity as well as an object they hate. For example,
the vampire baby doesn't like garlic, the robot
baby doesn't like water, and the dirty baby hates
soap. On your turn, you have to pick up objects,
but you can never pick the object you hate.
Choose your items wisely because every card you
collect discloses valuable information about your
secret identity.
During the game, you constantly have to try to
find the balance between unmasking your opponents and picking up all the objects you need to
escape. Both give you the opportunity to score
points. If somebody tries to unmask you, but
they make a mistake, you also score a bonus
point, so a little bit of bluffing can also come in
handy.

Interesting:
Author: Ally Steven Severi
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Sun, sea, free drinks and slot machines! Welcome
on board of the luxurious Baby Cruise! While your
spouse is visiting the sun deck, you promise to
take care of the kids...in the on-board casino with
a cocktail in your hand. Generously you are giving
free drinks to the other "responsible" parents —
yes, the cruise is all inclusive! — but with every
cocktail you offer, you increase their chances of
triggering the jackpot.
The kids are bored quite fast and start messing
up your plans. Baby Luck gives poker chips to another parent, the Shy Baby offers a cocktail to the
most thirsty passenger, the Captain Baby passes
one of your cocktails on to another parent, and
the Police Baby can rat you out to your spouse if
you had too many cocktails. All that chaos grants
plenty of bluffing opportunities to snatch the jackpot for yourself. Make sure you'll win the jackpot
before you get caught drunk behind a slot machine or you'll be in big trouble!
If you play several rounds the winner of a round
will receive golden milk bottles and the loser (if
there is one) will lose a token. The parent who
owns the most golden milk bottles when they run
out wins the jackpot (and the game).

Interesting:

Author: Ally Steven Severi
Age: 8+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 30 min.
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In Cover Me, you are the chief editor of a magazine and your task is to brainwash the public so
they think the models that star on your cover are
the most stylish in the industry. Unfortunately
you can't do this alone, and you need the help of
the other magazines, but they are interested only
in launching the models in their portfolio. Can you
trick the other magazines in covering the models
that help you achieve your goal and crush their
dreams to become the most prestigious magazine?
After three years (12 seasons/rounds), the game
ends. You count the points of the models you
scored during the game. Not all models have the
same point value. The later the model enters the
game the more points she's worth, because such
a model is more difficult to score.
The game features 162 unique highly detailed
models, a catwalk with public that also serves as
a storage solution, a scoreboard and markers to
achieve a realistic gaming experience.

Interesting:

Author: Bram Verbiest
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 60 min.
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Seafood and spaghetti — a deadly combination
bound to give you a delicious taste of war. At the
head of the army stands the great and honorable
King Crab, commander of vast seafood armies,
breaker of chains, and inspirational leader in the
most dire of times. The ranks of your army consist of a nicely balanced mix of Mighty Mussels,
Cunning Calamari, and Shy Shrimps, topped with
some Smoking Salmon and Loyal Lobsters. Frutti
di Mare: Veni, Vidi, Antipasti! offers a wide pallette to satisfy every taste.
There are three possibilities to win Frutti di
Mare:
- Reach the center of the plate with your King
Crab
- Stay at the center of the plate with a Royal
Frutti for one full round
- Eliminate your opponents’ King Crabs

Interesting:

Author: Maarten de Schrijver
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 60 Min.
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Welcome to your favorite holiday destination: Hawaii! Hawaii is a place to relax, drink lots of cocktails, and do nothing all day — except, of course,
if you’re a dictator. So what are dictators doing
during their holidays? The same thing they do
every day: Trying to take over the world! And
what is a better place to start then that pesky "Ol’
Murica"?
Revenge of the Dictators is a way too competitive board game for 2-5 players. For the course of
the game (yes, only during the game) each player becomes a vicious self-loving dictator. The ultimate goal of the game is easy: race across the
map of North America, confront the President,
take over the USA, and by doing so gain absolute
control of America’s forces and therefore the
world! The only thing the dictators have to do to
avoid eminent repercussions is disarm some nuclear facilities in order to remove the nuclear
threat targeting their home countries. Sounds
simple, right? The only thing is that dictators
aren’t used to working together — and in the end
there can be only one Grandmaster Über Dictator
of the world!

Interesting:

Author: Bart Latten/Bas Damoiseaux/Alina
Manzhelevska
Age: 14+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 120 min.
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Sign is a social fast-paced card game for teams.
While playing Sign you have to keep an eye on
the cards and the other players at the same time
while signs and cards fly over the table. While a
round progresses or after multiple rounds the
suspense builds up at the table. Is the other team
on to your cards? Did they discover your signal?
Or are you quick enough to lead your team to victory?!
Sign is ideally played in social settings such as
small get-togethers and cafés because a match is
very short. The goal of Sign is to collect five cards
with the same symbol. If a player has collected all
five cards (s)he tries to stealthy signal his/her
teammate(s) who, if they notice, will call out his/
her name and score a point. Players of other
teams can also spot your signal or payed attention to your cards and can also call you out at any
time! If they are right, it will earn them the
points! As you play multiple rounds, tension gradually rises and the pace of the game quickens.
Sign can be described as a mix of Poker and Set
because of the card design and social interaction.
Sign is the new name of the game Tamps, which
was the original name when kickstarted.

Interesting:

Author: Jesse van den Berg/Salko Joost Kattenberg/Rens Kattenberg
Age: 8+
# of players: 4-9
Duration: 15 min.
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Korona Games
founded ???
owner: ???
Hungary

koronaboardgames.com
lenhardt@koronaboardgames.com
„???“
???

CEO of Korona Games

koronaboardgames@gmail.com

Top-Product:

History
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Hexpanse is a tactical game of planetary conquest, where 2-4 players take on a role of a warlord, commanding a unique faction in the solar
system. Players fight to gain control on a single
planet, they deploy their troops from the mothership, using the special abilities of their faction and
the cards they purchased. They must be quick to
win this competitive pattern building strategy
game with their fearless armies, special allies,
tricky mercenaries and actions.
Victory can be achieved by two ways: by deploying troops in a grand pattern or by killing all rival
warlords, thus leaving their forces undirected.
Are you ready for a battle, Commander?

Interesting:

Author: Gabor Toldi
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 90 min.
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INVISIBLE is a simple dexterity card game: find
what is missing from the items of the wizard or
the witch, or even what is the only thing there!
It is a party game and a lot of fun for all ages,
just strike the symbol, take the cards and laughing will be guaranteed.

Interesting:

Author: Norbert Kiss/ Gyula Pozsgay
Age: 5+
# of players: 2-10
Duration: 15 min.
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loogstein
founded ???
owner: Germann Jossé
Neubachstraße 119, 67551 Worms, Germany

www.loogstein.de
spiel@loogstein.de

„???“
Germann Jossé
CEO of loogstein

spiel@loogstein.de

Top Product:

History
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The WeinPfalz Quartet with "vinous" and tourist
highlights of the Palatinate - and by the way also
for playing. With this Pfalz travel guide as a card
game the Palatine, but also the holiday guest experiences in a fun way much new; instead of asking for PS or km / h, it goes e.g. hectares, the
first documentary mention, stars (for sights and
specials) or medals (for palatinate, Germany and
world records).
A nice game for the jacket pocket. Informative,
interesting, entertaining.Playable as a classic
WeinPfalz quartet, as WeinPfalz-Sting (Trumpf
quartet) or as knowledge quiz.
The quartet shows 44 places, not only along the
wine route between Schweigen and Donnersberg,
between Annweiler and Speyer, with photos and
interesting details.

Interesting:

Author: Germann Jossé
Age: 9+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 45 min.
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This game is only available in German.
Puzzling brain jogging and different every time.
Wordschmiede is smart and fun.
The fast, creative and communicative word play
game for the whole family. Brain jogging pure
and different every time!
The 66 cards are placed face down on the table.
Who's on it, covers two. Watch them, you can
keep them.
So far it sounds like memo game ... But: There
are no double cards or at least fixed card pairs!
How does it work? If one can form a new, compound main word (compositum) with the two
cards and the words depicted on it, one can keep
the cards (and may run again). Example: tree +
house = treehouse or door + lock = door lock ...

Interesting:

Author: Germann Jossé
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 30 min.
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Mücke-Spiele
founded:2008
owner: Harald Mücke
Pescher Str. 235, 41065 Mönchengladbach
www.muecke-spiele.de
info@muecke-spiele.de
„As small publisher Spiel direkt e.G. is exactly what
I was looking for. Aside from the main aspect of
common sales and marketing activities, this is a
platform for exchange with other small publishers.
A community, in which its members support each
other.“
Harald Mücke

owner of Mücke Spiele

harald.muecke@spiel-direkt.eu

Mücke Spiele publishes games from the owner and games that derive from
game author competitions that are done by www.spielmaterial.de.
Above that, also some very unusual game concepts are published.
The first competition brought about the series „Edition Bohrtürme“ with 5
published games. As result of the second competition, the „Edition Läufer“ with 4 published games has been created. Both editions will be expanded. The game „Atacama“ has been nominated for the Mensa Spielepreis
2015 (Category „small games“).

Top Product: Schachen
(edition size 4,500)

A chess game without a board for 2
players by Heinrich Glumpler and
Matthias
Schmitt.

History
In 2000, Harald Mücke founded
www.spielmaterial.de offering the
world‘s largest range of products for
creating games. Part of that business
is the publishing unit Mücke Spiele,
where up until today 20 games has
been published.
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In the card game Keine lahmen Agamen, the
players collect "Agames" (lizards) featuring different values. The players score when they manage
to collect a row of lizard cards with ascending values and – even better – in the same colors. During the game, already played cards can be taken
from the opposing players to either reduce their
score or improve one's own collection.

Interesting:

Author: Günter Peter
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 40 min.
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Outback Crossing is a tile placement game by
Bruce Whitehill for 2-6 players ages 8 and up.
Six to seven animal species are crisscrossing the
Australian outback. To control where they're going, players lay down tiles one at a time onto the
grid, claiming ownership of different "trails", and
change things around with the Action tiles. At the
end of the game, single tiles won't score - except
for the Tasmanian Devil - and the more tiles of
one kind you have on a trail, the better the score;
five (or six) different animals on a trail also score
very well. The Tasmanian Devil has a special value and scores even higher.
Components:
1 two-sided gameboard
1 drawbag
67 tiles
20 ownership tokens
6 scoring summary cards

Interesting:

Author: Bruce Whitehill
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 30 min.
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An arithmetic and strategy game with several
game variations for 2-4 people from 5,6,8 or 10
years, with a playing time of 15-20 minutes. The
game promotes the logical thinking and the calculating ability of children and adults in a playful
way.
Hello, I am Professor Dreistein!
As a professor of mathematics, I am familiar with
the challenges in this field. For each age, I have
therefore created fun or exciting game variants.
The attraction of the game variants is that the
players calculate and combine, but also the luck
with dice gives everyone a chance to win. With
these easy-to-learn games, math becomes child's
play!
Have fun playing and learning,
best wishes Professor Dreistein!

Interesting:

Author: Channing Jones
Age: 5+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Set of wooden pieces(a bunch of knights)
Set consisting of :
30 wooden people 23x11x8 mm (6x red, yellow,
bright green,blue, purple)
Product specifications :
Material: wood (maple or beech; from ecological,
economic and social sustainable forestry PEFC,
FSC certified)
Colours: water-based varnish
Production: according to the European standard
EN 71 specifies safety requirements for toys, also
directive 2005/84/EG (Phthalate)
Made in Germany
Weight: 38 gr. per set
Price per set

Interesting:

Author: Age: 4+
# of players: 1-20
Duration: -
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Babylon Tower Builders is an abstract, 3D
strategy game. Players take turns building a common structure. The object for each player is to
position their nobles to score the most points at
game’s end, with players scoring based on having
a majority of nobles per level.
The game includes a real-time play variant.

Interesting:

Author: Channing Jones
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 30 min.
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¡Adiós Calavera! Playful get-together of the
dead and the living by Martin Schlegel
Use the position of the other figures for your moves towards the light or the shade
On the central Zocalo, the living and the dead
meet in a yearly get-together for a grand fiesta.
The common dance will lead to the light or the
shade and both parties are trying to get there
first. The distance a figure may cover depends on
the number of figures standing crosswise. And
some figures have special abilities they can use
for themselves of others.

Interesting:

Author: Martin Schlegel
Age: 8+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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Welcome to the 1950’s USA - the era of big cars,
rock ‘n roll, and rampant alien activity! To prevent mass panic, the US military has ordered its
top generals (you and your fellow players) to collect all evidence of aliens and store it in Area 51,
a secret military base in the remote Nevada desert.
You’ll need to build specialized bunkers for the
advanced tools, futuristic weapons, biological
samples, and alien clothing. Each bunker can only
hold a certain type of artifact, and they will need
to be upgraded if you want to hold the most advanced and dangerous artifacts. You can also hire
trucks or trains that allow artifacts to be rerouted to different regions and different bunkers.
At the end of the game, the player whose bunkers have loaded the most valuable artifacts will
be the winner.

Interesting:

Author: Stefan Alexander
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 90 min.
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The highest decision-making organ in a city is the
city council, which lays down the general operative and financial outlines for a city and decides
on its main objectives. The true power, however,
is a little further down the hierarchy in the different councils working under the city council.
In the card-driven game Councils & Contracts,
the players act as developers who try to push
their own objectives — namely, receiving lucrative building contracts. Therefore, it's important
for them to gain influence in every one of the
councils since doing so is crucial for deciding the
assignment of building contracts. Naturally, all of
the developers are keen to gain that influence…
+++ for all types of players +++ rules video
+++ spare part service +++ FAQ, blog & fan
rules online +++ Information on background and development +++

Interesting:
Winner of the game author‘s competition
2012/2013; by Kalle Malmioja

Author: Kalle Malmioja
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min.
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In this complex, strategy and optimization game
around forestry in the 19th century 2-4 timber
entrepreneurs are making economical use of their
lumberyard. The goal is to have more money in
the pocket at the end of the 2nd year than their
competitors. To do this the best cutting areas
need to be secured and the deployment of workers need to be organized, as well as making the
right acquisitions and selling the processed wood
at the right time. However, players also need to
stock up (food and wood) for the severe winter.
+++ for experienced and occasional players
+++ rules video +++ spare part service
+++ FAQ online +++ information on background and development +++ blog and fan
rules online +++

Interesting:
Expansions and giveaways available
Part of Edition Läufer
(author competition www.spielmaterial.de)
Successful
crowdfunding
Spieleschmiede

project

of

Author: Alexander Huemer
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: > 90 min.
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A tile placement game with traffic by
Dirk Arning
Two to four players to compete on the streets of
Manhattan for the most lucrative routes for moving passengers and goods. To this end, the players place their trucks and taxis on the gradually
evolving map, so that as many of their cars as
possible are on the streets at the end of the
game.
+++ short, quick tactical game +++ for all
types of players +++ includes expansion
scenario +++ additional expansions available +++ video +++ spare part service +++
FAQ, Blog & Fan rules online +++ information on background and development
+++

Interesting:
Sales aides available
(mini-expansions)
Participant author competition 2012/2013

Author: Dirk Arning
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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1884: First sources of various commodities have
been discovered: gold, silver, copper and diamonds as well. The colonial government has issued concessions to enterprises which shall build
up the necessary infrastructure to deliver the
commodities and transport them to the coast.
Who will place their rigs in the right place? Who
will be able to sell the commodities for the highest price?
+++ for hardcore and occasional players
+++ for 3 and 4 players +++ rules video
+++ expansion included +++ spare part
service +++ FAQ online +++ information on
the historic background and development
+++ blog +++ fan rules online +++

Interesting:
Winning title „Complex Game” of the
author’s competition 2008/2009

Author: Brian Robson
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-4
Duration: 90 min.
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Chess without chessboard by Matthias Schmitt &
Heinrich Glumpler
Schachen is a chess variant without a game
board, which creates the fascination of a chess
game in a compact way. Without long openings,
the players enter directly into confrontation. The
original rules of Chess are simplified/expanded by
a few additional rules.
At the start of the game, each player has a king
and four pawns. Cards for the remaining chess
pieces form a deck from which the player draws
three. The active player first moves a piece according to the original rules for chess, then
(optionally) chooses one of the three cards in
hand, places it next to an existing card, then
draws a replacement card. Pawns must be placed
beside another pawn, and all other figures must
be placed behind a pawn. The aim of the game
remains the same: Checkmate the opponent's
king!
+++ two package variants +++ 2-player
game +++ rule video +++ spare part service +++ FAQ online +++ infos on development +++ blog, fan rules & variants online
+++

Interesting:
Most sold game of the publisher, now available in 4 languages

Author: Schmitt + Glumperl
Age: 8+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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A fast soccer game with the need of the right feel
in your fingertips by Matthias Schmitt and Axel
Hennig
It's soccer time again, and the teams are ready
for the match; whether playing on a grass field or
clay court, it's all the same to them.
Everybody wants to win the fast-playing soccer
game Schnipp Es!, but to do so you need the
right feel in your fingertips because you need to
snap your figures in just the right way so that the
ball will land in the opponent's goal. If you risk
too much and your pawn tumbles, well, bad luck
as your attack is over. Only the one who has
placed his pawns in the right places will have a
chance to score as time is running out...
+++ for all types of players +++ very good
also for 2 players +++ video +++ spare part
service +++ FAQ, Blog & Fan rules online
+++ information on background and development +++
Video:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELIY-uciGDk
Interesting:
Includes 3-part pawns. An be used to have
to colors of one‘s own team.
Booster packs with different nationalities
available.

Author: Schmitt & Hennig
Age: 5+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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A short tactical game about the first oil rush in
Texas. In the basic game players roll dice to determine a position on the game board where they
can then place either one of their own oil drill
towers or a neutral oil marker. In phase 2 players
decide in which order the drill towers score points
for adjacent oil markers (which are removed from
the board after scoring). The player with the most
points wins the game.
The game will include at least two variants (and a
second game board) to add more complexity.
+++ expansion and variants included +++
for hardcore and occasional players +++
very good also for 2 players +++ rules video
+++ spare part service +++ FAQ online
+++ information on background and development +++ blog & fan rules online +++

Interesting:
Winning title of the game author‘s competition by www.spielmaterial.de
2008/2009

Author: Bernhard Weber
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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2-4 traders make their way through the Mongolian desert to exchange goods for gold and other
things at the various traders points. During the
action rounds, such trader points can be erected
and traders huts be built. Alternatively, the player
can receive money, goods, action cards or the
needed materials for the traders points while
travelling in the caravan. The decisive winning
points can be made in the trader rounds.
+++ for gamers and occasional players+++
rules video +++ spare part service +++
FAQ, blog & fan rules online +++ information on background and development
+++

Interesting:
Unusual game board

Author: Peer Sylvester
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min.
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Christmas Penguins (Weihnachtspinguine) is a
tactical dice game for 3-6 people.
Players take the role of thieving evil penguins,
trying to steal presents from Father Christmas.
The aim of the game is to capture as many presents as possible, while Father Christmas, helped
by a polar bear, tries to recapture the presents
from the penguins. When Father Christmas reaches a penguin, the player whose penguin was
reached takes the role of Father Christmas.
The winner is the penguin with the most presents
at the end of the game. Because Father Christmas doesn't keep the presents, the player who is
Father Christmas cannot win the game.

Interesting:

Author: Harald Mücke
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 45 min
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Excitement in the Chilean desert! Valuable mineral resources have been found in the 1,200 km
long desert along the coast of the Pacific Ocean:
gold, silver and copper. Several companies are
already busy prospecting by erecting huge drilling
rigs as the seams are deep under the surface.
Due to security reasons, the drilling rigs cannot
be installed too close to one another, so each new
rig limits the possibilities for erecting new ones in
the surrounding areas.
What's more, the mining rights have been limited
by the government. The companies have received
a concession for only two of the three commodities – and extracting the "wrong" type of commodity will result in penalties.
Atacama, part of Mücke Spiele's "Edition
Bohrtürme" series of games, is a tactical game
for 2 or 4 players.
+++ very good for 2 players +++ video with
rules +++ spare part service +++ FAQ, Blog
& Fan rules online +++ information on background and development +++

Interesting:
First print-run sold out after short time, 2.
print-run with 3-player version.

Author: Martin Schlegel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Upon the call of Pharaoh Snorfu, up to four princes receive the order to build a glorious boulevard
in front of the red pyramid and to fill the grave
chamber with precious and shining objects.
Using their influence cards in Dahschur: Die Rote
Pyramide, the player princes will buy gems for
the construction of the boulevard and try to position them for the filling of the grave chamber.
They'll also use presents from the neighboring
cities. The possibilities for each player, however,
very much depends on the influence used by the
other princess.
Receiving the most goodwill from the Pharaoh will
require perfect utilization of the influence cards
and the gathering of valuables for the grave
chamber.
Specialty of the game: The game box is designed
as pyramid, revealing the grave chamber when
being opened.

Interesting:
Winning title “complex game” of the game
author‘s competition by
www.spielmaterial.de
Author: Pauli Haimerl
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 90 min.
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Global Warming is a tactical, card-driven game in
which players score "happiness points" by providing goods to the public. Cards played can be either national industries, consumer goods, green
technologies, or events; played industries require
the roll of dice to determine pollution output. Collect enough happiness points and you win.
But by producing these goods, you influence the
earth's ecology. The player's individual influence,
as well as the overall influence, is shown by a
marker on a second track, and if these markers
reach certain (moveable) points on the warming
track, bad things happen to the ecology and the
players. If the third warming point is reached, the
game ends and the player with the lowest contribution to the overall warming wins.
Thus, the players are embedded in a quite true
setting in which they have to balance production
and sustainable actions. Who will manage to control his industrial production in a way that minimizes the environmental impact while nevertheless allowing him to meet consumer demand?

Interesting:
Finalist of the game author‘s competition by
www.spielmaterial.de

Author: Deniz Bucak
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min.
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A really explosive Card Game by Bruce Whitehill
The fuse is burning. Quickly, the player add more
fuse-cards to the continuously growing fuse until
one player lets the bomb explode by playing one
of his bomb cards and thus receives all the cards
connected with the start-card showing the match.
Each card has a value: Playing the bomb-cards
too early will not bring many points - however,
waiting too long can make the other players cut
the fuse or play their bomb-cards and grasp all
the cards for themselves. It is also no good idea
to hold back the fuse-cards with higher values,
since keeping them on the hand when the timebomb explodes will bring minus points...
+++ for all types of players +++ video +++
spare part service +++ FAQ online +++ information on background and development
+++ blog and fan rules online +++

Interesting:
Selling aides available
(small extensions)

Author: Bruce Whitehill
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 15 min.
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Excitement in the capital: Shogun Tokugawa Ieyasu wants to assign the Han of Takamatsu in a
challenge. The competing Daimyos direct their
Samurai through the palace following some simple rules and quickly see that they can use the
Samurai of the other Daimyos for their purposes.
An exciting interwoven competition - with unexpected surprises...
+++ for all types of players +++ video +++
FAQ and fan rules online +++ extensions
available +++ spare part service +++ information on background and development
+++

Interesting:
Selling aides available
(small extensions)

Author: Martin Schlegel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 30 min.
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2-4 museums of natural history are in competition about the most valuable exhibitions of dinosaur fossils and gems. The managers of the museums send their staff to start new excavations to
find valuables that will fit into their collection.
However, each successful exhibition will result in
one of the employees to leave for the national
museum, which makes further excavations more
difficult. Especially when you are looking for exhibits that will fit best to your collection.
+++ variant inclusive +++ for gamers and
occasional players +++ very good also for 2
players +++ rules video +++ spare part service +++ FAQ, blog & fan rules online +++
information on background and development
+++

Interesting:
Winning title of the game author‘s competition by www.spielmaterial.de
2009/2010
Expansion available

Author: Ron van Dalen
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min.
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Ghawar is the biggest oil field of the world and is
located in Saudi-Arabia. The royal family assigns
concessions to foreign companies for oil productions.
Who will keep the overview on all the oil platforms on the field? Who will manage to keep the
most profitable spots for himself?
+++ expansion and variants included +++
for occasional players +++ good also for 2
players +++ rules video +++ spare part service +++ FAQ online +++ information on
development +++ blog & fan rules online
+++

Interesting:
Finalist at the game author‘s competition by
www.spielmaterial.de

Author: Johannes Halbig
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min.
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A family game for environmentalists by Stefan Siebert
In this family game 2-4 committed participants
clean the streets, paths, playgrounds and parks in
the city.
Using a die result, the players move about the
city spaces and collect the garbage at the
marked locations. Bottles can be exchanged for
a deposit at the supermarket, for garbage there is
"praise cards" that can be used for an additional
movement or a throw with the event die.
When you visit the sponsors you get a reward for
each cleaned space. At the bank you get interest
on yours savings account. Who will the environmental champion?
Dreck weg! is an easy-to-play movement game
for the whole family, in which you collect the garbage at the various city areas and deliver it depending on the type elsewhere again for a reward.

Interesting:
Dreck weg! has an educative background,
given information on cleaning the city.

Author: Stefan Siebert
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Müller-Mätzig-Spiele
founded: 2015
owner: Björn Müller-Mätzig
Sporerstieg 11, 22419 Hamburg / Germany

www.mueller-maetzig-spiele.de
bjoern@mueller-maetzig-spiele.de

Björn Müller-Mätzig

owner of Müller-Mätzig-Spiele

Björn Möller-Maetzig, born 1976, married, two kids. Founder, owner and
publisher of a game publishing house for board games and card games
since 2015. Since childhood passionate board gamer. Studied law in Konstanz, Germany, and Cardiff, Wales. Thereafter attorney in media law, with
far too little time for the passion for board games. First ideas for board
games during university time led to the ambition to self-publish own game
ideas. After relocation to Hamburg formation of the publishing house and
work on the games to be published. Member of the game authors network
SpielwerkHamburg.de and of the SAZ Spieleautorenzunft.

Top Product: Da Yunhe

History
Müller-Mätzig-Spiele was founded in
May 2015. Founder, owner and publisher is Björn Müller-Mätzig. The
publishing house is specialized on
challenging family games. The
games are affected by their theme.
All games and set a high value on:
great game experiences
and fun, tactical flair,
interaction of the
players and short down
time.
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By order of the Chinese Emperor, the players
strive to obtain the highest reputation at the
Court. To do so the players help to build the
Grand Canal of China and to construct the Forbidden City. The player who avoids riots and insurrections and who can prove their skill in developing the canal system to the Grand Coordinator
has the best chances to win.

Interesting:

Author: Björn Müller-Mätzig
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 90 min.
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Nice Game Publishing GmbH
founded: ??
owner: Simon Schwanhäußer
Friesdorfer Str. 194a, Haus 3, 53175 Bonn, Germany

www.nicegameshop.com
info@nicegameshop.com
„???

Simon Schwanhäußer,
owner of Nice Game Publishing GmbH

info@nicegameshop.com

Top Product: -

History

???

???
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In Das Geheimnis der Tempel übernehmen die
Spieler die Rolle eines Fluchbrechers, der zwischen der Wildnis und den Tempeln reist, um
Kristalle in verschiedenen Farben zu sammeln.
Wenn du die bunten Kristalle in der richtigen Reihenfolge auf deinem Kristallgitter sammelst,
bricht der Fluch des Tempels und du erhältst Runen und Siegpunkte.

Interesting:

Author: Wei-Min Ling
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Fantasy Defense ist ein anspruchsvolles Kartenspiel das entweder alleine oder kooperativ gespielt werden kann. Verwalte deine limitierten
Einheiten um die Orks zu besiegen, die die sieben
Tore deiner Stadt belagern. Jeder Angriff den du
nicht abwehren kannst verringert die Moral deines
Königreichs und bringt dich einen Schritt näher an
den Untergang.Sichere den Sieg, indem du die
Eindringlinge tötest bevor es zu spät ist — noch
ist jedoch nicht die Zeit aufzuatmen! Mit jedem
Meilenstein den du erreichst schaltest du versteckte Spielinhalte frei: Mächtige Einheiten die
an deine Page treten, verheerende Gegner erscheinen und neue Spezialregeln verändern die
Herausforderung in neue Richtungen. Das Ziel
des Spiels ist es die eindringenden Orks zu besiegen, indem ihr komplettes Deck abgeworfen wird,
bevor die Stärke deines Königreichs auf Null fällt.
Durch das Spielen deiner Karten auf die Stadttore
kannst du dich gegen die Invasion der Orks verteidigen, es wird jedoch in jedem Kampf auch
Verluste auf deiner Page geben. Spiele deine Karten weise um den Sieg zu erringen. Falls du gewinnst, wird es dir möglich sein neue fürchterliche
Gegner freizuschalten, die dem Kampf beitreten.

Interesting:

Author: Yoshiyuki Arai & Evan Song
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-2
Duration: 15 min.
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Fantasy Defense - Stone King ist eine Kampagnenerweiterung zu Fantasy Defense und fügt
neue Einheiten, Szenarien und Regeln hinzu, die
den Kampf in neue Richtungen lenken. Du kannst
die Box nicht einfach öffnen und sofort mit allem
spielen; Stattdessen ist die Kampagne des Steinkönigs in acht verborgene Kapitel unterteilt, von
denen jedes auf dem letzten aufgebaut ist. Jedes
Kapitel wird mit der Entsperrungsbedingung gedruckt, die erfüllt sein muss, bevor die Spieler es
öffnen können.

Interesting:

Author: Yoshiyuki Arai, Evan Song
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-2
Duration: 15 min.
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A group of seven cats trained very hard to create
the best fireworks in the world. Although they are
beginners, they hope to one day become as good
as their master. After so many years the day has
come to prove their skills!
How is played?
Each turn a player uses the fireworks tube to
shoot the fireworks cube into the starry box.
When fireworks tiles are revealed, the player can
take as many as the cube displays and then place
them on his My-Sky board. As soon as a player
has completely occupied his My-Sky board, the
current round is played to the end. Players receive points depending on how they put together
their fireworks. If this works best, Fireworks wins!

Interesting:

Author: Aza Chen
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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Real or fictional? It's not clear, but in the world of
secret agents exists a legendary figure. He never
failed any mission, and no enemies who met him
could avoid facing death. No matter how trivial
missions are, he is the sole agent who carries
them through. For this reason, he was given a
secret code name: The Legend.
H.I.D.E.: Hidden Identity Dice Espionage is a spythemed dice game based on a deduction mechanism. By combining the information disclosed as
the game goes on, try to find out other player's
identity while hiding your own and gathering intel
cards that are displayed in the middle of the play
area. Each round you can choose by picking a die
if you want to stay in the shadows or if you want
to reveal some information about your identity
while having the possibility to eliminate another
spy. Whoever gathers the most money through
intel cards or becomes the Legendary Spy wins.

Interesting:

Author: Keewoong Kim
Age: 8+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 30 min.
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The king is dead! Long live the king! Will this new
king be? The princes of the land are trying to expand their power with feather and sword and gain
the throne. But beware! A thriving province also
attracts corrupt officials who can stop any progress unless they are held in check early.
King's Pouch is a worker placement game with
players for 2-4 players. The tiles needed to perform actions on the provincial buildings are drawn
from their own pockets. The player tries to make
a couple of special offers and building the couple
of the couple and the couple of the couple. At the
same time it does not neglect the military situation on the map. This vooniander dependent system is suitable for results strategy and tactics.
The first player or team conquering four pieces
wins!

Interesting:

Author: Keewoong Kim
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min.
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In Pile-Up Rush, two players (or teams, if you desire) compete to place odd items on a shared
platform, trying not to knock the entire pile over.
When a player makes the stack fall, the opponent
chooses one of their pieces and keeps it, then
they play another round. If you manage to place
all of your pieces in the tower, then you get to
keep one of the opponent's pieces and start another round.
The first player or team to capture four pieces
wins!

Interesting:

Author: Keewoong Kim
Age: 7+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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Deep in the swamp slumbers an ancient and terrible creature. Two leaders of the local voodoo
tribes fight relentlessly to seize the dominion over
the swamp. Who will be able to summon the terrible monster first ... and will that be enough to
defeat the enemy? Terrible Monster is a duel
game for the trouser pocket. Anyone who knows
trading card games will find their way around spells, monsters, counterattacks and smart card
games - all in just 10 minutes. The desperation
extension also brings hero cards with special features into play.
components
•
1 rulebook
•
2 reference sheets
•
20 action cards
•
14 markers
•
7 hero cards

Interesting:

Author: Shun
Age: 10+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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Note: This is an expansion. Deep in the swamp
slumbers an ancient and terrible creature. Two
leaders of the local voodoo tribes fight relentlessly to seize the dominion over the swamp. Who
will be able to summon the terrible monster
first ... and will that be enough to defeat the enemy? Terrible Monster is a duel game for the trouser pocket. Anyone who knows trading card
games will find their way around - spells, monsters, counterattacks and smart card games - all
in just 10 minutes. The desperation extension also brings hero cards with special features into
play. The base game is needed to play!
components
•
4 action cards
•
7 hero cards
For the player who:
•
is happy to invent new combos and tactics.
•
likes dramatic twists of fate like.
•
appreciates microgames, but wishes they
had more depth.

Interesting:

Author: Shun
Age: 10+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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In Yummy Yummy Pancake, you're trying to decipher what kind of pancakes are lying in front of
you in the pan. Were you mindful enough to know
what's inside? In one go, the player puts eight
revealed tokens in a pan and all players see the
topping of those pancakes. Then, the active player tries to turn over as many pancakes as possible (if he fails to turn more than two, he may try
again.) If pancakes leave the pan, they are returned face-up.) After tacking, choose the active
player has a hidden pancake and a player. If this
player can find out what's on the other side of the
pancake, he gets it; otherwise the active player
gets him. The pancake turner may challenge another player or finish his turn, with the next player pinning the pan with eight new revealed pancakes and taking his turn. When all the pancakes
are used up, the player who has the most pancakes wins!

Interesting:

Author: Yohan Goh
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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nikamundus
founded: 2012
owners: Katharina Friedrich und Stefanie Friedrich
Sonnenstraße 4b, 83128 Halfing / Germany

www.nikamundus.com
info@nikamundus.com
„Since we mainly supplied the specialist and book trade, Spiel directl e.G. now wonderfully complements
our existing sales channels and offers us as a small
publishing house access to many retailers who sell sophisticated board games. We are also looking forward
to new contacts and exchanges.“
Stefanie Friedrich,
owner and CEO of nikamundus Verlag

stefanie.friedrich@nikamundus.com

Nikamundus is a young publisher for board games and learning games.
With high-quality implementation of innovative game concepts, we want to
inspire our customers. We place great emphasis on the quality of our products, especially on the selection of the playing materials and the graphic
design.

Top Product: Aurimentic

History

Aurimentic® combines new genius
game play with extraordinary mechanics and fantastic graphics.

nikamundus was founded in 2012 by
the speech therapist Katharina Friedrich and started initially exclusively
with learning and speech-therapeutic
contents. In 2014, the small publisher changed, and expanded with Nikolaus Friedrich, as
game author of
"Aurimentic".
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The flooding was massive and pulled the fields of
crops, the trees and the houses into the sea. But
already on the next day, the first shoots of plants
began sprouting from the wet sand...
Being subject to the weather’s mercy, it depends
on your skilful placement of grains, beets and
trees to establish the most productive fields. You
have several possibilities for getting extra resources and increasing the value of these treasures by transforming them. Who will use the
power of Aurimentic® most wisely? And who
owns most of the valuable crystals? Invest at the
market and build farmhouses and towers to secure your power. But, be careful! Everything that
you have built up can be wiped out in one move,
either by severe and destructive weather or by
your fellow players’ urge to dominate.
To succeed at Aurimentic® one needs tactical
skills, the ability to foresee your opponent’s plans
- and a bit of luck. The winner needs to be either
quicker, smarter or cleverer than the others.
Which strategy promises the most success?
Find out, now!

Interesting:
uses weather effects

Author: Nikolaus R. Friedrich
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 90 min.
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Learning and Therapy Game on Accusative and
Dative:
Did Grandpa hide the cheese behind the curtain?
The exciting grammar game for accusative and
dative! Why are broken pieces in the bathroom?
And where is the piece of cheese left? Whether
hidden, eaten or broken, the resourceful detective
must find out what happened with the things in
the house. For this, various perpetrators come
into question: Has Grandpa hid the apple under
the sofa? Or has Robo, the small robot, broken
glasses in the bathroom? Anyone who takes good
care of the footprints on the ground receives important information on the respective perpetrators.
The difficulty of the game variants can be varied
by the choice of playing cards. Thus, the game is
suitable for both younger and older children. In
addition to accusative and dative, memory and
clever combining are also practiced.

Interesting:
Learning and Therapy Game on Accusative
and Dative

Author: Katharina Friedrich, Nikolaus Friedrich
Age: 4+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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Learning and Therapy for Plural Formation:
Treasure hunting in the garden
Jonah and Mira are going on treasure hunts. In
the garden behind the house are hidden many
things that Jonah wants to find with his friend and
the two dogs. Only the best can remember,
where and how many things are hidden in the
garden and have collected most treasures. The
primary aim of the treasure search is, in addition
to the fun of playing of course, is to expand the
vocabulary of the child. The "treasures" in this
case are the different plural forms, which must be
acquired in German.
The search for the plural form
The game is suitable not only for children who
have problems with language learning, but also
for children with German as a second language or
for school children who are studying the plural
form in class. By means of the additional text
cards, the forms of plural can be read and thus
pronounced even more, for children in the reading age. The references to the change of the respective word to the plural form give additional
support.

Interesting:
Learning and Therapy Game for Plural Formation

Author: Katharina Friedrich
Age: 4+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Oink Games
founded: 2011
European manager: Laura Grundmann
Berliner Allee 59, 40212 Düsseldorf, Germany

oinkgms.com
info@oinkgms.com
„After the European subsidiary of Oink Games was
created in 2016, we still had no real connection to the
German boardgames market. One of our first customers told me about Spiel-Direkt and some days later we
had a meeting at the old Spiel-Direkt office to get to
know Spiel-Direkt in detail and I was intrigued by the
idea: Many small publishers forming a distributing
platform for retailers without losing much money to a
third party. We became a member some months later
and after nearly two years I am still very happy to be
part of Spiel-Direkt.“
Laura Grundmann, manager of the European subsidiary of Oink
Games

lauri@oinkgms.com
The mother company of Oink Games is located in Tokyo, Japan. Jun Sasaki is the designer of most of the games in our catalogue. There are also remakes of games of Reiner Knizia and games of other authors. What’s constant, is the graphic design which is always minimalistic, recognizable and
beautiful - Jun Sasaki and his assistant Hiroko Izumida do the graphic design of all Oink Games.

Top Product: Deep Sea Adventure

History

Oink Games Inc. was founded in
2011 in Japan. „Deep Sea Adven„Deep Sea Adventure“ came out in
ture“ was the first hit, but all in all
Japan in 2014 and is still the best
over 20 games were published in Jaselling product in Europe. Playing
the game, you have to dive into the pan already. Until now six of these
depths of the sea by rolling the dice. games came to Europe and there will
be at least 4 more European releasThe goal of the game is to collect
more treasure than your opponents es in 2019.
and bring them back to the submarine, but everyone shares the same
oxygen tank! If someone is too
greedy, the other divers’ lives will be
on the line!
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What counts is the talent of not getting caught!
Everyone is drawing one picture together...and
one doesn't even know what they draw. There is
a fake artist hiding among the real artists - can
you find out who it is? The fake artist has to be
careful not to be identified and the real artists
have to be careful not to make it too easy for the
deceiver.

Interesting:

Author: Jun Sasaki
Age: 8+
# of players: 5-10
Duration: 15 min.
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Playing "Deep Sea Adventure", you have to dive
deeper using the dices.
The goal of the game is to collect more treasures than your opponents and bring them back
to the submarine.
A group of adventurers got together on a submarine to try and gather the treasures that
sleep at the bottom of the sea.
Everyone geared up in diver suits, but having a
very old submarine means sharing the same oxygen tank.
If one of them dives too deep, the other divers'
lives will be on the line!
Will the adventurers make it back to the submarine safely?

Interesting:

Author: Jun Sasaki / Goro Sasaki
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 30 min.
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I hope your stuff sinks!
A group of explorers sailed around the world amassing a mountain of treasure. But on the voyage home they were hit by a massive storm!
The ship and all its treasure are going down!
The explorers began to feverishly load their treasure into the lifeboat. You may want to save your
treasure, but the other explorers will be trying to
save theirs too. Which treasure should you load
into which boat? You must plan your moves
carefully.
While skillfully determining which cards are easier
to load than others, can you defeat your fellow
explorers and save your treasure?

Interesting:
Author: Tomoyuki Maruta
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 30 min.
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Do we really have free will? Who decides this? Are
we controlled by what we hear and what we see,
even while thinking we decide freely? Insider is a
game that deals with these questions. While communicating to others, you have to find the right
answers to a quiz or find the "insider" who is manipulating the discussion. The insider will do
everything to hide their identity while misleading
the others.
In more detail, players are assigned roles at random. One player is the "master", and they secretly select a word from a set given in a deck of
cards. (In a variant given in the rulebook, they
can freely select and write down a word.) The
"insider" player, whose role is not known to the
other players, will then secretly view the word.
The rest of the players are known as "commons".
The commons then have approximately five minutes in which to ask the master "yes" or "no"type questions so that they can deduce the secret
word. The insider attempts to secretly lead the
commons towards the correct word. If the commons fail to guess the correct word, everyone loses.
If, however, the word is correctly guessed in the
allowable time, the master flips the sand timer,
and the commons and master have until the sand
runs out to discuss the game and deduce the
identity of the insider. If they guess correctly,
they win the game together; if they do not, the
insider wins.
Interesting:

Author: team insiderrrr
Age: 9+
# of players: 4-8
Duration: 30 min.
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Welcome to the world of crazy art auctions!
In this game, the artwork of five modern artists
will be auctioned! Each player is both an auctioneer and a bidder and must try as possible to
bid on the pictures that will soon be in demand to
make big money in the end. However, this is not
easy, because there are different, somewhat unusual auction types. Sometimes it's great to be
able to auction a picture for an unbelievable
price, but the same picture can become completely worthless soon afterwards. Can you outdo
your competitors and become the most successful
auctioneer?
ATTENTION: The game may only be sold in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
Distributor for Switzerland is Board Game Box AG
(>>> zimmerli@boardgamebox.life <<<)
Game components: 1 pad, 70 cards with artworks
by 5 artists, 5 screens, 120 money chips, 12 tokens, mini easel, game instructions
Players: 3 - 5, Duration: 45 - 60 minutes, Age:
10 years and over

Interesting:

Author: Reiner Knizia
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 60 min.
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There are six companies that will change the
world as we know it! You can be part of their success and be a investor. Try to become rich by
making the right decisions!
Only the one biggest investor can get money out
of each company. You must try to read the next
steps of your rivals and use your capital and your
three hidden cards to win against them and become the biggest shareholder!
You have to be lucky in this game but you must
also think about your moves and analyze your
rivals! You can play this card game with only a
few players but also with many!
Distribution in Switzerland: Board Game Box AG
Contact: https://www.boardgamebox.ch/de/
boardgamebox/b2b/ (link is external)

Interesting:

Author: Jun Sasaki
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-7
Duration: 15 min.
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Using the 4 card types (Tomato, Mato, Ma, To),
turn over and line up the cards one by one. Once
lined up, you must read the entire line of cards
from start to finish. At the start it may only be
"Tomato", but it will quickly escalate into the difficult tongue-twister "Tomatotomatomama!" It
sounds great when you can say it smoothly and
hilarious when you can't! With its simple rules,
this is a party game full of laughter that anyone
can enjoy.

Interesting:
Author: Taisei Kato
Age: 6+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 30 min.
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In the not too distant future, scientists are able to
discover a very special kind of stone on another
planet.
If you collect three of these stones, they combine
either to a much more valuable gemstone or fuel.
In this game you have to turn over the tiles on
the table bit by bit and, each time you take your
turn, collect one of the particles, whether it's already revealed or not. Thats all! By the time all
the tiles have been revealed, players will try to
make as many sets of three successive numbers
as possible. Also, what you definitely need is a
set of three equal numbers, because if you do not
have such a "fuel kit," you're stranded on the
planet.
The game becomes so exciting with the limited
number of tiles you can hid and the fact that
there are more 7 tiles than tiles with other numbers.
You should watch your teammates well, keep
thinking about which number combinations are
best collected and try not to lose your head! The
game is entertaining and brings much joy with its
unusual design!

Interesting:
Author: Jun Sasaki
Age: 9+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 15 min.
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Exploding with Frustration
The microscopic world is always busy and bustling. Not only do researchers need to quickly report any findings they discover, but they must do
so faster than their rival colleagues! It's OK to be
wrong. Just don't get caught! Zogen is a party
game full of speed that everyone can enjoy. All
you need to do is quickly search your hand for
the correct card, shout the name out loud, and
play the card faster than anyone else. This may
seem easy, but being the quickest researcher is
easier said than done. Zogen’s simple rules make
this a game that anyone, from small children to
adults, can enjoy.

Interesting:
Author: Christoph Cantzler & Anja Wrede
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 15 min.
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Ostia Spiele
founded: 2015
owner: Heike Risthaus, Malte Meinecke
Hauptstraße 29, 38268 Lengede-Barbecke / Germany

www.ostia-spiele.de
info@ostia-spiele.de
„We appreciate the direct way to the retail stores. Retailers have the opportunity to get exactly the games
they need by individual selection. As small publisher
we found our way to bring our games to the players
with fair conditions not only for ourselves but also for
the retailers and the customers.“
Heike Risthaus
co-owner of OSTIA-Spiele

The Team of OSTIA-Spiele consists of the game designers and owners
Heike Risthaus and Malte Meinecke. As a consulting aid the designer Stefan
Risthaus completes the team. The games are developed and brought into
life in common projects. Beside the full professional games like BLIND HEN,
OSTIA Spiele offers individual small games, i. e. the car racing game
SLICKS or the little tiny card game VISBY. The games are targeting experienced family gamers as well as expert gamers.

Top Product: BLIND HEN

History

funded at once during crowdfunding
2015; new at the fair in Essen 2015;
Expansions available, in particular
„Mouse & Hawk“

The Label OSTIA was created as a
dedication to the first published
game of Stefan Risthaus. The initial
object was to provide small games of
cardboard with the
option to pimp the
material up with wood.
Starting 2015 professional games in a
box are provided.
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Tea or coffee?
Make delicious coffee and cake or tea, bagel and
sausage covers to score as many points as you
can. If you have too few points for small place
settings, collect larger sets of matching cards by
drawing or exchanging them with the stack - or
use special functions with which you can steal
cards from the players' hands. Small cattle but
also makes a shit and who could play all his
cards, receives a bonus. So you're always torn:
Collect more and lay out large sets or lay out
small sets and get rid of all cards?
Tea or coffee is suitable with its easy rules for all
ages and occasions. Whether with a family coffee
or for a leisurely round of tea or as an entry or
nightcap for long game nights.

Interesting:

Author: Heike und Stefan Risthaus
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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VILNIUS must be defended against the oncoming
enemy knights! Only if you hold together can you
ward off the attacks.
Your common goal is to defend the city of VILNIUS - if it no longer has any defenses, you have
lost and the wrath of the Grand Duke is certain.
Each of you has a neighborhood you can build to
improve your troops and generate more income.
The more beautiful your neighborhood, the more
violent the attacks of the foreign knights.
At the beginning of each turn, you must decide
how many of your resource (province) cards and
how many unit cards you draw from your face
down stacks. Then you have to draw a map of the
attackers and add to your display - if the total
value of the attackers exceeds your building value, an attack occurs. Woe, if you did not draw
enough units at the beginning of the round! Then
only your teammates can protect you from the
knights to avoid damage to VILNIUS or your
neighborhood.

Interesting:

Author: Stefan Risthaus
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-3
Duration: 90 min.
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Starting in the rising city of RIGA it is your goal to
erect a new trading empire in the Baltic Sea. To
do so, you trade commodities with the neighbor
cities and erect buildings there.
At the beginning of each round new buildings and
sets of new commodity cards are revealed into
the common display. Then each player conducts
one turn consisting of two phases:
a) taking cards from the display, EITHER one
building card OR a complete set of commodity
cards.
b) erecting up to three buildings
To pay for a building you discard commodity
cards, because there is no cash in the game. Depending on the location of the building (indicated
by the color of the buildings name tag), each
commodity has a different value. Example: grain
can be worth 2 Ducats, but in Tallinn you gain 4
Ducats for grain, while you cannot pay in Gdansk
with grain. Since the game has no cash, there is
no change. If you pay commodities of a higher
value than necessary, the remaining money is
lost. It is a good idea to avoid that as often as
possible.
RIGA comes with additional cards to enlarge the
options to the base game. Additional separate
expansions "Victual Brotherhood" and "Mayors"
make the game even more interesting for the experienced players.
Interesting:

Author: Stefan Risthaus
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min.
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Trade with new commodities (salt and fur) and
erect new buildings in Lübeck (lat. Lubeca). This
expansion also comes with a new type of RIGA
cards, namely the well (Brunnen), that allows you
to use a "one time only" function of another
building again. You may play RIGA with 5 players
when using the additional cards of this expansion.

Interesting:

Author: Stefan Risthaus
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 45 min.
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You own a small Chicken Run and you have a
goal: make it to the best in the area. Thus: go to
the hen auction places to get new chickens!
You start with a small display of chicken cards in
different colors. As the auctioneer you draw three
cards from the pile (secretly) to auction them.
But you only reveal 1 or 2 of them! The package
of 3 cards is auctioned then. You can fool the other players by choosing the cards you reveal and
fixing your first (and only!) bid.
You use chicken from your display to pay for the
bid. Thus you have to e careful not to pay with
cards you need for majority in game end scoring.
Players getting a Blind Hen will be keen on Golden Corn to avoid lots of minus points. On the other hand you may relax, if you already have
enough corn in store.

Interesting:
•
•
•
•
•

Expansions available for long lasting fun
funny names individualizing the chicken
suitable for families and experienced players
(in particular with expansions)
all stretch goals passed in Spieleschmiede
Campaign 2015
completely new designed edition with
graphics of Jenny Seib

Author: Heike Risthaus
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 30-40 min.
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The expansion MOUSE & HAWK comes with two
expansions for the game BLIND HEN. The expansions can be used separately or together.
You gain mice and hawks when purchasing chicken cards during the auction rounds with matching
symbols on those chicken cards. In game end
scoring each of your mice eats a corn, but before
every hawk eats a mouse. Thus you may save
corn from being eaten when having hawks. But
beware: Hungry Hawks may catch Blind Hens, if
you do not have mice to feed!
Mission cards dealt before game preparation allow
you to gain additional victory points.
The expansions bring the BLIND HEN game to a
higher level making it exciting for every expert
player an interesting starter or closer of an evening full of games.

Interesting:
•
•
•

2 separate modules
expands options for tactical bidding
English rules for download

Author: Heike Risthaus
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 30 min.
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During the 14th century TALLINN is an important
city of the Hanseatic League. You are an ambitious citizen and try to become a powerful partner
to the factions ruling in the city, namely Knights,
Monks and Merchants. Take your chance to score,
if you own the majority in a faction, or improve
your position for the final scoring that may
change things to your favor!
Your main goal is to increase your influence step
by step to transfer your majorities to victory
points at the right time. But balance is the key balance between scoring during the game and
preparing for game end scoring. If you want to
score during the game, you have to play a card
with only one single person (in addition to the
scoring symbol). If you decide to build a tower,
you loose additional persons from your display,
because you flip a card. This way you weaken
your display and the other players may score the
easy way in the following rounds.
TALLINN is suitable for family gamers as well as
experienced players at the beginning or closing of
a long evening.

Interesting:

Author: Stefan Risthaus
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Paco Ŝako
founded: ???
owner: ??

info@pacosako.com
pacosako.com
„...“
?
CEO of Paco Ŝako

info@pacosako.com

-

Top-Product:

History
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Paco Ŝako / Peace Chess / Frieden Schach
this boardgame from Holland may look like chess
but really is something new!
Paco Ŝako (or peace chess) is not a wargame and
not a single piece is taken of the board. Instead
you embrace the other and so create unions. Both
players can ‘dance’ these unions in harmony
through the game. Be the first to embrace the
other’s king and now you win his heart, his kingdom and the game, Paco!
The game is easy to learn and perfect for children
and beginners: no one looses any piece.
All kind of unions (dancing-couples) fill the gameboard. The composition of the unions can be
changed and multiple moves (chain reaction) are
allowed.
Paco Ŝako offers even the most experienced
boardgamers a mind-blowing new challenge.
Paco Ŝako is not only a fantastic new game, it is
also a game with a important message: peace.
The pieces are beautifully designed and is a precious gift: Peace in a Box
In the Netherlands Paco Ŝako already is a great
success. The game received the prestigious PAXaward and had two product- nominations in 2018.

Interesting:

Author: Felix Albers
Age: 8+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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Peter Menk "im kritzeln eine 1"
founded: ???
owner: Matthias Röhrs
Bruchweg 36, 27389 Fintel, Germany

info@menk-souvenirs.de
menk-souvenirs.de
„...“
Matthias Röhrs
owner of Menk Souvenirs

info@menk-souvenirs.de

-

Top Product:
Im Kritzeln eine 1

History
The company Peter Menk owned by
Matthias Röhrs has been trading in
gifts and souvenirs since 1967. Since
2014, the company has taken over
the distribution of the articles of the
author Walter Hanel.
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>>>> Pictures for free use under http://www.imkritzeln-eine-1.de <<<<
Place the chalk board, sponge and chalk piece in
the center of the table. Stack the Doodle Cards
face-down and sit around.
Play TOGETHER
Now the player rolls in turn until the first player
has a 1. This player takes the first doodle card
from the stack, places it in the depression of the
chalk board and begins to scribble a picture from
the template.
Be FAST
For two players: The teammates roll 10 times. If
he succeeds in rolling a 1 twice, he is allowed to
guess what was scrawled. If he is right, he receives as reward the doodle card from the middle.
If his answer is not correct or if the scribbler has
completed his picture before the diceper has a 1
twice and says stop, the doodler gets the card.
Then it is exchanged.
Be CREATIVE

Interesting:

Author: Walter Hanel
Age: 5+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 30 min.
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Playford Games
founded: ???
owner: David Sennett
Hochleite 19, 81545 München
www.playfordgames.com
dave@playfordgames.com
„???.“
David Sennett
owner of Playford Games

dave@playfordgames.com

Top-Product:

History
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During the period of Rome's bloody civil wars, a
divided army fought for control of one of the
mightiest empires on earth Take sides in a game
that balances skill and chance.
Anticipate and plot your next moves, as you
scheme to infiltrate and plunder enemy territorry.
Ambush and capture your opponents, but beware!
Roman gods may take sides and intercede to seal
your fate.

Interesting:

Author: Paul Ali
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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You have unearthed the pieces of an ancient Chinese map. As you piece the map togther you are
drawn into the turbulent times of the Han dynasty
and a land of mystical kingdoms.
Take the role of the legendaary warlords found in
Luo Guanzhong's "Romance of the Three Kingdoms".
Create lands to extrend the map, build castles to
claim land, and defend kingdoms from rival warlords in this simple yet elegant game for two to
four players.
Be on your guard! As you attempt to surround
other players, they may be surrounding you.

Interesting:

Author: Jon Adams
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Your destiny lies in your hands as you stand before the ancient city of Troy, known to the early
Greeks as Ilios. Take on the role of the warriors
Hector, Ajax, Achilles, or Agememnon in the campaigns of the Greeks and Trojans found in
Homer's epic tale "The Iliad." Raid and plundr in
this strategy game for 2 - 4 players. Defend or
attck, while nothing is sure until a warrior is
surrounded.

Interesting:

Author: Eliot Hochberg
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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Portal Games
founded: 1999
owner: Ignacy Trzewiczek
ul. Sienkiewicza 13, 44-190 Knurów, Poland

portal@portalgames.pl
portalgames.pl
„We are very happy to work with Spiel-Direkt. With
their help we have found the perfect partner to help
our direct sales to Germany and beautifully compliment our new German division.“
Ignacy Trzewiczek
owner and CEO of Portal Games

We are bookworms. We love movies and series. We love exciting stories.
We have grown up with the works of Tolkien, Howard, Herbert, Dick and
Lem ... We love movies like Blade Runner and The Infinite Story. But we do
not shoot films. We do not write books. We make games. Games for adventurers and warriors, for explorers and settlers. Our games let you immerse
in these adventurous worlds and experience extraordinary stories. This is
our motto: "Board Games that tell Stories."

Top Product: 51st State

History

Our top product is currently 51st
State: The Master-Set of 51st State
is a further development of the very
successful game Imperial Settlers.
At the same
time, it is a reissue of the original 51st State
and its expansions The New
Era and Winter.

Founded in 1999 as a RPG publisher,
Portal Games has been concentrating
exclusively on board and card games
since 2008. In 2016 Portal expanded
with its own lines to the German and
American market and started thus
the greatest expansion since its inception.
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THIS GAME IS ONLY AVAILABE IN GERMAN!
Cry Havoc is a card-driven, asymmetric, area
control war game set in a brutal science fiction
setting. Each player commands one of four
unique factions with varying abilities and units.
The game includes 54 custom miniatures, a large
format board, and over one hundred unique
cards, all with stunning new artwork.

Interesting:

Author: Grant Rodiek, Michal Oracz & Michal
Walczak
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Dauer: 90 min.
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THIS GAME IS ONLY AVAILABE IN GERMAN!
A long, long time ago, the ancient King of Asteros
confined the brutal monsters in the Rune Gate
and sealed it with four divine runes. But five days
ago, a mysterious evil power opened the gate and
changed the code. Asteros is haunted by fear and
disasters again! The wise leader ORAKL asked the
Council of United Planets and they sent four famous agents: EKHO, HAL, ELLI and NOVA. ORAKL
the wise and the four brave agents begin to fight
against the evil powers to save Asteros. They
must find the Code to reset the Gate and confine
the monsters again. People call them "Rising 5",
hoping they will be able to restore peace on the
planet.
Rising 5: Runes of Asteros is a co-operative deduction and adventure game with a mobile phone
application or a game master. Players must find
the answer Code with the four Runes in the right
arrangement before the evil power devours the
planet. Players can explore the planet to collect
energy or clues and to fight against evil monsters. When players try to unlock the code, the
App or the game master will give signs that lead
to right code.

Interesting:

Author: Gary Kim, Evan Song
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-5
Dauer: 30 min.
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THIS GAME IS ONLY AVAILABE IN GERMAN!
Neuroshima Hex! is a strategy game set in the
post-apocalyptic world of Neuroshima, a Polish
role-playing game. Each player leads one of four
armies: Borgo, Hegemonia (Hegemony), Moloch,
and Posterunek (Outpost). Each army deck consists of 34 tiles: soldiers, support tiles, and special actions. You win when all enemy headquarters are destroyed or when your headquarters is
the least damaged at the end of the game.

Interesting:

Author: Michal Oracz
Age: 8+
# of players: 1-4
Dauer: 30 min.
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THIS GAME IS ONLY AVAILABE IN GERMAN!
Engines roar through the night sky as you see
clouds of dust coming your way. Hot tires screech
across the road as hundreds of riders wreck havoc to anything on their path. They are followed by
heavily armored warriors, intimidating everyone
with a cacophony of metallic sounds made by
their chains, net launchers, and other weapons of
post apocalyptic war.

Interesting:

Author: Michał Oracz
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-4
Dauer: 30 min.
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THIS GAME IS ONLY AVAILABE IN GERMAN!
New York didn't collapse. Destroyed by atomic
bombs, transformed into a fortress among the
ruins, it still fights in the defense of the ideals of
Free America. So far it has become a capital of
the small state of the same name and has start a
crusade to restore the human world. At the same
time it has usurped the role of guiding the nation
and removed its opponents wherever it can.
Again and again, the new troops set off on expeditions to the wilderness in search of new resources and prewar technologies, recruiting useful people along the way. The city itself has become a fortified police state, one of the few safe
places in the ruined world, where you pay for
peace with your obedience.
Neuroshima Hex! Nowy Jork is a single army expansion for Neuroshima Hex! The advantage of
this army is the diversity of its units, including a
lot of shooting units. A great strength is the
Headquarters, which gives additional endurance
points, and the presence of spies, which can use
enemy modules.

Interesting:

Author: Michał Oracz
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-4
Dauer: 30 min.
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In the last few months a horrible virus, the Death
Breath, has been spreading out of Moloch's eastern territories, near Old Detroit.
Anyone infected, whether human, mutant, or
even Moloch's cyborgs: everyone is transformed
into a brainless monster in blood-rage.
Unbridled and without a visible plan, they attack
every living thing that crosses them.
Thus begins the cycle of the infection again:
wounded ones slowly die, while their body begins
to transform.
Ugly excesses form and transform the helpless
victims into these monsters, which are hard to
kill. Ammunition. Much ammunition, grenades
and a sharp ax seem to be the best option for resistance.
Will you also perish on the Breath of Death?

Interesting:

Author: Michał Oracz
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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THIS GAME IS ONLY AVAILABE IN GERMAN!
Pre-war uranium mines with hidden underground
equipment and crews managed to survive the
apocalypse and are still extracting valuable uranium. Over the following decades, much of the heavy mining machinery was transformed into deadly
weapons and sent to defend the underground
fortresses. In this way a new town was founded:
Uranopolis, a rich mining town that aims to guard
its treasures from being plundered by grabby
neighbors.

Interesting:

Author: Korneliusz Ligenza
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-4
Dauer: 30 min.
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Public-Tools
founded owner: Stephan Daniel
Postfach 1111, 83448 Piding

www.publictools.com
spiel@loogstein.de
Stephan Daniel
owner of Public Tools

hello@publictools.com

Publisher Public-Tools aka "Playing with Food": Stephan C. Daniel is an instructor for media design, author and stand-up comedian. The best
"dining / sports performance" of his life: a unique experience with four
friends: with the road bike from Munich to Lake Garda, at four in the morning, 380 kilometers and a few vertical meters, ... in one day! As a debut,
he presented the card box "jeu-d'œuvre", which contains 2 decks of 34
hands for 4 game ideas, such as "protein poker" or "trump with food". The
watercolor paintings of the foods were illustrated by the author. The games
are suitable for 2-3 persons starting from 5th grade and for the whole family!

Top-Product: jeu-d‘œuvre

History
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This book is only available in German!
The novel corresponds to the learning game »jeud'œuvre«.

Interesting:

LIST PRICE: 8.36 € (RRP: 14.90 €)
Author: Stephan C. Daniel
Age: 10+
# of players: 1
Dauer: 180 min.
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This game is only available in German!
Your body works complex, so the aim of Jeud'œuvre is to develop at least a feeling for when
your body needs what food, what amounts and
what is in food. And Jeu-d'œuvre may arouse curiosity for healthy food.

Interesting:

LIST PRICE: 9.52 € (RRP: 19.90 €)
Author: Stephan C. Daniel
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-3
Dauer: 30 min.
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QANGO Spieleverlag UG
founded: 2016
owner: Klaus Burmester
Emilienstrasse 40, 20259 Hamburg, Germany

info@qango.de
www.qango.de
„Spiel direkt opens the door to the retailers, which we
as a small publisher with limited capacities can not all
address. In addition, we benefit from a strong community in many ways - most certainly because the
dealers are also becoming aware of us through attractive games in the full range of games.“
Klaus Burmester
Owner of Spieleverlag

info@qango.de
Fast, clever, strategic, these are the games of the QANGO publishing
house, i.e. short rules, fast entry, short to medium playing time and a variety of tactical and strategic refinements. A publisher of clever family games
and more - when the same game fascinates everyone from some five-yearold to the deep thinker (QANGO), for the five-year-old it is just as much
fun as the 15, 50 or 75-year-old (meow meow catwalk), for the shrewd 8year old as well as many frequent players (NOVA, Floris).
The heads behind the publishing house are, besides Klaus Burmester,
above all Arnold Reisse as a graphic designer and Andrea Boennen as the
most important author, and other members of the author association Spielwerk Hamburg.

Top Product: Qango

History

(Total international circulation 9000)
Extremely simple fast abstract strategy game
with great
game
depth.

Founded in 2016 by Klaus Burmester, the publisher was named after the game QANGO in order to establish the publisher's name as a
brand through the game's future
reputation. Immediately after
QANGO, Miau Meow Katzenklau and
Floris appeared, and one year later
NOVA as a second game by Andrea
Boennen, as well as meow
Meow Katzenklau in
Second improved edition
and in three languages,
and QANGO in
Russia.
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The Countess invites you to the annual flower
ball. Everyone flocks to bring her the most beautiful bouquets. From five different types of flowers
are bound as possible, but not too lavish bouquets. The preferences of the countess must be
taken into account in order to catch her sympathy.
The guests make use of the market and poaching
in the displays of the others. Some dodges and
flowers end up in the trash. The Countess does
not like that as much as incomplete bouquets at
the end of the game.

Interesting:

Author: Andrea Boennen
Age: 9+
# of players: 2-4
Dauer: 30 min.
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Do you have a blue cat?
Cleverly answer the colorful cats of your fellow
players who are still missing in your collection.
But be careful - your teammates will try to steal
cats! Defend your pets with the help of the witches and magic pots and be the first to get all the
cats needed together.
Meow meow variants
You can also play cat claw differently. Here you
will find variants. http://qango.de/index.html?
page=katzenklauVarianten&language=deutsch

Interesting:

Author: Annika Hamann
Age: 5+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 15 min.
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Nova is a burst of brightness - a new star suddenly showing incredible power. On the old star
map, the constellations are weak or not recognizable. Put your parts of the star map together
with those of the other and let glowing constellations arise. The more same stars touch each other, the more the star map radiates.

Interesting:

Author: Andrea Boennen
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Each stone counts - and must be placed cleverly.
Three different patterns - a variety of ways that
lead there - bring victory to you at QANGO.
Due to the short and easy to understand rules,
the game start immediately. Everyone is trying to
bring their own stones together to build dilemmas
and outwit their opponents. QANGO is both deceptively simple, but always surprising with new
constellations.
QANGO is interesting for children, families and
casual gamers as well as players who are enthusiastic about Chess or Go. Intuitive and fast games
are as possible as analytical games at the highest
level. The colors are very attractive for playing.
Briefly - QANGO provides:
simple rules - easy to get into the game, a skilled
mix of logic and interaction, a variety of ways to
winning at different levels.

Interesting:

Board - printed on both sides different levels of difficulty available.
Is available for play as an app with currently 9 levels.

Author: Klaus Burmester
Age: 10+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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Quadratspiele-Caupo
founded: 2016
CEO: Hans-Georg Krämer
Edith-Stein-Str.11, 46325 Borken, Germany

www.quadratspiele-caupo.de
info@quadratspiele-caupo.de
„For me as a beginner Spiel direkt is the easiest way
to get access to retailers. I like the cooperative organization and the simple procedures; I am grateful for
the friendly helpfulness I have always experienced on
the part of the management.“
Hans-Georg Krämer
CEO of Quardratspiele-Caupo

info@quadratspiele-caupo.de

The game "Magische Quadrat-Muster" defies the usual categories. It is: a
puzzle game with puzzle character; a puzzle with 7040 patterns as solutions; an (unconscious) learning game; a game that can be played alone,
with a partner or as a competition; a game with arbitrarily selectable difficulty levels; a versatile mental training.

Top Product:

History

The only product is the game
"Magische Quadrat-Muster", a puzzle and learning game on the subject of "magic squares from the
numbers 1 to 16", published in June
2017. 16 booklets, 100 task cards.
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THIS GAME IS ONLY AVAILABLE IN GERMAN!
Magische Quadrat-Muster is a fascinating, versatile, extraordinary mind and brain game. But where
is the learning game? It is always in the background: One learns by playing, without one must
be aware of it. And one penetrates ever deeper
into the nature and structure of the magic squares. In addition, one learns to form them.

Interesting:

Author: Hans-Georg Krämer
Age: 8+
# of players: 1-4
Dauer: 15 min.
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R&R Games
founded: 1996
owner: Frank DiLorenzo
PO Box 130195, Tampa
FL 33681 USA
www.rnrgames.com
info@RnRGames.com
„R&R is excited to be part of Spiel direkt as we think it’s
a great way to make our games available in the European market. We have had great success with Time’s UP in
Europe and joining Spiel direkt will help make our entire
line more readily available.“

Frank DiLorenzo
owner von R&R Games Inc.

frank.dilorenzo@spiel-direkt.eu

R&R Games, Inc. is a leading manufacturer of original, high quality games
and toys – fun games, strategy games, party games, big games, little
games. We believe that playing games together around the kitchen table is
the best way to do ‘social’ – and we make the games that do just that. Our
games bring people together to laugh, learn, and love the time they’re
spending with friends and family.
Our games have been honored with over 40 national awards, extensive editorial coverage and national television exposure -- all evidence of the company’s ongoing commitment to high-quality fun.

Top Product: Time’s UP!

History

(2 million copies sold!)

Rapid
guessing on
various topics with increasing
difficulty.

Since 1996 we have been producing
award-winning original games and
toys created by some of the most
talented designers in the world.
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1st & Goal pits two football teams in a classic
gridiron match. Players call the plays using the
cards available in their hands. Yardage gained or
lost is determined by the roll of the dice. Strategic play calling makes all the difference as to
which dice you get to roll for each play. Choosing
the right offensive play might get you a lot of
yardage... unless the defense sets up correctly to
stop it. Fumbles, interceptions, sacks, penalties,
deep passes, breakaway runs... it’s all in here.
Very easy to learn and play. Cards played show
instantly which dice to roll.
6 expansion sets for add on sales. 24 customized
teams allow league play.
League play stats tracker and scheduler available
online at RnRgames.com
Playable by both football experts and novices, no
experience necessary.

Interesting:
Author: Stephen Glenn
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 60 min.
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24 Expansion Teams to Completely Customize
your Play! Six divisions of customized teams add
a whole new level of excitement to the core
game. R&R Football League (RFL) expansion sets
are broken up in 6 divisions of 4 unique teams
each. Twenty-four North American cities have
been awarded franchises for these new RFL
teams. Each team supplies
unique characteristics in passing, running and defense. Team’s strengths are shown on back of the
package.
Must have basic game to use. Each division contains 4 custom teams.
Teams feature unique strengths or weaknesses in
running, passing and defense.
Players can setup seasonal league play online at
RnRGames.com that can culminate in the 1st &
Goal Bowl! Includes ability to track scores and
stats for their own leagues.
Contents: 4 teams of 7 dice each, (28 dice total),
sticker sheets, and instructional insert.

Interesting:
Author: Stephen Glenn
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 60 min.
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24 Expansion Teams to Completely Customize
your Play! Six divisions of customized teams add
a whole new level of excitement to the core
game. R&R Football League (RFL) expansion sets
are broken up in 6 divisions of 4 unique teams
each. Twenty-four North American cities have
been awarded franchises for these new RFL
teams. Each team supplies unique characteristics
in passing, running and defense. Team’s
strengths are shown on back of the package.
Must have basic game to use. Each division contains 4 custom teams.
Players can setup seasonal league play online at
RnRGames.com that can culminate in the 1st &
Goal Bowl! Includes ability to track scores and
stats for their own leagues.
Contents: 4 teams of 7 dice each, (28 dice total),
sticker sheets, and instructional insert.

Interesting:
Author: Stephen Glenn
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 60 min.
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24 Expansion Teams to Completely Customize
your Play! Six divisions of customized teams add
a whole new level of excitement to the core
game. R&R Football League (RFL) expansion sets
are broken up in 6 divisions of 4 unique teams
each. Twenty-four North American cities have
been awarded franchises for these new RFL
teams. Each team supplies
unique characteristics in passing, running and defense. Team’s strengths are shown on back of the
package.
Must have basic game to use. Each division contains 4 custom teams.
Teams feature unique strengths or weaknesses in
running, passing and defense.
Players can setup seasonal league play online at
RnRGames.com that can culminate in the 1st &
Goal Bowl! Includes ability to track scores and
stats for their own leagues.
Contents: 4 teams of 7 dice each, (28 dice total),
sticker sheets, and instructional insert.

Interesting:
Author: Stephen Glenn
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 60 min.
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24 Expansion Teams to Completely Customize
your Play! Six divisions of customized teams add
a whole new level of excitement to the core
game. R&R Football League (RFL) expansion sets
are broken up in 6 divisions of 4 unique teams
each. Twenty-four North American cities have
been awarded franchises for these new RFL
teams. Each team supplies
unique characteristics in passing, running and defense. Team’s strengths are shown on back of the
package.
Must have basic game to use. Each division contains 4 custom teams.
Teams feature unique strengths or weaknesses in
running, passing and defense.
Players can setup seasonal league play online at
RnRGames.com that can culminate in the 1st &
Goal Bowl! Includes ability to track scores and
stats for their own leagues.
Contents: 4 teams of 7 dice each, (28 dice total),
sticker sheets, and instructional insert.

Interesting:
Author: Stephen Glenn
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 60 min.
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24 Expansion Teams to Completely Customize
your Play! Six divisions of customized teams add
a whole new level of excitement to the core
game. R&R Football League (RFL) expansion sets
are broken up in 6 divisions of 4 unique teams
each. Twenty-four North American cities have
been awarded franchises for these new RFL
teams. Each team supplies
unique characteristics in passing, running and defense. Team’s strengths are shown on back of the
package.
Must have basic game to use. Each division contains 4 custom teams.
Teams feature unique strengths or weaknesses in
running, passing and defense.
Players can setup seasonal league play online at
RnRGames.com that can culminate in the 1st &
Goal Bowl! Includes ability to track scores and
stats for their own leagues.
Contents: 4 teams of 7 dice each, (28 dice total),
sticker sheets, and instructional insert.

Interesting:
Author: Stephen Glenn
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 60 min.
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24 Expansion Teams to Completely Customize
your Play! Six divisions of customized teams add
a whole new level of excitement to the core
game. R&R Football League (RFL) expansion sets
are broken up in 6 divisions of 4 unique teams
each. Twenty-four North American cities have
been awarded franchises for these new RFL
teams. Each team supplies
unique characteristics in passing, running and defense. Team’s strengths are shown on back of the
package.
Must have basic game to use. Each division contains 4 custom teams.
Teams feature unique strengths or weaknesses in
running, passing and defense.
Players can setup seasonal league play online at
RnRGames.com that can culminate in the 1st &
Goal Bowl! Includes ability to track scores and
stats for their own leagues.
Contents:
4 teams of 7 dice each, (28 dice total), sticker
sheets, and instructional insert.

Interesting:
Author: Stephen Glenn
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 60 min.
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Explore the depths of a recently unearthed temple with your friends. Discover ancient manuscripts, statues and treasure by excavating the
collapsed chambers. But be warned, they contain
not only riches but undead creatures and curses!
Each play is different with multiple artifact decks
to build your temple!

Interesting:
Author: Age: 10+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 15 min.
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An irresistible game that you can play anywhere!
The reactive interplay between the magnets is
what gives the game its spark. Strategies unfold
and develop in reaction to the patterns on the
table. Attraction™ is a fun and challenging game,
where a mix of skill and luck plus the s trong
force of the magnets produces exciting and unexpected twists.
Super easy rules, start playing in less than a minute!!
Add multiple sets together for bigger groups and
large surfaces.
Portable, can play anywhere there is a flat
surface.
Game can stand freely on shelf or hang from peg.
Package has EZ-open feature.

Interesting:
Author: Jeff Glickman
Age: 14+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 15 min.
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This new party game will make you laugh so
much!
Players must provide clues so players can guess a
famous person, place, or thing.
The problem is that the player giving the hints
has certain handicaps.
At the first hint the player has to hold his nose.
In the second hint, he must hold the tongue
between his teeth
and at the third hint, he has to stick his tongue
out and at the same time hold his nose.

Interesting:
Author: Jack Hanauer
Age: 10+
# of players: 4-8
Duration: 15 min.
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It’s all CUP for grabs! In this game of quick thinking and fast hands, it’s a race to CATCH the cups!
Roll the dice, quickly identify the missing colored
shape…then swipe the matching cup off the table. But be careful! No cup is safe…they’re all up
for grabs! First to collect three cups WINS!
• Learn to play in seconds!
• Improves hand-eye coordination and dexterity.
• Portable and playable virtually anywhere.
• Excellent game for all ages, children can play
with adults.
Contents: 9 Cup-A-Cups and 2 Symbol dice.

Interesting:
Author: Age: 6+
# of players: 3-8
Duration: 15 min.
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DRAGON ISLAND IS AN OPEN-WORLD FANTASY
EXPLORATION GAME
You and up to 3 other players take on the role of
wizards cast away onto a seemingly deserted island. Players compete throughout their journey to
gain as much treasure as possible, and become
everlastingly rich and famous. Discover exotic
terrains, build special structures, manage your
magical energy and tame dragons! Once the entire island has been discovered, your quest is over,
and whoever has accumulated the most treasure
wins DRAGON ISLAND!

Interesting:
Author: Michael Fitzgerald
Age: 14+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min.
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How good are you at remembering faces? Flex
your facial recall muscles in this mad dash to get
rid of all your cards first! Race to match any features on your cards such as hair, eyes, nose and
mouth, to the quickly changing faces on the
board. Find a match and drop it fast! First to
dump all their cards wins!
Ages 7+ | 2 to 5 players | Playing time 10
minutes

Interesting:
Author: Martin Nedergaard Anderson
Age: 7+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 15 min.
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Now all the plays are in the palm of your hand. Is
it time to rush, pass or kick? Call the shots by using the Play die you want. Picking the right plays
could get a lot of yardage... unless the defense
sets up corectly to shut it down. Fumbles, interceptions, sacks, penalties, deep passes, breakaway runs... IT'S ALL IN HERE!

Interesting:
Author: Stephen Glenn
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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The family strategy game that’s easy to learn &
gobs of fun to play! Players are hungry little goblins, trying to gobble up as many stones as possible to score points. Be a clever goblin and eat up
the most valuable stones, but don’t be too
greedy…. a stuffed goblin is a slow goblin! The
more stones you gobble, the bigger you get, and
the fattest goblin wins!
•
•
•
•

A quick and easy family strategy game.
Tile placement game of tactical maneuvering that is easy for all ages.
Can be taught in minutes and plays in 30–
40 minutes.
Reinforces logic and strategic planning
skills.

Contents: 9 double-sided board squares. 100 colored tiles, 1 score pad, 4 tile racks and 1 tile bag

Interesting:
Great introduction to strategy games for
kids

Author: Stephen Glenn
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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HASHTAG ME! is the party game that will have
you in #STITCHES! One player shares an anecdote while the others chime in with comments via
their hashtag cards. Try to stay #focused through
the belly laughter in this game of hilarious social
interpretation!

Interesting:

Author: Alyse and Danny Capaccio
Age: 12+
# of players: 3-18
Duration: 15 min.
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What happens when Cupid shoots his … magnet??
Hearts of AttrAction™ is the fun and flirty version
of our original AttrAction™ game, where skill,
strategy and a little bit of luck results in a chain
reaction of magnetic proportions! Hearts of AttrAction™ is fun to play with anyone, anytime,
anywhere. So get ready to prove just how irresistibleyou are. Cupid’s got nothing on you!
A clever offshoot of one of our top sellers!
Heart shaped magnets create amazing, unique
reactions during gameplay.
Super easy rules, start playing in less than a minute!
Portable, can play virtually anywhere!
Add multiple sets together for bigger groups and
large surfaces.
Contents: 25 heart-shaped Magnets and red
drawstring bag.

Interesting:
Author: Jeff Glickman
Age: 14+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 15 min.
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Play your cards to manage a staff of waiters and
busboys trying to be the first to dish out all of
your orders. Sounds simple enough... the soups
are up, send them out!! Busboy! Clear table 2!
Wait! I’ve got too many dishes, you take some!
AAAH! This is cold, send it back! OK, maybe not
QUITE that frantic, but you get the picture. Nothing a good wait staff can’t handle!
•
•

A stand alone card game for individual or
partnership play.
Can combine two copies of the game to include up to 8 players.

Interesting:
http://boardgamegeek.com/thread/637167/hey-waiter-hey-wait
-good-game

Author: Anthony Rubbo
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Roar! Meow! Oink Oink! Hear their Sounds… Find
the Fun!
Little explorers will have hours of fun playing Hide
& Seek with their cuddly new animal Pals! Use the
magic seeker wand to track the Pals. Listen for
their unique animal sound. Is it hiding behind the
couch? In the closet? Under the bed?? Wands
work with all Hide & Seek Pals, so kids will want
to collect them all!
• Snuggly soft, durable plush for nonstop fun —
from daytime play through nighttime cuddles.
• Seeker wand allows play with multiple Pals simultaneously, and auto-shutoff saves battery life.
• Demo button in paw allows child to hear animal’s sound.
• Promotes social interaction and physical activity
while learning new animal sounds.
• 30-foot range lets kids play inside or out, from
the family room to the playground.
CONTENTS: (1) plush animal + (1) seeker wand.
Batteries included

Interesting:
Author: Age: 3+
# of players: 1-9
Duration: 60 min.
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Brings All the Excitement of the Racetrack to Your
Home! Buy your own stable of horses and race
them at various courses. Bet on horses to win,
place, or show and collect big race purses when
your horse wins! Over 20 unique track cards are
included so every game will be different. Luck and
skill in picking the winning horses can bring you
riches. Homestretch is a fast-paced family game
that will have you shouting for your horse to
make it across the finish line!
•
•
•
•
•

Children and adults can play together, good
for all ages and families.
Randomly dealt race track cards make it a
different game each time.
Well balanced mix of strategy and luck.
Easy to learn, plays quickly.
Captures the excitement of the track as any
horse can win!

Interesting:
Awards- 2014 Traditional, Party Game of the year Games 100,
2013, Best of 2013, Toys Bulletin

Author: Frank DiLorenzo
Age: 14+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 60 min.
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Welcome to the party game where knowing what
is not the answer is as important as knowing
what is! Each category has 12 cards with names
of people, places, or things that may or may not
fit the category. Each player, in turn, selects one
card from the cards displayed and states whether
the choice is In or Out for the category. Correct
answers get rewarded, incorrect receive penalties. Round winners collect gold awards. Reach
three gold first to win!

Interesting:
Author: Bruce Whitehill, Alfonzo Smith
Age: 10+
# of players: 1-6
Duration: 10 min.
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Just Dill with it! The lightning-fast letter-matching
game where you pick a peck of Pickletters for a
jarring good time! Time is ticking in this race to
match the most letters before your opponents
find them first. Find matches first and pickle the
other players. But here’s the dill… Things can go
sour fast! You’ll be in a pickle if it doesn’t all
match up and your opponents prove you wrong!
So keep calm and crunch on!

Interesting:

Author: Damon Tabb
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 15 min.
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STAKES ARE HIGH IN THIS FORBIDDEN GAME OF
THE PHARAOHS!
Pyramid Poker is a quick head to head game that
takes your ancient Grand-Pharaoh’s Poker to
whole new levels. Each player takes turns placing
blocks to assemble the pyramid. Once it’s completed, players begin dismantling the pyramid,
taking a block each turn as they attempt to create their best 3 Poker hands. Win 2 of the 3 match
-ups to be master of the Pyramid!

Interesting:
Author: Aaron Weissblum, Norman Woods
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 15 min.
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In this tile-laying game, you are a builder
backed by one of the powerful Patrician families
of Rome. Influence and direct new construction of
the expanding metropolis through shrewd development of the city’s districts. Construct various
civic buildings: Temples for worship, Baths for
health, Theaters and Arenas for arts and entertainment.
The more you build, the more you gain Imperium,
the measure of real power and influence in Roman society. As buildings are constructed, influential players score victory points representing
their prestige. Score additional victory points by
building Bridges, Aqueducts, and Fountains. Earn
a final reward for your level of Imperium. The
player with the most victory points in the end
wins the title of ... Architectus Romanus!

Interesting:
Medium level Euro style strategy with tile management and worker placement mechanics.
Quick turns equals little downtime between turns.
Offers players multiple paths to victory.
Plays in under an hour, excellent replay value.

Author: Brett Myers
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min.
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In this mind-bending game of 4-way TIC TAC
TOE, the first person to get four tiles of their color
in a row wins. Sounds easy, right? Well, the
downslide is that things can go Slideways…and
then everything changes! Each turn, players must
slide a bar across one space or flip a rotating tile
to their color. But once a bar is moved, it can’t be
moved again until a turn has passed. So be careful which tile you turn! Wrap your brain around
this clever puzzle game as you flip & slide your
way to victory!
• Takes seconds to learn and minutes to play!
• Portable, can be played anywhere.
• Addictive logic puzzle game playable by young
and old.
• Elevates Tic Tac Toe to a whole new interactive
dimension.
• Innovative design allows 3 player game play.

Interesting:
Author: Age: 8+
# of players: 2-3
Duration: 15 min.
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Legend speaks of the enchanted Sapphire Island... shrouded in mist and magic, the island
summons Mages to battle in the ultimate test of
magical combat. But only those who survive the
supernatural duels are granted great prestige and
riches. Spellcaster is a card game pitting two to
four Mages in a duel of supremacy. You win by
exhausting your opponent’s energies or by collecting enough Sorcery Sapphires to overpower
them. Sixty different spells are included, from 4
fields of study: Combat, Conjuring, Healing and
Sorcery. Cast one or more spells each turn to
overcome your opponent and become the Grand
Master Mage!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to play with high level of strategy.
Learn to play in minutes.
Quick playing game, most games play in
under 15–20 minutes.
This card based dueling game supports 1 vs
1, 2 vs 1 and 2 vs 2.
Artwork by critically acclaimed artist Kerem
Beyit.
Expansion card packs will be available in
2015
Available in English, French and German

Interesting:
https://boardgamegeek.com/blogpost/38556/gaming-bitsspellcaster-review

Author: Weissblum & Woods
Age: 14+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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Unleash the essence of Alchemy upon your opponents! In this followup to the original smash hit,
dueling Wizards have increased powers as they
gain a variety of potions to disrupt, distort and
destroy their opponents. This enchanting expansion adds strategic new variants to the base
game.

Interesting:
Author: Age: 14+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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Look, React, swipe to win! Take a swipe at
speedy victory with this addictive game of high
energy and fast hands! When the chips are down,
be the first to swipe yours off the board to match
the pattern on the Swipe Out card. Win the card
to win the round. Collect five Swipe Out cards to
win the game!

Interesting:

Author: Oswald Greene
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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As dawn breaks, Mount Kahlualualuau is spewing
its fiery lava down onto Meepleville. The natives
are frantically trying to escape the rivers of lava
and remain on safe ground. Whoever’s tribe survives the eruption with the most meeples shall be
the winner!

Interesting:

Author: James Schoch
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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With this expansion, the game The Table is Lava
can be played with five players.
The basic game The Table is Lava is needed to
play.

Interesting:

Author: James Schoch
Age: 12+
Anzahl Spieler: 5-5
Duration: 15 min.
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In Touria, Princess Tara has decided to marry –
but not just anyone, of course. She expects a lot
from her husband-to-be: Heroic deeds and precious gifts are a must.
A group of bold adventurers set out to pit themselves against dragons, dig up gems from the
haunted mines of the country – and make a good
deal from time to time, since the father of the
bride demands an appropriate price for his
daughter's hand. Touria's dancing towers show
the heroes the way, so the brave men and women go from one adventure to the next. Brave
women? Of course – or have we forgotten to
mention that Tara's handsome brother, Prince
Talan, is also of marriageable age?

Interesting:
Author: Inka Brand, Markus Brand, Michael
Rieneck
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min.
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THE KNOCKDOWN, NO-HOLDS-BARRED PARTY
GAME that pits famous people and characters in a
battle to decide once and for all — Who can triumph under the situation at hand? Will it be the
Easter Bunny vs. Ben Franklin for Best Babysitter? Or will Ghengis Khan beat out Frank Sinatra
for Best Roadtrip Companion? Anything goes! You
pick the challenges and YOU try to get your picks
to WIN!

Interesting:

Author: Nicholas and Rebecca Cravotta
Age: 12+
# of players: 3-8
Duration: 45 min.
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Rudy Games
founded 2013
CEO: Manfred Lamplmair
Reslweg 3, 4020 Linz, Austria
rudy-games.com
contact@rudy-games.com
„We a really happy to be part of Spiel Direkt because via
Spiel Direkt we can reach a lot of specialized gaming
shops worldwide and we also can bundle our marketing
activities with spiel direkt. One big advantage is the easy
and self explaining online tool. In my personal opinion it
is always better to be together in a powerful network instead of working alone.“
Manfred Lamplmair
CEO of Rudy Games

mani@rudy-games.com

„rudy games“ is an austrian game studio with the focus of hybrid games.
With our games we combine the best of analog and digital gaming so we
can offer our players a highly personalized and unique gaming experience.
Thanks to app updates there is no more boredom. You can always find new
challenges and new content. And last but not least – unpack and play! The
app guides each player thru the gameplay so there is no need to read a
borring manual.

Top Product: Interaction

History

Our new game INTERACTION is an
interactive and totally crazy party
game for family and friends. No
matter if you’re a brainiac or an athlete, old or young, here all your
senses and talents are put to the
test. Only those who are best at
each category: knowledge, creativity, action, social and games – can
be the lucky winner at the end.

The company was founded in 2013
by 3 youth friends and belongs to
everyone to 1/3. Manfred Lamplmair
is the CEO.
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INTERACTION the interactive and totaly crazy
party game. No matter if you're a brainiac or an
athlete, old or young, here all your senses and
talents are put to the test. Only those who are
best at each category - knowledge, creativity, action, social and games - can be the lucky winner
at the end.
More fun to play
Unpack and start playing immediately - no boring instructions to read! The app guides you
through the game, step by step.
More Excitement
The app adjusts the tasks based on age and
interests. This means more excitement for you,
your family and friends!
More Challenges
Countless games in five different categories
provide more challenges for all your senses and
talents!
More variety
Boredom is a thing of the past! Additional
questions, tasks and games from app updates
provide even more variety!

Interesting:
Author: Gertrude Kurzmann, Reinhard Kern,
Manfred Lamplmair
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-9
Duration: 45 min.
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No sooner is the Second World War over than
more dark clouds gather on the horizon. Diplomats woo potent allies, secret agents sniff around
for classified information, scientists conduct research into powerful technologies and the generals
are at work on major invasion plans. Are you
ready to assert yourself in the struggle for wordl
Domination?
To succeed at LEADERS you'll need the perfect
mix of diplomacy, espionage and conquest! Forge
secret alliances, sabotage your enemies and research new technologies. LEADERS is a game for up
to six strategists!
More fun to play No need to read instructions.
The app guides you through the game, step by
step - unpack and start playing!
More dynamic Hidden actions with other players
like research, diplomacy and sabotage add extra
dynamics!
More tactical depth Different special abilities, game scenarios and ways to win offer increased tactical depth!
More variety Additional game content from app
updates ensures long-lasting fun and more variety!

Interesting:

Author: Gertrude Kurzmann, Reinhard Kern,
Manfred Lamplmair
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 120 min.
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LOST GALAXY - The intergalactic card game
Expand. Protect. Survive.
In a galaxy far, far away, a cosmic catastrophe is
looming. Soon, the sun will turn into an alldevouring supernova. Who will be able to evacuate the largest number of planets and ensure the
survival of their fraction?
•
•
•

More action thanks to special random
events in the app.
More diversity with fractions with special
abilities.
More fun due to app updates with additional
game content.

More infos: www.lostgalaxy-game.com

Interesting:

Author: Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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QUIZ IT - the knowledge game for clever minds
Show what's in you and challenge your family and
friends on this exciting quiz game! To win, not
only knowledge, but also tactics is required, because only through skillful bluffing you get ahead.
Are you ready, then ask yourself the tricky questions from many different topics.
More variety - different topics and knowledge
games! The app contains over 3,000 tricky questions from the fields of history, geography,
sports, entertainment, politics, art, literature, science, technology, curiosities and more.
More fun - always up to date! Regular updates
continuously expand QUIZ IT's questions pool and
keep it up to date. So the game always stay up to
date and it never gets bored ..
Unpack and start playing immediately - open the
games box, download the app and start playing
immediately! With QUIZ IT, you do not need to
read a long game instruction, because the intuitive app introduces the game step by step.
Should something be unclear, the integrated tutorial videos in the app or on YouTube help further.

Interesting:

Author: Arno Steinwender
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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SCUBI Sea Saga - The logic game for all ages
Logic. Fun. Action.
Immerse yourself in the colorful underwater world
of Scubi the Seahorse. Accompany Scubi through
the magical coral reef and rescue so many of his
friends from the dangers of the deep sea. Collect
valuable points before the Great White Shark
goes hunting. What are you waiting for? On your
marks, finish, dive!
•
•
•
•

More fun Unpack and start playing immediately! The app supports exactly when questions arise
More dynamics Additional features in the
app provide more tactical possibilities
More action The app controls the gameplay
and provides even more action while playing
More variety App updates provide new features and additional game variants

Interesting:

Author: Age: 8+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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Skellig Games
founded: 2017
CEO: Uwe Bursik, Marc Schodrau
Parkweg 6
35452 Heuchelheim, Germany
www.skellig-games.de/
info@skellig-games.de
„We're a member of Spiel direkt, because it's a
wonderful opportunity for small publishers to
reach the market together with others, just like
big publishers. The idea that even newcomers to
this exciting industry get such a chance is fascinating and worth supporting.“
Uwe Bursik
CEO of Skellig Games

nfo@skellig-games.de

Skellig Games is really starting through now as a relatively young publisher. In addition to in-house developments, we are just beginning to include
other authors with promising game ideas in the portfolio. In addition, we
are looking at the international market to bring exciting publications to
Germany.

Top Product:

History

Our top product is Concerto, a game
in which you put together an orchestra and guide it with your conductor's staff through the most sophisticated and
famous works in
music history.

Our top product is Concerto, a game
in which you put together an orchestra and guide it with your conductor's staff through the most sophisticated and
famous works in
music history.
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Join in a raucous journey as your bee colony flies
over a multicoloured flower meadow! Beat the
other players by landing your bees in the best
places and collecting the most nectar. Use your
special bees with their unbelievable powers!
In Ambrosia 2-4 players move as bee colonies
with their normal and special stones to fields with
different scores. Clever placement and combination of the stones is necessary to score points and
to obstruct the other players, because dice and
other random elements are not needed in ambrosia. The player with the highest score at the end
wins the game. A modular game board with two
different sides and optional event cards provide
variety.

Interesting:

Author: Uwe Bursik
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min.
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Compose an orchestra and guide it with your conductor's rod through the most sophisticated and
famous works of music history.
At Concerto, heads are in demand. You hire the
best musicians by collecting and dropping instrument cards. For each instrument you draw a conductor figure, which you must remember from
this point on. If a piece is to be conducted, hopefully you will have all the pieces ready, because
only then can you collect points and become the
best conductor in the world.
Additional challenges are provided by special
cards that you can do something good for or annoy your teammates. In addition, famous conductors come to your performance, all of whom have
very special preferences and whims.
Concerto is a game for the whole family. Memory
acrobats get their money as well as music fans.

Interesting:

Author: Uwe Bursik
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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The mice are on the loose, they sneer at you and
they're in your house. Use the dice to cleverly lay
out traps with cheese and bacon to catch them. If
that's not enough, then only nuts will help. MICE
TO MEET YOU is a tactical game with dice and
cards. With the help of the dice, as many cards as
possible have to be discarded while keeping an
eye on the other players. If you are faster and
more skilled at catching mice than the other players, you win the game!
Mice To Meet You is a family game for 1 to 5
players age 8 and older with a playing time of
about 20 minutes.
As a special feature the game varies the known
"roll & write" mechanism to a new innovative
mechanism called "roll & discard".
The active player rolls the dice and uses his results to discard a (mouse) card. The passive players may use the remaining dice to discard cards
as well. The player with the least points on his
hand at the end of the game wins.

Interesting:

Author: Daniel Bernsen
Age: 8+
# of players: 1-5
Duration: 30 min.
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Sphinx Spiele
founded:2001
owner: Henning Poehl
Bachstr. 44, 69221 Dossenheim
www.sphinx-spieleverlag.de
info@sphinxspiele.de
Henning Poehl
owner of Sphinx Spiele

henning.poehl@spiel-direkt.eu

The Sphinx Spieleverlag specializes in unusual games that are sure to be
seen outside of the mainstream. The publisher is known for its "dark series".
As biologist the owner Henning Poehl is very interested in biological issues
and has developed the concept of "biological games". This is what he
calls games that have the goal of playing biological strategies. Delightful
game mechanisms have emerged from this.
Henning Poehl predominantly published his own games at Sphinx games
but also publishes other games that fit into the publishing program.

Unusual: One against One

(a

History

project)

A game without rules book. A game
in which the game material is selfexplanatory.

„If you're dissatisfied with something, you have to try to make it
better“ - this motto was one of the
reasons why Henning Poehl founded
Sphinx Spieleverlag:

Page 470

The great Don Brocco has died and leaves behind
a power vacuum.
Now all mafia families in the city are fighting for
supremacy.
Which family will control crime in the city in the
future?
You're one of those families and your goal is for
your family to become the most influential in the
city.
Carta Nostra is a fast game with simple rules.
Components:
•
100 playing cards:
•
20 cards each from 5 different mafiosi (Don,
Consigliere, Caporegime, Smuggler and Hitman).
•
10 control cards: 10 cards with German and
English rules

Interesting:

Author: Leandro Maciel & Pedro Matavelli Reina
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-8
Duration: 15 min.
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It is a balmy summer evening. You are sitting
with your family on the terrace and playing a few
games. A perfect evening, but it comes to a sudden end, as a flock of Mosquitos is lured by the
light of your lamp!
In Mosquitozzz you have to fight off the attack of
this swarm to lose as little of your blood as possible.
So you will not be stung, you cover yourself with
as many repellents. But if all means fail, only
your "flat hand" remains to slay you.
How will you assert yourself against the Mosquitos?
Mosquitozzz is a fun card game in which you can
kill mosquitoes (in the form of markers) with your
bare hand.
Mosquitozzz can be played by the players either
against each other or cooperatively.
Game material: 110 cards, 15 mosquitoes
(markers), 40 blood drops (made of wood) & one
rulebook (German)

Interesting:

Author: Stefan Bürger & Christopher Mann
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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This game is based on the eponymous story by
H.P. Lovecraft. In the story, the protagonist gradually loses his sanity because he imagines hearing rats in the walls of an old building (this part of
the story forms the essence of this game). In the
conclusion, the imaginary rats lead the protagonist to a bizarre cave full of gnawed bones. Falling
over the body of a companion, he completely loses his mind (this end of the story can occur under
certain conditions in the game).

Interesting:
This game is based on the story by HP Lovecraft
Combined with another copy of the game, it
can be played with up to 12 people.

Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 12+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 30 min.
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The echo of madness is produced by Sphinx
Games / Cthulhu Webshop in cooperation with
the German Lovecraft Society.
The work of the American author H.P. Lovecraft
(1890-1937) is the source of inspiration for this
comic anthology. The master of the uncanny narrative is considered today as the most important
founder of the modern horror genre after Edgar
Allan Poe. The peculiarity of Lovecraft's work lies
in the combination of science fiction and horror
elements from whose synthesis he created the
subgenre supernatural horror (or "Cosmic Horror").

Interesting:

Author: publisher Henning Poehl
Age: 16+
# of players: 1
Duration: -
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What's all about?
As a cult leader, build your cult's power by calling
on the mighty Cthulhu.
With the help of tentacles symbolized on dice faces and even the volume of your spoken voice,
invoke the great elders to your bidding, gaining
power points that raise you above all other religions.
But beware! Not only are rivals against you. If in
your appeal the elder signs do not appear, even
the mighty Cthulhu will rise up against you.
COMPONENTS
20 x Cthulhu-summoning-dice
3 x Double-Marker (green glass nuggets)
1 x Start-Cult-Marker (orange glass nugget)
1 x dice bag
1 x rule book
In addition, you will need a pen and a piece of
paper.
"IÄÄ! Cthulhu! Fhtagn!" is a limited and numbered Edition of 500 copies.
"IÄÄ! Cthulhu! Fhtagn!" has simple rules!

Interesting:
IÄÄ! Cthulhu! Fhtagn! will appear in a numbered and limited edition of 500 copies!

Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 12+
# of players: 1-3
Druation: 30 min.
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Never were dice kept as safe as in this bag. The
cube bag is 100% cotton. The measurements are
about 10 x 14 cm.

Interesting:
Author: Henning Poehl
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Click, Click, Bang!
You've been a gambler all your life and now you've gambled away everything.
To the point where you feel you have nothing left
to lose.
But with this game, you can win big!
Just put a revolver to your temple a few
times ..... and the chances are favorable: 5 dry
chambers and only one live one!
Only those who dare win, everyone knows that.
So why not you?
And if a bullet catches you, they have promised
to give your winnings to your survivors.
So the mortal risk to your life would not have been in vain.
Klick! Klick! Bäng! ist ein Spiel für Zocker, die einen hohen Einsatz lieben.

Interesting:

Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 12+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 30 min.
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Each Great Old One and each story by H. P. Lovecraft has something that represents cosmic horror in its own special ghastly manner.
You must identify these qualities and argue that
its card deserves to be entered into the Circle of
Unique Cosmic Horror.
In addition to this common task, you also accumulate individual points by correctly estimating
the cards and the other players.

Interesting:
Author: inzenh. & Hagenauer
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-7
Duration: 15 min.
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Four apocalyptic riders have already got on the
way to destroy the people of the world.
Can you prepare your nation for the oncoming
catastrophe?
As a leader of a nation you must try to protect
your people, consisting of good and evil people,
against the destruction by the riders.
Besides, you must follow your ethos and lead the
good or evil side to the rule about the world.
Warning: This game contains violence, sex,
drugs, pathological gambling and Heavy Metal,
because of this it’s not suitable for every taste.

Interesting:
Warning: This game contains violence, sex,
drugs, gambling and heavy metal and is
therefore not suitable for everyone.

Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 16+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 90 min.
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Each player leads a gang with six members. The
goal is to be the first gang to inflict at least 8
black eyes against opponents in a street fight.
You win if you are the first to do this.
In case of a tie, the gang with the fewest black
eyes wins.

Interesting:
Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 10+
# of players: 4-6
Duration: 45 min.
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On a Mexican cemetery the yearly “Dia de los
Muertos” is celebrated – the day of the living
dead. The players are skeletons who don´t want
to stay in their graves anymore! With creepy music, terrifying dance and decent feast the dead
people celebrate together with the living persons.
The skeletons try with cunning and malice to take
part possibly in all festivities and to hold together
their own body parts, before they must return
again into their graves. However, they have to
pay attention to the other skeletons, the dog and
the gravedigger which strive to them for their
bones…

Interesting:
The game Dia de los Muertos - Day of the
Dead by Henning Poehl is based on the card
game "Zombie Rally" by Adam Loper and Peter Spahos, Snarling Badger Games

Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 16+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 60 min.
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The Wild West.
A ruthless place where only the toughest survive
and reap their reward.
Will you be the fastest in a duel?
Do you know which is the right weapon at the
right time?
Your goal is to emerge as the only survivor of a
duel and cash in the bounty.
Whoever is the first to get a handful of dollars,
wins the game.

Interesting:
Duell is a fast bluffing game.
Author: inzenhopeter, Hagenauer
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-7
Duration: 15 min.
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Six sundry characters are prepared to rush to the
aid of those possessed by demons.
Each has their own way to help drive these demons out, from the fundamentalist exorcist who
seeks to push the demons back to hell, to the
voodoo priest (houngan) who sees possession as
a gift of the gods.
Warning: This game contains disgusting demons
in multiple guise, a possessed and a Voodoo
priest. Because of this it’s not suitable for unstable persons.
How do you wish to help those afflicted?
Regardless, it won’t be easy!
You will struggle against the nastiest fiends of
history, including Judas, Kain, Hitler, Nero, Mephisto, Baal, and many others. And naturally Satan, the Lord of the Liars, is among them!
And it will often occur that: The Devil is Lying!
That you will learn quickly.

Interesting:
Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 16+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 60 min.
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This is a disturbing game about the methods used
to sniff out and punish witches by the power of
the court of inquisitors.
In the game, you become one of these honorable
inquisitors and learn the following: how to recognize the acts of witches, when to throw the accused in jail, how to conduct a tribunal and how
to decide on the final verdict.
In the process, you help with the driving out of
Devilry and Witchcraft. But watch out, or an informant of yours will end up accused as well. You
must protect the lives of your helpers – only the
witches should be consigned to the fire

Interesting:
Author: Henning Poehl + T.Sigman
Age: 16+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 60 min.
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In the lost in the valley of the dead pharaoh you
hunt for the treasures of the eternally cursed.
Never before has anyone been able to escape the
spell of deadly mummy. Driven by greed and avarice are those who have tried it, forgotten in the
depths of hell. Unspeakable horrors lurk hidden in
the sand here.
Already you feel like the Curse of the Mummy
reaches for you ....
Will you escape it?
And can you prevent others from getting there
first?

Interesting:
Warning: This game is about violence, robbery, fraud and black magic and is therefore
not suitable for honorable people.

Author: Anja Wrede
Age: 16+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 15 min.
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There is not much room left in the cemetery of
Plüngarden. Only 5 graves are free. Unfortunately, it is the great desire of your family members
to be buried in these graves. You can see on the
cards which grave the individual family members
want to be buried. But your relatives are not the
only elderly people in the village. There are still
numerous other old people who also very much
desire to be buried in last graves of the cemetery.
Your task now is to ensure that your family members die as quickly as possible before one of the
other elderly people snatches away your grave for
your family. That's why you should also care
about the health of other elderly and make sure
that they are doing as well as possible. The player
wins whose family members have been accommodated most satisfactorily in the graves at the
end of the game.

Interesting:
Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 16+
# of players: 3-5
Duration: 60 min.
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The license for the game was transferred to Swan
Panasia Co. Ltd..
The selling of the game on the European market
is taken over by Sphinx games.
You are the owner of a fashionable beach hotel.
When business is booming, many tourists swim in
the waters.
Unfortunately, the beaches are frequented
by sharks, and the negative publicity of a shark
fatality drives away future visitors.
Therefore, try to maximize the number of guests
in the water, while saving as many as possible in
case of shark attack.
At the end of your turn, depending on the roll of
the dice, record how many swimmers you have,
or how many rescued.

Interesting:
The new SWAN PANASIA EDITION of Shark
Attacks!

Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 30 min.
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This game about becoming possible as fit as possible in sports. This means that the players must
try to collect as many cards as they can that
show workouts.
But be careful! Sport is also dangerous!
In the cards for each of the eight sports there are
therefore - in addition to the nine training cards three cards with accidents:
basketball
billiard
bowling
cycling
soccer
nordic walking
snowboarding
tennis
The accidents have different degrees of severity.
So there are slight, serious and a fatal accidents.
Players must now try to get their training cards
without suffering the accidents described. They
start competitions with the other players and
even try sometimes to provoke accidents. Training takes place in this game with dice. Each player has ten dice available in their own color.

Interesting:
Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 16+
# of players: 3-6.
Duration: 60 min
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Dance of death (Totentanz) is a card game with a
real board game flavor.
The almighty power of the dead was established
in the 14th century via a dance.
A dance that called the living to the dead, a
dance that forced the unwilling. A dance that nobody could resists, be they young or old, rich or
poor, everyone’s the same to this dance.
In this game featuring intricately-rendered artwork on the cards, this concept is used and updated to modern characters.
Two players let Death dance in a circle around a
group of different people and show the power of
death over life.

Interesting:
Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 16+
# of players: 2
Duration: 45 min.
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In this game, you take on the role of a vampire
and must provide yourself with blood.
To do this, you visit a nearby village and carry its
inhabitants off to your castle, in order to more
easily get their blood.
But you are not alone, other vampires are also
keen on the inhabitants of the village and they
won’t hesitate to steal them from your castle. The
competition among the vampires is rough and the
life of an immortal, which depends on that red
elixir of life, is not that easy.
It is apparent that there are vampire hunters in
abundance throughout the area and they consider
it their sacred task to drive stakes into the hearts
of peaceful vampires. But, fortunately, you have
a hunchback assistant, that can revive you.
What’s that?
You just sent him away?
Well, that wasn’t too bright of you…
How will you do as an immortal?

Interesting:
Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 16+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 60 min.
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In this game, the players slip on the feathers of a
male bird. Through the use of bridal gifts (worms)
they try to convince the stunning females (in the
middle of the table) that they would be the best
fathers for their eggs.
During the course of the game, the males try to
mate with the females in order to achieve paternity over certain eggs.
However, not all the eggs are equally valuable.
The first egg in a nest scores fewer points than
the third. Also, there are females who are better
suited for mating (they have the matching color)
and their eggs thus earn a bonus.
The King of the Nest will, without a doubt, be the
one who manages to mate with all the females,
i.e. to collect eggs in all the colors.

Interesting:
Author: Anja Wrede
Age: 5+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 15 min.
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Culture Wars is an abstract game of germ warfare
for 2 players. Each player controls the growth and
expansion of a strain of bacterium within the confines of a Petri dish. Your goal is to become the
dominant strain, proving your virulence to the lab
tech studying your behavior and to the world at
large.
The Petri Dish
The board represents the Petri dish with the culture-medium for the germs, where the battle is
fought.
There are some places in the culture-medium,
where nutritive substances are accumulated.
These places are called food points and shown as
a cross on the culture medium.
There are also four prime areas shown by six adjacent yellow crosses.
In the game the germs occupy the different food
points (blue and yellow crosses) and try to get
the most prime areas in the Petri dish.
Every food point may contain only 1 germ.
But this one germ can have any size.

Interesting:
The game comes in a petri dish, the bottom
of the petri dish also represents the game
board.

Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 14+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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In this game, the players are part of the rut
(mating season).
The bucks fight for the hinds, which are placed in
the middle of the table.
Each player tries to place the alpha stag and, by
doing so, to conquer a harem of hinds.
At the end of the game, the player with the best
harem (total sum of the numbers) wins.
The middle of the table represents the arena in
this game. The hinds gather here and the bucks
fight over them. The buck that conquers the
hinds in the arena is the alpha stag. Many cards
may be played into the arena during the course of
the game. The area immediately in front of a
player is called the fringe. "Hangers-on" bucks
appear here and wait at a respectful distance
from the alpha stag for a chance to conquer a
single hind. Each player’s fringe may have a maximum of one card at the end of each turn.

Interesting:
Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 15 min.
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Each player tries to bring 10 male spiders to a
female. The goal of the males is to mate with the
female (who owns the web). The males must
move very carefully, though. A single wrong
move and the male ends up in the stomach of the
‘love-hungry’ female. And when a male makes
such a mistake, it lets the others move about
without fear for a short time while the female’s
hunger is satisfied – a chance to move closer to
the female without being noticed.
Spinnentwist is a tactical game with simple rules
that gains special attraction from the fact that the
goal of the game is also the source of the danger.
Two different webs (game boards) allow various
starting configurations of male spiders and promise much enjoyment over many games.

Interesting:
Two different nets (game boards) pose different challenges to the males and promise
a lot of fun in many games.

Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 10+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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THIS GAME IS ONLY AVAILABLE IN GERMAN!
What is this about? You are on the highway and
want to move forward as fast as possible.
But it is packed and the trucks deliver themselves
once again an "elephant race".
When the highway gets an additional track, you
can finally pass by.
The way is clear! You overtake one vehicle after
another, you will be flashed ....
Get more vehicles than your fellow players and
win the everyday madness on the German
highway!
You can combine 2 card sets with each other and
then play the game with up to 6 players.

Interesting:

Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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A game that does not need a rulebook.
A game in which the game material is selfexplanatory.
No rule reading - simply start playing.
A unique pleasure to discover the rules of a game
while playing itself.
A game for players who like to experiment and
sometimes look for something else.

Interesting:
The game without a rulebook. A game in which
the game material is self-explanatory.
An unusual experiment, which arose from a workshop.

Author: Weilburger Sieben
Age: 5+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 15 min.
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Compare values such as horn length, throwup
range, glitter in the poop ....
Each of the 32 unicorns still has a very individual
characteristic.
There would be e.g. the Winecorn, which turns
wine into pee and thus has two heart points to
offer.
But there is a value that you share with all
unicorns: you are awesome!

Interesting:

Author: Olga Hopfauf & Stephan Baumgarten
Age: 8+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 15 min
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Integralis is a board game around the fierce
struggle to fulfill orders in a book bindery.
In this game, you're the leader of a workers'
team in a bookbinding operation.
Together with your team (your cards) you are
trying to fulfill the mountain of incoming orders.
There are small jobs that are relatively easy to
fulfill, but generate little profit, and large orders
for which a lot needs to be done.
For large orders more steps need to be done and
be covered up by completed markers. Large orders provide big profits though.
The premium that your team (consisting of permanent and temporary staff) gets paid (after
work) at the end of a contract depends on the
size of orders. But the number of machines is limited and the competition among the teams severe. So no means are spared to discourage opposing workers of their services, whether it be
through bribery or even sabotage.

Interesting:
Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 16+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 90 min.
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Finally, you can do in public what you could previously only do in private: pick your nose to your
heart’s content!
And not only that! In this game, you can finally
get together with friends for a little old-fashioned
communal nose-picking.
All together, you can stick your fingers into up to
as many as four noses.
The best picker is the one who optimally uses
length, width and angle to fish out the fattest
boogers.
Warning: Excessing picking can lead to nasal enlargement!
Somebody has a special finger for nose picking.
But you need not only a fine dexterity for nose
picking. You need also luck if you want get big
boogers.
So you find nice booger-green dice in this game.

Interesting:
Author: Henning Poehl
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 30 min.
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Every object, every number, every form has special defining qualities that distinguish it from other concepts.
You must identify these qualities and argue that
its card deserves to be entered into the Circle of
UNIKCUMS.
In addition to this common task, you also accumulate individual points by correctly estimating
the cards and the other players.

Interesting:
Author: inzenhopeter, Hagenauer
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-7
Duration: 15 min.
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Every landscape and animal has special defining
qualities that distinguish it from other concepts.
You must identify these qualities and argue that
its card deserves to be entered into the Circle of
UNIKCUMS.
In addition to this common task, you also accumulate individual points by correctly estimating
the cards and the other players.

Interesting:
Author: inzenhopeter & Hagenauer
Age: 10+
# of players: 3-7
Duration: 15 min.
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Movie Maker is a narrative card game.
A scene is shown on each of the 60 cards. Players
assume the role of film producers and trade cards
to get 6 cards of a film genre together.
The following genres are included in the game:
love story
horror film
adventure
animated film
comedy
western
science fiction
The exchange of cards is very similar to swimming or Knack. Therefore, the game is also extremely easy to learn and it can be played immediately. When the films are finished presented to
the other players. This part of the game is the
most fun and makes up a large part of the game
pleasure. Each producer makes his film based his
cards (see examples). Normally this is accompanied with lots of laughter and applause for each
producer.

Interesting:
Author: Jörg Miethe
Age: 8+
# of players: 3-6
Duration: 30 min.
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The players rotate the two rings on the game
board and place a ball.
The player who first gets a line of 5 balls of his
color wins the game.
Easy to learn, but difficult to master, because of
the rotation, the game changes completely. The
special feature is the incorporation of rotations
that has caused so many brain twisters ...
The aim of the game is to get 5 balls of the same
color in a row, whether vertically or diagonally.
Whoever manages this first is the winner. If both
players manage to do this at the same time or
neither make it until all balls are played, then the
game ends in a draw.

Interesting:
The game material is of high quality and consists
exclusively of wood and glass, housed in a practical folding packaging.

Author: Andreas Dante
Age: 7+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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Each player will compete as an athlete for a nation. Every nation is especially good in a particular sport and will receive a bonus in this. So the
Germans are particularly good in dressage.
In the game, various sports facilities are at your
disposal (cycle track, stadium, river, gym etc.).
In these sports venues a variety of sports can be
played. Water polo can be played or a 4 x 100m
relay race can be swum in the pool.

Interesting:
The idea for sports festival originated during the
television broadcast of a major sporting event in
Greece.
In this major event, the even author watches
sports, which are not so at the center of his interests otherwise.

Author: Jörg Miethe
Age: 8+
# of players: 3-8
Duration: 30 min.
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Weltenbummler is a card laying and narrative
game. The players form a tour group that together travels through the world.
Each player first draws a desired vacation card.
This card indicates what nationality the player is
in this round, which attractions they want to definitely visit and what their favorite holiday occupation is (visiting cultural monuments, playing sport
or lying in the sun).
Each stage of the trip is displayed on the playing
cards. These are supplemented by icons which
indicate the country in which the travel destination is, by what transportation he can be reached
and / or what you can do there.
Players now take turn playing cards. The game
play in this case corresponds approximately to
Uno, Mau Mau or the Mad-card game. Therefore,
it is very easy to learn the game, and the fun can
begin immediately.

Interesting:
Author: Jörg Miethe
Age: 5+
# of players: 2-8
Duration: 30 min.
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SpieleFaible
founded: ???
CEO: Henning Voss
Alte Schmiede 3
25582 Kaaks
spielefaible.de
henning@spielefaible.de
„???.“
Henning Voss
CEO of SpieleFaible

henning@spielefaible.de

Top Product:

History
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People build a city in the clouds. The task of the
player is to contribute with its air ships. They collect raw materials, build buildings and fulfill orders. Especially important: you build more airships. These can sell you on the market to make
more investments, or give the city what benefits
them. Those who have made the many decisions
with a lucky hand have a good chance of winning.
At the heart of the process is the choice of actions. Similar to a classic worker placement
game, it attempts to move over a 16x overall display. On each tile, players can choose specific actions. But a trick changes the display again and
again: Anyone can change the delivery according
to certain rules against a delivery of a transmission point. So move fields closer to their own
workers or an opponent moves the desired goal
suddenly. Since the choice of an action at the
same time depends on the position of one's own
worker, a tremendously exciting and varied battle
for victory in the construction of the Cloud City
comes to light.

Interesting:
Author: Masaki Suga
Age: 12+
# of players: 3-4
Duration: 90 min
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In Vejen (pronounced "Vaien") you will play as a
medieval merchant, building countinghouses
along the famous "Ochsenweg" (Danish:
"Haervejen") trading route of Northern Germany
and Southern Denmark. There are a variety of
choices you will need to make to succeed: When
is the best moment to buy goods in the two different currencies (German Thalers and Danish
Kroner)? Is building a mill and a ship worth the
time and expense? When should you upgrade
your cart to carry more goods? When is the right
time to take out a loan, and for which goods? And
most importantly, where should you go to sell
your goods for the best possible price? You will
win this exciting and strategic game of international trade if you can finish the game with more
money than your opponents. Will you be the best
merchant of Vejen?

Interesting:
Author: Kai Starck and Thomas Nielsen
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min
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The ingredients are made for a big family game.
"Wangdo" comes with very few, catchy rules and
impresses with a visually and haptically great features. The short playing time of 30 minutes does
not overtax younger players, but the mechanisms
are tricky and allow thoughtful gambles.
In "Wangdo" the players have the best chances,
which fill up their bear stock in a timely and tactical manner and at the right moment can place
one of the furry king contenders for the right village. This is the only way to get to the knowledge
chips needed for victory. The game is a tricky yet
catchy fun for the whole family.

Interesting:
Author: Frank Crittin, Gregorie Largey, Sebastian Pauchon
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min
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Spieltz
founded: ??
owner: ??
Gubener Straße 44, 10243 Berlin / Germany

spieltz.de
info@spieltz.de
„??
???
owner and CEO of Spieltz

info@spieltz.de

Spieltz makes games that are easy-to-learn, smart family games on various topics and occasions. Not only the game rules, but also the design and
the material selection are a high priority. Some of our games are produced
in classic style, others are rolled out (using truck tarpaulins), which means
they are delivered in a roll. All our games are made of lacquered wood. We
love special stone colors such as lemon, lilac or gold. All our games are
available for corporate customers with their own branding, starting with a
small quantity.

Top Product: O Tannenbaum

History
???
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O Tannenbaum is an easy to learn, entertaining
family game for 2 - 6 players from 6 years. It
shortens the waiting time for Christmas and
brings fun for long winter summers!
Who is the first to climb to the top of the Christmas tree? The track runs zigzag from the trunk to
the top, you jump from ball to ball on the Christmas tree. Gingerbread, sugar bars, apples and
golden nuts bring happiness or bad luck on their
way to the destination.
Almost won? Think again! Time and again, chain
reactions are happening that turn the game situation completely upside down. A turn can trigger
multiple actions in succession - catapulting a
player forward or throwing him back. Beaten
pawn can take down team mates. It remains exciting until the end!

Interesting:

Author: Karin Janner
Age: 6+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 30 min.
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Steffen-Spiele
founded: 2003
owner: Steffen Mühlhäuser
Zum Spielplatz 2, 56228 Krastel, Germany

steffen-spiele@web.de
www.steffen-spiele.de
„Since the founding of the publishing company, we
have always felt like our own wholesaler, but again
and again we see how this model reaches its limits because we simply do not reach the retail sector comprehensively. We could never make friends with the
"normal" wholesalers. At Spiel-Direkt the cooperative
idea convinced us and the possibility of selfmanagement of our products. It's also nice to be sitting in a boat with like-minded people, who master the
waves the more they ride.“
Steffen Mühlhäuser
owner of Steffen-Spiele

steffen-spiele@web.de

Steffen-Spiele consists of Steffen Mühlhäuser - publisher, game designer
and mediocre businessman and Heike Berg is an excellent businesswoman,
without whom the publisher would have long since perished. We are supported by an ingenious team of game nerds, graphic designers, craftsmen
and editors who are invaluable help.

Top Product: SIX

History

Strategy for two.
Our classic of the first hour. On the
market for 15 years

Founded in 2003 for self-publishing
for the game ideas of Steffen. In recent years, publications of games of
friendly authors strengthened.
Publishing concept: Demanding
games in a timeless design, highquality material, Boxes without unnecessary gaps.
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Red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet... everyone knows the colors of the rainbow. Colomo
plays with the six rainbow colors. Sixty beautiful
big wooden discs, ten per color, are the simple
and versatile material for many different games.
Fast and funny, simple and tricky, short and long.
Games for the eyes, the head and the fingers.
Games for two and games for many. So many
games are hiding in a rainbow!
The rulebook contains seven different rules for
the game. On this page you will find under
"Additional Rules" another seven game ideas.
The variants page to Colomo gives a little insight
into the colorful Colomo-world.

Interesting:

Author: Steffen Mühlhäuser
Age: 5+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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Five different games for children and adults, all of
which can be played with the same set of 32
wooden playing pieces.
The game collection originated from a project for
refugees, which we initiated in autumn 2015.

Interesting:

Author: Steffen Mühlhäuser
Age: 6+
# of players: 1-4
Duration: 15 min.
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Two samurai play their favorite game. The goal is
to relieve the enemy of all weapons.
With the help of Kaito the master thief, they mutually capture each other's helmets and swords
and the valuable crests of his clan. With them you
can buy back already lost weapons. The deciding
factor is how skillfully the players use the master
thief ...
KAITO is a sophisticated strategy game for two
people. There is only one single pebble, which
both players use in turn to take stones from the
opponent.
At which point of the pitch the pebble changes its
owner is of crucial importance. Good overview, is
in demand and the ability to strike tactical hooks
to thwart the opponent's plans.
An elegant and minimalistic strategy game that
stays exciting until the end.

Interesting:

Author: Inon Kohn
Age: 7+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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A colorful school of fish is frolicing on the table,
the players throw out their nets, fishing with a
handful of dice. If you throw the right colors, you
can land one of the coveted medallions with three
fish.
Which dice are being re-thrown? Which tiles
should you turn over? Which trio is the lightest
prey?
Fishing luck is one of them, but only those who
are willing to risk something and cleverly uses the
additional die, in the end will get the biggest fish
in the net.
PESCADO is a fast and entertaining dice game in
which not only luck plays a role.

Interesting:

Author: Steffen Benndorf
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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Four wins! - The theme is well-known, but rarely
has it been so originally varied:
The playing field consists of eight red and blue
rings. Whoever takes their turn places one of his
discs in any ring and then moves it. A series of
four discs or four rings of your own color is the
target. The levels of strategy overlap, the field
moves and only those who cleverly follow the trail
of rings with their discs will make the decisive
foursome.

Interesting:

Author: Julien Griffon
Age: 9+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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... think with marbles.
KULAMI is a strategic placement game for two
people played in a variable field. Differently sized
wooden tiles with holes for holding the glass marbles are joined together to form a playing field.
By cleverly placing their glass marbles, players
try to conquer as many tiles as possible by occupying the majority of the holes of a wooden plate.
The special feature of KULAMI:
Each move builds on the previous one. The last
placed marble determines the rows into which the
next player can place his ball. The smarter this
rule is used, the better you can direct the paths
of the glass beads and place your own marbles
targeted on the tiles that you want to conquer.
In the Advanced Expansion, there are extra
points for contiguous rows and areas that players
can build.
As the wood panels are repeatedly combined to
form new fields, each batch develops its own dynamics. KULAMI is not only a challenge for the
gray cells, but thanks to its exceptional material
also a pleasure for the eye and hand.

Interesting:

Author: Andreas Kuhnekath
Age: 9+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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The little wooden pin was just standing on its
disc. A targeted shot with the puck, the disc is
gone, the pin is still standing on the table! The
law of inertia makes it possible and of course the
skill of the shooter.
At the beginning of the game, "all ten pins" are
on their round bases. The target shooting can
begin.
Anyone who shoots out the base under a pin
without it falling over, may collect the liberated
pin. If the pins tumble, the shooter goes out
empty. Players take turns snipping until the red
cone which is worth the most points is collected.
SCHNIPP-TRICK is an amusing and exciting bowling game.
The smoother the table, the better the puck will
shoot!

Interesting:

Author: Torsten Marold
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 15 min.
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A shell game
Cheese, bacon, chocolate - everything that mice
like, the cat has hidden under his black hat. He
invites the mice to a game, and they will not ask
for long, because there are tons of cheese cubes
to win. The cat shifts the hat and the mice go in
search of the goodies. But watch out, one of the
hats should not be lifted.
BLACK CAT is a fun and exciting memory game in
which the mice have to exactly observe the paws
of the cat player.
The lovingly crafted wooden material stimulates
the imagination of the big and small players.

Interesting:

Author: Steffen Mühlhäuser
Age: 5+
# of players: 2-9
Duration: 15 min.
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In the underworld, the devils play hide and seek
with the visitors.
They hide behind the hellfire or the copper cauldron or wield their trident.
But whenever a visitor gets four of them at once,
the devils have to put out a red coin. Anyone who
has captured the most coins at the end of the
game may leave hell unpunished. All other guests
are cooked in the kettle!
TEUFELSKREIS is a memory game with an unusual memo effect.
Ten discs with hell motifs on top and bottom are
in a circle. The task is in each round to play four
cards of the same motive in the designed circle.
Whoever turns over the correct discs collects
points. If you are not careful, you have lost your
profit quickly. Fortunately, there is the jackpot
and teammates who also lose track. A good inspiration and you can grab the devil by the horns
again!

Interesting:

Author: Jacques Zeimet
Age: 7+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 15 min.
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By juxtaposing and crossing letter cards a word
grid is created - a familiar game idea.
The special feature of WÖRTERKLAUER: Each card
shows the same letters on the front and back once in red, once in black. One player places red
words, the other black. But once laid words are
not safe! When you change the meaning of a
word that has already been laid by swapping or
adding letters, it changes color and thus its owner.
Each turn is all or nothing, because it is the turn
of the person to change or extend the word grid
so that at least one letter of its own color is more
in the field than in the opponent's color.
Creative use of the vocabulary is required in order to save oneself time and again with clever
verbal theft and turn the tide.
WÖRTERKLAUER is an exciting challenge for all
friends of crossword games.

Interesting:

Author: Alex Randolph
Age: 10+
# of players: 2
Duration: 45 min.
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Zwoggel are cute little creatures that live under
stones, but nobody wants to encounter them
three times. Why? Because then you have to take
home one of the three and who this happens to
for the third time is eliminated from the game.
The gameplay is simple: flip two pieces, be lucky
or unlucky, place three new pieces face down and
hope the next one falls in the trap. Only those
who can successfully keep the little beasts off
their feet will survive in the end.

Interesting:

Author: Inon Kohn
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15 min.
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Strategy game for 2 persons, ages 9 and up
It could not be simpler: my discs need to be at
the other end of the row, the target is only seven
steps away.
But after each move, everything is different: the
number of my towers, the heights, the draw
lengths, even the length of the row can change …
And then my opponent constantly interferes with
his discs. The walk becomes a dangerous dance
on egg shells ...
27 is a minimalistic tactical game for two stacking
artists who are ready to change strategies with
each move.

Interesting:

Author: Laurent Escoffier
Age: 9+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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Take: a building block ...
We all played with blocks as children. We built
towers and stairs and overturned them with great
pleasure. A nice game!
Can you imagine that blocks can be used to play
complex strategy games?
BLOCKS proves this! A set of 40 beautiful wooden
blocks in two colors is everything you need. But
the blocks have it all - their special measure
forms the basis for two exciting building games. A
haptic and tactical pleasure!

Interesting:

Author: Fred Horn, Steffen Mühlhäuser
Age: 8+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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COPA is more than a game. 18 beautiful beech,
maple and walnut wooden bowls and a box full of
white beans make up the simple and variable
playing material for four different games. Each of
the four COPA games has its own character, because each comes from a different game discipline. Due to its diversity, COPA is suitable as a
family game as well as a two-person game.

Interesting:

Author: Steffen Mühlhäuser, Daniel Krieg, Fred
Horn
Age: 7+
# of players: 2-5
Duration: 15 min.
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Ein ungewöhnliches Strategiespiel!
24 schwarze quadratische Holzplatten und 16 rote
und weiße Spielsteine - das Spielmaterial von KARO ist einfach, handlich und ein ästhetisches Vergnügen. Und es bietet eine Vielzahl an Spielmöglichkeiten!
Die Platten lassen sich zu immer neuen Spielfeldern zusammensetzen. Die Steine können - dank
ihrer besonderen Form und Markierung - vielseitig
eingesetzt werden. Das veränderbare Spielfeld
und die wandlungsfähigen Spielsteine sind das
besondere Merkmal der KARO–Strategiespiele.
Die Anleitung enthält Regeln für drei verschiedene Spiele, die alle mit dem vorhandenen Material
gespielt werden können.

Interesting:

Author: Steffen Mühlhäuser
Age: 9+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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Seven bamboo sticks next to each other - that's
the playing field. In front and behind the bars is
the beginning and the end of the way. 2x12
stones are put into position - the race can begin.
Each player tries to reach the other side of the
field with his stones as fast as possible. The trick
here: The range of a stone increases and decreases depending on the number of pieces that
are in line with him. With skillful preparation, you
can skip the whole field! To make the best of the
ever-changing game situation without the opponent taking advantage of it is the linchpin of Linja. Once the black and red stones have passed
each other, the game is over. Who passed the
most sticks?
LINJA is a tactical race game with the simplest
playing material and often surprising outcome.

Interesting:

Author: Steffen Mühlhäuser
Age: 8+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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Duel in a confined space
Strategy game for 2 persons aged 10+ years.
On the small playing field, six stones are set in
motion.
Their goal is simple: they want to connect with
each other. Whoever is the first to have his own
stones on adjacent discs wins the game. But the
discs are mobile! After each move one is relocated and so the most beautiful plan can go nowhere.
NONAGA is a brilliant little strategy game for two
people. A dance in a confined space where you
must not give the leadership out of hand.
Few components, a lot of depth, and surprising
twists!

Interesting:

Author: Viktor Bautista i Roca
Age: 10+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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It's about chocolate - l o t s of chocolate!
about white and dark chocolate, bout the coveted
bits with the smarties, and it is about the dream
of the largest chocolate bar of all time!
The dark and white chocolate empires are fighting
for supremacy in the chocolate universe - who
will ultimately control the largest territory?
In SCHO K.O. the clever laying game with the
sweet little cards let two chocolate strategists
grow their bars - not without nibbling on the opponent's pieces with pleasure. Also in the second
level may be filed, which brings some surprise
with it.
With skill, luck and a good dose of meanness, you
become the ruler of the chocolate world.

Interesting:

Author: Andreas Kuhnekath, Steffen Mühlhäuser
Age: 8+
# of players: 2
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sweet & mean - The chocolate game
Bittersweet, white and whole milk fight for the
chocolate crown. Who can string together the
sweetest chocolate pieces? Who is so nasty to
nibble at the enemy territories again and again?
Who still has one of the coveted smarties left to
complete the crucial move?
SCHOKOLY is a subtle and somewhat mean game
with many "cute" cards.
Two to four chocolate strategists grow their bars
and try to protect them against the raids of the
opposing varieties.
Four people and three types of chocolate?? No
problem! What exactly works out in the game for
three - everyone takes on a color - offers four
new tactical options in the two-person version
and in team play with four:
Here, the third type of chocolate is declared neutral. By cleverly surrounding neutral areas with
their pieces of chocolate, you can incorporate
them into your own chocolate territory. Who has
conquered the largest areas of the delicious landscape becomes the chocolate king.

Interesting:

Author: Steffen Mühlhäuser
Age: 9+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 30 min.
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SIX is a challenging tactical placement game
without a game plan. As with BANGO, the playing
field is created step by step by placing the hexagonal pieces of wood together. The goal is to place
one out of three possible winning formations out
of 6 pieces (see AVA). The hexagonal
(honeycomb) pattern that spreads between the
players on the table is far more difficult to survey
than the familiar square field. Before you know it,
you missed something and the game is over. For
experienced players, who manage to place all 38
stones, the fight goes into the second round. The
rules change, the tension increases - who makes
the first "six"?
A hexagonal laying adventure for bright cross and
lateral thinkers.
Anyone who knows BANGO will find a new challenge in SIX.

Interesting:

Author: Steffen Mühlhäuser
Age: 8+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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The number 10 is the goal.
In order to achieve it, each player has a set of
beautiful wooden blocks with the values of 1 - 3
available. In turn, the players put their stones in
the field. The rows get longer and grow in all directions. Who succeeds first to line up their own
stones so that their sum is 10?
TEN is a simple yet sophisticated placement game
where you always have to keep an eye on your
opponents. Good overview, risk taking and a dose
of luck are needed to complete the 10. The rule
contains two versions, in which luck sometimes
plays a larger role and sometimes less so.

Interesting:

Author: Madoka Kitao und Steffen Mühlhäuser
Age: 8+
# of players: 2
Duration: 15 min.
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FIRE WATER EARTH AIR in the sign of the four elements is the competition
of the magicians for the most powerful potion.
In a magical hexagon is spread out what is needed for the elixir: toadstools, cobwebs, dew drops
and many other ingredients and of course the
necessary utensils such as mortar, bellows, magic
wand or the book with the secret recipes.
With the help of the wandering magic hats, the
players can collect the valuable objects, whereby
the playing field disintegrates step by step. Large
and small islands are created, which can only be
reached through the flying skills of the magic
hats. Which of the four hats is moved, wants to
be well considered every turn, because many
things can be used well and for certain combinations, there are the coveted power stones. Who
can hypnotize his colleagues at the right moment
can make a particularly great catch. When the
hex is emptied, it shows who brewed the strongest potion.
Magic of the four elements is a tactical collecting
game with atmospheric material that requires
good overview of the players, clever timing and
sometimes a pinch of meanness ...

Interesting:

Author: Rene Puttin and
Steffen Mühlhäuser
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 45 min.
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Bluffing Gambling Outsmarting
A poker game with dice for 3 -7 persons, ages 8+
Triangle, circle, square - the dice specify how often each symbol in the bidding round should be
displayed.
All players choose their symbols hidden.
When the hands open, they are added up.
Now it is revealed who has best seen through the
intentions of the others and can leave his symbols.
Cleverly jumping on the train or being the laughing third at the right moment - both can lead to
the goal ...POK is a crafty and funny bluffing
game for people who like to think around three
corners.

Interesting:

Author: Kasper Lapp
Age: 8+
# of players: 3-7
Duration: 15 min.
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Color beats number!
A fast-paced dice game for 2 - 7 persons, ages 8
and up
All nine! A colorful pile of number and color cubes
rolls on the table. If the dice are lying, it means
to be fast and to see at a glance which numbers
are blocked by color dots. The rest may be added
together, but quickly! Who gets the right result
first?
Würfelblitz is a fast-paced dice game where you
have to recognize in a flash what really matters.
By the way, a perfect head training!

Interesting:

Author: Steffen Benndorf
Age: 8+
# of players: 2-7
Duration: 15 min.
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Step Puzzle Europe
founded 2014
owner: Levo Karsavino
g. 4-10, LT-10228 Vilnius, Litauen

www.europuzle.lt
www.steppuzzle.com
"We joined Spiel direkt, because we think that this distribution method gives small publishers a unique and
promising contacts and sales platform. We hope that
our educational children games and family games, and
not only that puzzles that we have been producing for
15 years, are a good addition to the already existing
assortment of Spiel direkt."
Aldas Kikutis
Europuzle (Step Puzzle Europe)

info@europuzle.lt

Top-Product: Cat and Mice

History

The pyramid games are a true three
-dimensional innovation to build
yourself in the world of children's
board games made of cardboard.

Since 2014 Europuzle produces educational children games. All games
are designed to be language neutral.
The range includes 8 different games
and fits perfectly into the "yellow
Here, the ball falls down through the corner" of game retailers.
hole in the pyramid and comes rolling out at a different location of the
pyramid …
True 3D games serve to promote
eye-hand coordination and help to
develop the first mathematical skills.
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This is a unique game in the form of a threedimensional pyramid. You must run away from
the cat, get on the top of the cheese pyramid and
collect as many as possible cheese chips.
First you have to assemble a pyramid. Then you
play the game using figures containing marbles in
their bottom hole. The marbles may disappear in
the holes of the pyramid and roll out on other
sides of the cheese pyramid.
Develops hand motility, coordination, counting
skills.

Interesting:
First game from game series CAT AND MICE

Author: Age: 5+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15-25 min.
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A unique 3D game in the form of a pyramid. For
thousands of years the Treasurer kept watch over
the overwhelming riches of the ancient pyramid,
but people ventured to disturb his peace… Unforgettable adventures are waiting for you here in
the search for treasures and resistance to the
Treasurer. But only the first conqueror may take
over the magic Ra diamond. First you have to assemble a pyramid. Then you play the game using
figures containing marbles in their bottom hole.
The marbles may disappear in the holes of the
pyramid and roll out on other sides of the pyramid.
Develops hand motility, coordination, counting
skills.

Interesting:

First game from game series RA TREASURE

Author: Age: 7+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 15-25 min.
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Suncoregames
gegründet: 2017
CEO: Bujar Haskaj
Frutigenstrasse 68, 3604 Thun, Switzerland
www.suncoregames.ch
b.haskaj@suncoregames.ch
„...“
Bujar Haskaj
CEO of Suncoregames

b.haskaj@suncoregames.ch

Top Product:

History
We are a young and innovative
team, which has been developing
board games since 2013. In 2017 we
celebrated the official foundation of
our game publishing company, Suncoregames GmbH.
Our quest for
innovation is the
creation of new
game mechanics
and offbeat ideas.
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"Bond of Demons" is the 2nd Expansion of the
DiceWar series. Enter a dark kingdom and unleash misery and despair over the Warlands.
These creatures are cruel and their playstyle is
best described as sneaky and mean. Lay traps
and mislead your enemies to their ruin.
Contents:
15 violet dice (20mm)
2 Indication dice
1 Location tiles
1 Textile bag
6 Creature cards each
1 Location cards each

Interesting:

Author: Adrian Bolla & Bujar Haskaj
Age: 12+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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Extra dice set for 2nd-player
With an additional dice set in black, creatures of
the same nation are able to battle against each
other. Two identical armies and a fight on equal
footing.
Contents: 15 black dice each (20mm)

Interesting:

Author: Adrian Bolla & Bujar Haskaj
Age: 12+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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Welcome to the world of DICEWAR
Dive into a fascinating world, where the struggle
of power and crafty strategies will lead you and
your opponent to epic battles to decide the reign
over the Warlands. Both players will take command of one of the tribes and use their
abilities to bring their opponent to his knees. Tactical decisions and strategic planning will ensure
your victory in battle. Tribes of all editions can be
combined for more variety and refreshing gameplay. Every tribe consists of 6 diverse creatures
with distinctive abilities and different Power Levels.
Light of Dragons, Main Game, 2nd Edition
DiceWar – Light of Dragons is the core game of
the series.
"Light of Dragons" is particularly beginnerfriendly. In the role of the dragon tribe, strong
spells and dangerous creatures are at your disposal. Their peculiarities make every single creature a different kind of threat.

Interesting:

Author: Adrian Bolla & Bujar Haskaj
Age: 12+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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"Rise of Xeladron" is the 3rd Expansioon of the
DiceWar series. Walk through magical dimensions
learn from the wise wizards and unleash unknown
powers. The tribe of Rise of Xeladron open new
ways and bring unpredictable threats into play.
Break through gates to other worlds.
Contents:
15 turquoise dice (20mm)
2 Indication dice
2 Location tiles
1 Textile bag
6 Creature cards each
1 Location cards each

Interesting:

Author: Tobias Wüthrich
Age: 12+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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Extra dice set for 2nd-player.
With an additional dice set in black, creatures of
the same nation are able to battle against each
other. Two identical armies and a fight on equal
footing.
Contents: 15 black dice each (20mm)

Interesting:

Author: Tobias Wüthrich
Age: 12+
# of players: 2
Duration: 30 min.
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Taleswapper Publishing
founded: 2014
owner: Wilma Mulder
Groot Vijverdal 13, 6822 MB Arnhem, Netherlands

www.360stories.one/taleswapper-publishing/
wilma@taleswapper.com
„“
Wilma Mulder
owner of Taleswapper Publishing

wilma@taleswapper.com

Top Product: 360 Stories

History
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360 Stories is a game without winners or losers.
A game for two or for a large group. You can play
it for an hour or all night long… 360 Stories is an
invitation to rekindle lost memories and swap tales together. Stories from a distant past, from the
present or somewhere in between. Trivial stories
or very emotional events. You can keep it lightminded or go very deep: you decide what story
you tell.
360 Stories is played with friends, family, colleagues, a newfound love or your trustworthy
partner, with your (grand) parents or children:
everyone has a story to tell.
360 Stories is a board game that can be played
with two people or more. There is no limit to the
amount of people that can play, although playing
might become impractical when groups exceeds 8
people.

Interesting:
Author: Wilma Mulder
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-8
Duration: 60+ min.
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www.spielmaterial.de
founded:2000
owner: Harald Mücke
Pescher Str. 235, 41065 Mönchengladbach
www.spielmaterial.de
info@spielmaterial.de
„As small publisher Spiel direkt e.G. is exactly what I
was looking for. Aside from the main aspect of common sales and marketing activities, this is a platform
for exchange with other small publishers. A community, in which its members support each other.“
Harald Mücke
owner of Mücke Spiele

harald.muecke@spiel-direkt.eu

www.spielmaterial.de is an Internet shop offering the world‘s largest selection of pieces and tools for creating individual games. Including game pieces, dice, cards, boxes, boards and many more.
Part of www.spielmaterial.de is the publishing unit Mücke Spiele where
games are published that derive from game author‘s competitions.

Top Product: Meeples

History

(millions of pieces)

www.spielmaterial.de has been
Game pieces are the core element of founded in 2000, Mücke Spiele pubboard games. There are not only the lished a first game 2009.
standard pawns, but so much more
different pieces to be found.
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Stacking caps (Building the tower)
Plastic stacking caps, diameter 20 mm, height
20mm; set inlcudes 80 pieces in 4 different colours
Product specifications :
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Size: 20x20 mm
Material: Polystyrene (synthetic aromatic
polymer made from the monomer styrene, a
liquid petrochemical; one of the most widely
used plastics)
Production: according to the European
standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for toys, also directive 2005/84/EG
(Phthalate)
Made in China
Weight: 50 gr. per set
Price per set
Colours: red, yellow, green, blue

Interesting:
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This item consists of all game pieces for one color
incl. the expansions "Cities & Knights" and
"Seafarers". Each set consists of:
· 4 cities
· 5 settlements
· 15 streets
· 3 city walls
· 6 knights
· 15 ships
· 1 label

Interesting:
Incl. all expansion parts (knights and cities
and Seafarers)
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Wooden dice 16 mm, in 12 different colors
Product specifications :
Dimensions: 16 x 16 x 16 mm
Material: Wood (maple or beech; from ecological,
economic and social sustainable forestry PEFC,
FSC certified)
Colors: water-based varnish
Production: according to the European standard
EN 71 specifies safety requirements for toys, also
directive 2005/84/EG (Phthalate)
Made in Germany
Weight: 30 gr. per set
Price per set
Available Colors: red, yellow, green, blue, black,
white, orange, purple, grey, brown, pink, nature

Interesting:
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Plastic dubloons, 18 mm
Plastic dubloons, 18 mm diameter, in gold and
silver, with crusader imprint

Product specifications :

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Diameter: 18mm
Height: 2 mm
Material: Polystyrene (synthetic aromatic polymer made from the monomer styrene, a liquid petrochemical; one of the most widely
used plastics)
Production: according to the European standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for
toys, also directive 2005/84/EG (Phthalate)
Made in Europe
Weight: 1 gr. per piece
Price per piece; scale price per color
Colors: gold, silver

Interesting:
Ideal as attractive replacement for game
money.
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Plastic crystal gems
(Diamonds are a girl's best friend)
Crystal gems (transparent white, red, blue), 125
per set
Product specifications:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Dimensions: 10x10 mm
Material: Polystyrene (synthetic aromatic
polymer made from the monomer styrene, a
liquid petrochemical; one of the most widely
used plastics)
Production: according to the European standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for
toys, also directive 2005/84/EG (Phthalate)
Made in Europe
Weight: 72 set
Price per set; scale price per set
Colors: white, red, blue

Interesting:
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Set Plastic pawns (standard size)
Plastic pawns 6 pieces, 1 each (red, yellow,
green, blue, black, white), size 12x24 mm
Product specifications :
•
•

•

•
•

Size: 12x24 mm
Material: Polystyrene (synthetic aromatic
polymer made from the monomer styrene, a
liquid petrochemical; one of the most widely
used plastics)
Production: according to the European
standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for toys, also directive 2005/84/EG
(Phthalate)
Made in Europe
Weight: 10gr. per set

Interesting:
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Wooden pawns, 12x24 mm
(Standard form and size for boardgames)
Set of pawns, consisting of 16 wooden pawns, 4
of red, yellow, green, blue
Product specifications :

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Height: 24 mm
Diameter: 12 mm
Material: Wood (maple or beech; from ecological, economic and social sustainable forestry
PEFC, FSC certified)
Colors: water-based varnish
Production: according to the European standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for
toys, also directive 2005/84/EG (Phthalate)
Made in Germany
Weight: 17 gr. per piece
Price per set
Available colors: red, yellow, green, blue

Interesting:
Pawns may be purchased individually too.
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Sandtimers (Plenty of time)
Plastic sandtimers with running time 120 seconds
Attention: These sandtimer are no precision timers, differences in running times may occur !
Product specifications :
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Diameter: 26 mm
Height: 10 mm
Material: Polystyrene (synthetic aromatic
polymer made from the monomer styrene, a
liquid petrochemical; one of the most widely
used plastics)
Production: according to the European
standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for toys, also directive
Made in Europe
Weight: 30 gr. per piece
Price per piece

Interesting:
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Sandtimers (Plenty of time)
Plastic sandtimers with running time 60 seconds
Attention: These sandtimer are no precision timers, differences in running times may occur !
Product specifications :
•
•
•

•

Diameter: 22 mm
Height: 7,5 mm
Material: Polystyrene (synthetic aromatic
polymer made from the monomer styrene, a
liquid petrochemical; one of the most widely
used plastics)
Production: according to the European
standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for toys, also directive

Interesting:
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Set of wooden men and dice
(14 pieces)
Set consisting of :

•
•

4x3 men 50x20 mm (red, dark blue, bright
green, yellow)
2 dice 18 mm blue

Product specifications :

•
•
•
•
•
•

Material: wood (maple or beech; from ecological, economic and social sustainable forestry
PEFC, FSC certified)
Colors: water-based varnish
Production: according to the European standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for
toys, also directive 2005/84/EG (Phthalate)
Made in Germany
Weight: 84 gr. per set
Price per set

Interesting:
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Set wooden discs, 15x4 mm
(Standard type for boardgames)
Set of wooden discs 15x4 mm containing:
•
•
•
•
•

30x yellow
30x red
30x green
30x blue
total of 120 parts

(Attention: the photo also shows black and gray;
these colors are not included)
Product specifications :

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Height: 4 mm
Diameter: 15 mm
Material: Wood (maple or beech; from ecological, economic and social sustainable forestry
PEFC, FSC certified)
Colors: water-based varnish
Production: according to the European standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for
toys, also directive 2005/84/EG (Phthalate)
Made in Germany
Weight: 5 gr. per set
Price per set

Interesting:
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Wooden cubes(Standard type for boardgames)
Plain wooden cubes 9 mm, 24 each in red, yellow,
blue, black
Product specifications :
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Dimensions: 9x9x9 mm
Material: Wood (maple or beech; from ecological, economic and social sustainable forestry PEFC, FSC certified)
Colours: water-based varnish
Production: according to the European
standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for toys, also directive 2005/84/EG
(Phthalate)
Made in Germany
Weight: 52 gr. per set
Price per set

Interesting:
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Wooden cubes
(Standard type for boardgames)
Plain wooden cubes 10 mm, Set with 6 each in
red, yellow, blue, green, purple, white
Product specifications :

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dimensions: 10x10x10 mm
Material: Wood (maple or beech; from ecological, economic and social sustainable forestry
PEFC, FSC certified)
Colors: water-based varnish
Production: according to the European standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for
toys, also directive 2005/84/EG (Phthalate)
Made in Germany
Weight: 26 gr. per set
Price per set
Colors: red, yellow, blue, green, purple, white

Interesting:
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Blank playing cards 59x91 mm
(Standard size)
Blank playing cards 59 x 91 mm, rounded edges,
weight = 330g/m².
Set consists of:

•
•
•
•

6x each in yellow, red, green, blue
3x each in orange, purple
2x each in grey
1x each in pink
These cards have a thin transparent varnish, so
they can signed only with permanent markers.
Product specifications:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Size : 59 x 91 mm
Material: pulp cardboard 330 g/m²
Production: according to the EU norm EN-71
Manufactured in Poland
Weight: 60 gr. per set
Price per set

Interesting:
For developing your own game, ideal as present.
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Plastic Muggles
(round)
Transparent Muggles, plastic, 20 mm in diameter,
packed in sets of 25 pieces :

•
•
•

12x yellow
8x red
5x blue

Product specifications :

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Diameter: 20 mm
Heigth: 8 mm
Material: Polystyrene (synthetic aromatic polymer made from the monomer styrene, a liquid petrochemical; one of the most widely
used plastics)
Production: according to the European standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for
toys, also directive 2005/84/EG (Phthalate)
Made in Europe
Weight: 41 gr. per set
Price per set; scale price per color

Interesting:
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Game material "Kingdom Builder"
(mix of pieces)
Set of game pieces from the game Kingdom
Builder, consisting of 169 parts:

•
•
•
•

160 wooden houses (40x blue, nature, orange, black)
4 wooden cylinders 15x10 mm (1x blue, nature, orange, black)
4 small zip-locks
1 big zip-lock

Product specifications :

•
•
•
•
•

Material: Wood (maple or beech; from ecological, economic and social sustainable forestry
PEFC, FSC certified)
Colors: water-based varnish
Production: according to the European standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for
toys, also directive 2005/84/EG (Phthalate)
Made in Germany
Weight: 78,500 gr.

Interesting:
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Set play money dollars
(rich as rich can)
Set playing money consisting of:
40
40
40
40
40

notes
notes
notes
notes
notes

á
á
á
á
á

1,000 $
5,000 $
10,000 $
50,000 $
100,000 $

total 200 notes with a value of 6,64 Mio. $
Product specifications:
•
•
•
•
•

Material: pulp cardboard 80 g/m²
Production: according to the EU norm EN-71
Manufactured in Germany
Weight: 74gr. per set
Price per set

Interesting:
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Blank playing cards 59x91 mm
(Standard size)
Blank playing cards 59 x 91 mm, rounded edges,
weight = 330g/m², pack of 33 pieces
These cards have a thin transparent varnish, so
they can signed only with permanent markers.

Product specifications:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Size : 59 x 91 mm
Material: pulp cardboard 330 g/m²
Production: according to the EU norm EN-71
Manufactured in Poland
Weight: 56 gr. per set
Price per set, scale price per set

Interesting:
For developing your own game, ideal as present.
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Blank playing cards 43,5x67,5 mm
(Small size)
Blank playing cards 43,5 x 67,5 mm, rounded
edges, weight = 330g/m², set of 55 pieces
These cards have a thin transparent varnish, so
they can signed only with permanent markers.

Product specifications:

•
•
•
•
•

•

Size : 43,5 x 67,5 mm
Material: pulp cardboard 330 g/m²
Production: according to the EU norm EN-71
Manufactured in Poland
Weight: 40 gr. per set
Price per set, scale price per set

Interesting:
For developing your own game, ideal as present.
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Blank playing cards 70x70 mm
(Size Settler card game)
Blank playing cards 70 x 70 mm, rounded edges,
weight = 330g/m². Price is per set with 60 cards.
These cards have a thin transparent varnish, so
they can signed only with permanent markers.

Product specifications:

•
•
•
•
•

•

Size : 70 x 70 mm
Material: pulp cardboard 330 g/m²
Production: according to the EU norm EN-71
Manufactured in Poland
Weight: 92 gr. per set
Price per set, scale price per set

Interesting:
For developing your own game, ideal as present.
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Plastic standing feet
(transparent)
Plastic bases for tiles (1,2 mm), 20 mm diameter
Product specifications :

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Size: 20 mm
Material: Polystyrene (synthetic aromatic polymer made from the monomer styrene, a liquid petrochemical; one of the most widely
used plastics)
Production: according to the European standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for
toys, also directive 2005/84/EG (Phthalate)
Made in Europe
Weight: 0.84 gr. per set
Price per piece
Colors: white transparent

Interesting:
Ideal for standing up cardboard pieces.
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Leather dice cup (round)
High-quality leather dice cup, size 70x90 mm,
artificial leather
Product specifications :
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Size: 70 x 90 mm
Material: leather (buffalo)
Production: according to the European
standard EN 71 specifies safety requirements for toys, also directive 2005/84/EG
(Phthalate)
Made in Pakistan
Weight: 150 gr. per piece
Price per piece; scale price per colour
Colours: nature

Interesting:
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Take the role of a global player!
In a world in which all institutions have failed and
only money and military power are important.
In this remix of classic games, control cards control dice luck, while war, commodity trading &
media censorship provide many opportunities to
gain the upper hand on the global board.
World Control comes as the power game of the
21st century in high-quality production value. For
players who love traditional and more complex
games.

Interesting:
Author: Michael Lee Cregger
Age: 12+
# of players: 2-6
Duration: 180 min
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For 25 years now, Michael Schacht designs
games. The anniversary year is a good opportunity for a celebration. At the SPIEL fair in Essen,
„Hellweg westfalicus“ has been published, celebrating also a second anniversary as well: 15
years of „Spiele aus Timbuktu“. This small publishing project run by Michael Schacht originally
offered games to tinker. Over the time a collectors box, expansions and „real“ produced board
games as special editions competed the portfolio.
From the box: „Buy goods at low prices and sell
them for maximum profit! On offer are salt, beer
and ironware. If you wait too long, you might get
a good purchasing price but only for what is still
left. You can create trade routes with the help of
coaches and thus supply distant towns. The player who owns the most money after 12 rounds
wins the game.“

Interesting:
„Spiele aus Timbuktu“ available!
Author: Michael Schacht
Age: 10+
# of players: 2-4
Duration: 60 min
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for retailers

Your direct access to good games
The members of Spiel direct are
games publishers from Germany and abroad, which make
their products directly available
to retailers on a common platform.
A new purchasing source
Spiel direkt was founded in early 2012 as a reaction to the procedure of the existing wholesalers to delist smaller publishers.
Spiel direkt therefore is a new
wholesaler, but with the distinctive feature that the publishers
themselves are owners of this
company. By now, there are 15
publishers.
How do we work?
The cooperative offers you to all
the games of its members on
ONE portal. The games of some
of our members are now available exclusively from us. You can
order quickly and easily through
direct access and get the goods
delivered immediately by a
proven logistics partner. For
each game you get more detailed information and additional
material, for example downloading rule translations directly. You can see at any time how
many games are in stock or
know when new games become
available.

You get the following
vantages as retailer:

ad-

• variable order opportunities (online, phone, fax, mails)
• special
and
attractive
games (exclusive games of
publishers such as 2F-Spiele)
• growing supply by more
publishers (more are considering joining us)
• extensive information to
the games (rules, descriptions, pictures, links, FAQs,
etc. are available)
• downloads (rules in multiple
languages, player aids, background information)
• customer service Spiel direkt
(spare parts service, complaints service, information)
• discount system for distributors (relay system)
• benefits for stores (free
demo games, special discounts)
• price stability (no short-term
sales campaigns)
• online status (access to order
information and order history)
• attractive shipping terms
(postage free delivery)
• many payment methods
(with rebates / discounts)
• guaranteed
availability
through online availability view
of the stock
• merchant locations (list with
merchant’s addresses for customers)

Fair Cooperation
As games publisher, we have an
interest that all involved in the
sales process have a chance of
lasting success. Therefore, we
keep our prices fair. Our prices
are stable and reliable. Should
nevertheless times changes occur
then this will be communicated at
least 3 months in advance.
There is no "fast-moving" and
no "daily deals", so that your
games tomorrow are still worth
the price, that you shop with us
today.
So you can focus on selling the
right game to the right customers. We will support you with
that.

CONTACT
Spiel direkt e.G.
Business address:
Bachstr. 44
69221 Dossenheim
Tel: +49 (0)6221 43540 80
Fax: +49 (0)6221 43540 89
Mail: info@spiel-direkt-eg.de
Business hours:
Monday: 9:00am – 1:30pm &
2:30pm – 5:00pm
Tuesday – Friday: 9:00am –
1:30pm & 2:30pm – 7:00pm
Web:
www.spiel-direkt-eg.de
www.spiel-direkt-eg.com
www.facebook.com/spiel.direkt
You can order from us via the
following ways:
on the web portal spiel-direkteg.eu
via fax (06221/4354089)
via e-mail (bestellung@spieldirekt-eg.eu)

